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Don't forget: Daylight
Savings Time ends (or
does it begin?) Sunday
morning at 2:00 a.m. Set
your clocks ahead one
hour.

by Jon Stempel

"On Becoming a Doctor"
was the topic of a recent
Hospital as a Human Institution Lecture. For the
story on the training of
physicians in the US, see
Science, p. 20.
Is Hopkins Lacrosse finally on track? After a
shutout of Princeton last
weekend, and a three
game winning streak, the
Blue Jays face a tough test
tomorrow at Virginia. See
Sports, p. 23, for details.
Impressive directing in
Landscape ofthe Body, as
presented by the Barnstormers. Full review in
Arts, p. 16

The University announced last
week that it had struck an agreement to purchase two properties
located within a block of the
Homewood campus.
In purchasing the buildings and
land located at 3301-5 North
Charles Street and at 10-12 East
33rd Street (Ivy Hall), the
University saw investment potential because the land is "so close
to the campus and so close to
buildings [we] already own," according to Eugene Sunshine,
senior vice president for administration and University
treasurer.
The administration had recommended the purchase, whose
terms were not disclosed, to the
Board of Trustees' Committee on
Investments, which approved the
request. Sunshine said, "It was a
complicated agreement because
there was someone who had made
an agreement to purchase [the
properties] and we bought that
agreement." The buildings'
previous owner was Charles
Crossing Acquisition Partners
Ltd.
Tenants had used Ivy Hall
primarily for residence purposes,
but the building now stands va-

Referred to as "disastrous"
and "severe" by department
chairmen, the impact of faculty
reductions in the School of Arts
and Sciences may have a greater
effect on students than originally
estimated.
"With faculty reductions, [the
Department of Economics] would
not have been able to have a full
complement of courses because

Social programming
takes top priority
by Daniela Zane
Even the die-hard pessimists
and most avid critics of social life
at Hopkins had to admit a grudging amazement and genuine intrigue last semester when the first
banner appeared above the doorway to Levering Hall: "Hoppy
Hour!"
More students wondered at
their mailboxes about this catchytitled, new event as they confronted square, brightly-colored
exhortations to attend and "get
together" Friday in the Glass
Pavilion from 4:00 to 7:00 p.m.

cant. The tenants in the other
building used their space either
for retail purposes or for maintaining professional offices. Sunshine said that these tenants had
vacated or will soon vacate the
building.
"My understanding was that
they were on a month-to-month
agreement with the previous
owner, and they knew the property was going to be sold," he said.
Sunshine said that the University is considering short-term and
long-term uses for the buildings
and is evaluating many options.
"Anything is really possible
See HOUSING, 3

Proposal to
replace Dean
Robert Welch
under fire
by Kathleen McCarthy

Student groups have expressed
serious reservations about the
Hopkins recently purchased these two buildings, but does not have any
University's plans for the replaceplans for their use. Pictured above is 3301-5 North Charles Street and
ment of Robert Welch, dean of
10-12 East 33rd Street [Ivy Hall].
the Homewood Schools administration, who is resigning effective July 1.
Welch's replacement, under
of curtailed offerings," said would have to be decreased," at the bare minimum to keep a the administration plan, would
Bruce Hamilton, chairman of the said Gary Posner, chairman of respectable undergraduate pro- report to the academic deans—
Lloyd Armstrong Jr., dean of the
department. "We might also have the Department of Chemistry. "If gram going."
School
of Arts and Sciences, and
to curtail enrollment in some of the number of faculty decreases,
size
is
A reduction in faculty
our biggest classes because we the department will have difficul- just one aspect of the five-year V. David VandeLinde, dean of
won't have enough money to hire ty in offering the quality of educa- program proposed by LLoyd the G.W.0 Whiting School of
all the teaching assistants tion we have offered in the past." Armstrong Jr., dean of the School Engineering.
In the present administrative
needed."
Lowell Edmunds, chairman of of Arts and Sciences, which is
Other department chairmen the Department of Classics, noted designed to combat the schools structure, Welch reports to
concurred.
that further reductions in faculty budget deficit, which is expected University President Steven
"There is a significant size would "significantly affect" to exceed $2 million this year Muller through Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs
possibility that the numbers of ad- the department because the
John
Lombardi, and also consults
vanced undergraduate courses number of professors is "already
See DEFICIT, 4
with the academic deans. Under
the new plan, only the academic
deans would report through the
provost.
According to Lombardi, the
new plan is intended to streamline
the organizational structure.
Admittance was free, entertainLimiting immmediate access to
ment and snacks would be prothe provost would prompt a more
vided, beer was available to those
thorough, cooperative scrutiny of
of age, and professors could drink
issues, by both the academic
free of charge. "This," exclaimdeans and the administrative
ed students, "actually sounds like
deans, before those issues are
FUN!"
brought forward to the provost.
And fun, most Hopkins
Not all members of the
students would agree, Hoppy
Homewood community agree
Hour turned out to be. But why
with this analysis.
the amazement that a UniversityAfter nearly a month of debate,
sponsored event should actually
which included sessions with the
prove to be such a good time? Is
academic deans and the provost,
News-Letter FOE*
there hope that the word "lame"
the Student Council, in an
will one day be used only to Mary Ellen Porter, special assistant to the Dean of Students: "Council
emergency meeting Monday,
has worked very hard this year. There is definitely a lot of programmSee PROGRAMMING, 6
ing going on."
See WELCH, 9
Bernie Liu

A&S deficit: How harmful will it really be?
by Vensive Lamb
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Hopkins purchases
two nearby buildings;
future use uncertain
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Spring Ahead
Today: Cloudy with a 70% chance of
showers, hi 59°, winds E 10 mph.
Tonight: Variably cloudy, 50%
chance of showers, low 47° winds E
5-10 mph.
Saturday: Variably cloudy, 40%
chance of rain, hi 65', low 48°.
Sunday: Variably cloudy, chance of
rain, hi 70°, low 46°.
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McMillen lambastes national space programs
Claims that compared to Soviet Union, 'we're flat on our back'
by Rachel Weiss

good policy that's balanced.
"The USSR doesn't need us to go
"This administration is skew- to Mars; they're well on their
"Wham you look at the state of ed on research and develop- way, but we have to have
our space program, it's hard to ment," he continued. "Sixty- cooperative efforts.
believe that Americans aren't seven percent of the money goes
"I'm also a very strong supmore angered," said Con- to the military. We should find a porter of commercialization in the
gressman Tom McMillen(D-Md) way to get this back to the tradi- space program," continued
at a Young Democrats meeting tional level of about fifty-percent. McMillen. "It takes some of the
We've really lagged behind in monkey off the government's
Monday.
McMillen, a former profes- civilian research and development back.
sional basketball player and in this administration."
"We could create 'enterprise
Citing an example of this, zones' in the program, where
Rhodes scholar, was elected to
the House of Representatives in McMillen noted the United companies that invest in space
1986. He serves on the Science, States' lack of spy satellites. could get major tax breaks."
Space and Technology, and "Because of the shuttle, we
McMillen continued, "It's
Banking
Finance haven't been able to put up many very important that we not allow
and
[satellites]," he said. "It's a very the militarization of space or the
Committees.
"The American people put the serious crisis; we don't have the folly will just continue out there.
space program on a low priori- capability."
[The Strategic Defene Initiative]
McMillen emphasized the im- is important, but I'm skeptical as
ty," continued McMillen, as he
contrasted current attitudes portance of collaboration with to whether it can be deployed in
toward space programs with other nations on the space pro- any real sense."
those of Americans in 1957, gram. "International cooperation
He commented further, "It
when the Soviet Union launched is an absolute necessity," he said. could possibly be used as.
its Sputkin satellite. At the time,
Americans had much enthusiasm
toward the development of their
own, competing space program.
"We're flat on our back [now]
as far as the space program
goes," said McMillen. "The Russians have put up seven space stations. They have two up right
examining the values and beliefs
now. We won't have one up for by Gregory W. Fortsch
of today's American society
eight years.
Richard Kilburg gave a lecture through the use of advertisements
"A nation that's not willing to
venture out is not going to ex- entitled "Drugs, Sex and Rock in publications. He noted the
pand," he continued. "If we and Roll: Coping Strategies for predominance of cigarette and
don't, we risk economic insolven- the 1990s" on March 16 at the alcohol advertisements present in
cy as a nation. A space station Wednesday Noon Series in the today's popular magazines.
He said the United States
will cost twenty-five billion Milton S. Eisenhower Library's
spends $300 million on the treatdollars to build, but it's essential Garrett Room.
Director of the Johns Hopkins ment and research of alcohol,
as a platform for further exploraUniversity and Hospital Faculty while the Anheuser Busch Cortion."
McMillen emphasized the im- and Staff Assistance Program, poration alone spends $600
portance of "not putting all our Kilburg has a degree in clinical million for advertising. Expeneggs in one basket. The psychology from the University diture for cigarette adverChallenger accident showed the of Pittsburg as well as a doc- tisements has increased yearly
weakness of that strategy. If you torate. He has held several key since the ads were banned from
start committing billions of positions at psychological television in 1971.
Kilburg said that society is
dollars to one program, it will associations in Washington, D.C.
Kilburg began his speech by rapidly and sometimes alarming—
crowd out others. We need a

leverage to get the Soviets to could even make us more
reduce arms, but it could also vulnerable. We have the capabilibring about a counter-increase by ty to build Phase One, in which
the Soviets. And even with a rockets are knocked out in the
failure rate as low as ten percent, early booster stage. But the
huge amounts of damage could be Soviets could then cut the exhaust
done."
on their missiles and render it
McMillen also questioned the useless. So much of the SDI
ends of Reagan Administration research and development money
policy. "The President seems to is going to Phase One and Phase
be stuck in the mud on this one," Two is still dubious."
he said. "He's not very scienHe concluded, "There's a
tifically oriented, but you have to hierarchical problem with these
wonder when he talks about SDI weapons in that there's always
as civilian protection.
one-upmanship. I believe in a
"The President is not one to conventional defense, but I am a
delve into details," continued proponent of arms control.
McMillen. "He goes on gut in- Historically, there hasn't been a
stinct. The American people are weapon in the world invented that
two to one in favor of a reduction wasn't sometime later used.
of arms versus SDI, but the Presi- That's a scary thought."
dent doesn't seem to have absorbed this yet."
McMillen believed that "SDI
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Psychologist investigates impact of
drugs, sex, rock and roll on society
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ly changing around us. He offered examples of several
changes addressed in the 1984
publication Megatrends. Government, for example, is moving
from centralization to decentralization. Institutional help is
becoming less prevalent. People
now seek self-help. People are
now setting long-term goals,
rather than the short-term goals
of previous years.
In the presence of these
dramatic changes, explained
Kilburg, humans are affected and
are changing. These changes involve immense stress upon the individual. Stress, says Kilburg, is
defined as the "wear and tear of
responding to life's pressure,
demands, challenges and
changes." It could have both
positive and negative connotations, he said.
"You stress," a form of
positive stress, involves an individual's search for changes in
his or her life that are attainable
and satisfying. The stress level of
an individual should lie between
boredom and burnout, or what
Kilburg termed an "optimal performance level." If one accumulates too much stress, he
' said, the person would not have
adequate time for recuperation.

Kilburg next examined the,
negative effects that stress has on
persons in today's society. Persons are inclined to eat more fast
food and "junk food," he said.
Americans consume seventy-five
acres of pizza a year, he said.
Drug abuse is another chronic
effect of stress, he said.
Recent studies indicate that the
United States has 18.2 million
marijuana users as well as 5.8
million who use cocaine. In addition, ninety-six million
Americans drink alcohol, while
sixty million smoke tobacco.
More frightening, he said, 408
persons are diagnosed with lung
cancer each day, and 2,068 individuals have heart attacks in
America each day.
Kilburg said that stress can indeed be addressed in an optimistic, effective way, however.
Overcoming stress involves four
messages, he said, including
understanding the basic stress
concepts, recognizing one's coping skills, building these skills,
and creating a "personal action
plan." One must have selfawareness, self-management, and
self-creation to achieve selfmastery and control over stress,
he said.
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Nominating committee meets
Young Trustee candidates
by Vivian Lan
The five candidates for the
position of Young Trustee were
interviewed Thursday by a Board
of
Trustees
nominating
committee.
The five candidates are Victoria Celestin, Chris Dalton, Andrew Gray, Jennifer Stahl, and
Stephanie Weissman. They were
selected from a record seventeen
seniors in primary and run-off
elections open to sophomores,
juniors, and seniors.
The Board of Trustees
nominating committee consists of

University
Purchases
two nearby
buildings

trustees and four Young Trustees.
This committee will evaluate the
five candidates and recommend
one for the position of Young
Trustee to the full board at its
April 11 meeting. The five candidates will be notified immediately after the meeting.
According to University Vice
President and Secretary Ross
Jones, the committee is interested
in "learning about the candidate
as an individual. They also want
to know about the candidate's
knowledge of the general nature
of boards and the University."
The Young Trustee serves as a
full member of the University's
Board of Trustees for four years
and may not be affiliated with the
University in any other way during that time.
Jou Lana, the 1985 Young
Trustee, recalled his interview
with the committee. "It was in
the Shriver Board Room, which

was good for me because I was
President of the Student Council," he said. "I sat in the same
chair I did every Wednesday
night so the surroundings weren't
too intimidating. I guess the
have
may
others
felt
uncomfortable."
After three years on the Board,
he found that the hardest part of
the position involves "the transition from someone who is concerned only with undergraduates
to someone who is concerned
about the whole of the
University."
Lana also saw a symbiotic relationship between the Young
Trustee position and the Board.
He said, "I've learned a lot about
Hopkins, but at the same time
there's been a broadening of
perspective on the Board. That's
exactly what Milton S.
Eisenhower wanted when he
established the position in 1971.

News-Letter File

Jon Lana, the 1985 Young Trustee, who said that the hardest part of
being a Young Trustee is "the transition from someone who is concerned only with undergraduates to someone who is concerned about the whole
of the University."

HOUSING, from 1
right now," he said. "It's conceivable that the properties may
be used to help the housing situation. That's a high priority for us
in determining its future use.
There is [also] a possibility that
the buildings might be razed."
Sunshine explained that the
University will try to keep future
development of the buildings
from absorbing an excessive
amount of the University's
finances.
"Our objective for whatever
we ultimately do with those properties would be to do it in a manner that does not cause a drain on
the University's money on an
ongoing basis," he said. "You
have to regard this purchase as an
investment, not just an expenditure."
He also added that some administration members had talked
with representatives of the
Charles Village community to
alert them in advance to the
acquisition.
The other properties that the
University owns within a oneblock radius of the newly purchased properties are the Bradford, which houses predominantly graduate students; the
Homewood Garage; and McCoy
and Wolman Halls, which house
undergraduates.

No matter how
bad they are,
Grandma loves
to hear the
latest jokes.”

You miss her sparkling
sense of humor.She misses
wu and your jokes. Even the
had ones. That's one g(xxl
reason to call long distance.
AT&T Long Distance Service
is another good reason. Because it costs less than you
think to hear your grandmother start to giggle before you even get to the
punch line.
So whenever you miss
her laughter, bring a smile
to her face with AT&T. Reach
out and touch someone®

STUDENT
PAYROLL
The Student Payroll Office
announced that effective immediately, all hourly student
employees may be paid on a
weekly basis. This new system
was created to assist students
in solving cash flow problems
and also to expedite some of
the timing problems that occurred in the past. The new
system was coordinated
through the efforts of the Controller's Office, Computing
Center, Administrative Computer Operations and Student
Payroll.
We are most pleased that
this new system is operable.
Should supervisors or students
have any questions, please call
Student Payroll Office, ext.
8032 or 8486.

If you'd like to know more
about AT&T products and
services, like the AT&T Card,
call us at 1 800 222-0300.

Kim Cohen.Universityof Wisconsin- Class of 1990
...1111111.10."

AT&T
The right choice.
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Council considers future of student services
by Weijen Chang
University President Steven Muller and
Student Council President Scott FitzGerald
agreed Tuesday that another meeting between Muller and a larger group of selected
undergraduates to discuss the future of student services would be appropriate, told
FitzGerald to the Student Council on
Wednesday.
This development follows the recent
decision by the University to abolish the
post of Dean of Administration and to
create a new post—a level below the Deans
of the Schools of Arts and Sciences and
Engineering—that which would direct
undergraduate student services.
Muller said that this arrangement would
create more cooperation between the
academic deans and the person . charge
of student services, according to FitzGerald. Prior to FitzGerald's meeting
with Muller, however, many Student
Council members thought that this arrangement would instead further diminish
the role of student services.
A similar situation existed earlier at

Hopkins, said FitzGerald, when George
Weissman, referring to the period when added, however, that all social programHall was director of student services.
Owen was Dean of the School of Arts and
ming would be even more effective if it
Sciences, which at the time included the
Weissman said that this semester's were held specifically in a student union
present School of Engineering, and current events indicate that the personality of the building.
Vice President for Institutional Relations
new student services director may have a
"We've got to get away from the view
Joseph "Jakie" Hall was the director of great effect on his success, making student that something fun can't also be inforstudent services, a position below Owen. input into the interviewing process mative," said Gianguilio.
This period was the "most productive" important.
FitzGerald also brought up the problem
for student services in recent Hopkins
Following discussion on FitzGerald's of construction crews currently working on
history, said FitzGerald, and "students
meeting with Muller, the Council turned renovations across campus, who often
were happy," largely because of Hall's to the Human Climate Task Force Report. harass and heckle female undergraduates
great interest in student affairs. "This
Lerner began the discussion by asking walking past construction sites. FitzGerald
system," said FitzGerald, "is a system
what the Student Council could do the im- suggested that a student committee should
[that] does not presently exist."
consider this problem.
prove the human climate.
Also at the meeting:
FitzGerald also said that Muller was
"We should let people know there is a
"very, very open" with him and that he
I -The Council discussed plans for the
problem," responded Junior Class Presiwas surprised that "Dr. Muller knows a dent Cary Gross, suggesting that making second Quad Party, to be held on May 7.
lot more about this place than we know." available a condensed version of the The Quad Party will have a "reggaeSome Council members expressed
report, possibly in the News-Letter, in- Jamaica" theme and may feature a steel
doubts about Muller's assurances.
cluding a program that presents the pro- band and a reggae band.
IN'The Council also discussed plans to
"We're moving forward, but only to the
blem during freshman Orientation, or
show an outdoor movie on the "beach"
level that we were at when Welch first got both.
here," said Sophomore Class RepresenSophomore Class President Lou in front of the Milton S. Eisenhower
tative George Lerner.
Gianguilio suggested that the Friday Hop- 'Library on April 24.
"These are all things which I thought
py Hours could be sponsored by different
would not work but did work before," said
student groups, thus attracting a wider auStudent Council Vice President Stephanie
dience than otherwise possible. Gianguilio

Impact of deficit may be more serious than first believed
DEFICIT, from 1
alone.
The plan calls for a ten percent
reduction in full-time Arts and
Sciences faculty members within
the next five years, decreasing the
size from 255 this year to 230 in
1988, in effect returning the
faculty to its 1982 size.
Noting that a ten percent reduction in faculty size "does not
necessarily translate into ten percent fewer courses for
undergraduates," Armstrong
stressed that "every attempt will
be made to minimize the impact
Richard A Bell
on undergraduates. . .and the I Lloyd Armstrong Jr. and P. Kyle McCarter Jr., dean and associate dean of the School of Arts and Sciences, who stressed that the school will
to make every effort possible to limit the effects that the school's budget deficit will have on undergraduate education."
offerings
course
undergraduates."
said.
faculty size have been carefully
A reduction in faculty members student-to-faculty ratio compared
The postponement of this con- decided. The reduction would oc- is not the only strategy for to other research universities. A
The budgetary situation has
also resulted in the plans for the struction will also create difficulty cur through normal attrition: decreasing the deficit. The deans slight increase in undergraduate
new chemistry building and in attracting high level graduate resignation, retirement, or death have engaged in some discussion enrollment would bring that ratio
renovations in Gilman Hall being students, he added.
of a faculty member. Through at- on combining some of the smaller from 7.5:1 to about 10:1, which
Emphasizing the "serious pro- trition, the faculty should reduce departments with similar would still be lower than comput on indefinite postponement.
However, the recently-started con- blem" caused by deferring con- itself normally.
interests.
parable schools.
struction projects, such as the struction plans, Armstrong stated
According to Armstrong, ten
The University of California at
McCarter added that a slightly
new Physics and Astronomy that the school will try to faculty members usually resign, Berkeley is a good example of larger undergraduate population
building, will continue as "minimize the negative impact on die, or retire each year. Normal- this arrangement, said Arm- might be advantageous to
scheduled.
the department."
ly, all ten are replaced. Under the strong. "They combined all students. "More attention might
The postponement of the new
P. Kyle McCarter Jr., associate new plan, of the ten who leave, departments doing biologically- be given to their needs if there
chemistry facility has resulted in dean of the School of Arts and only five would be replaced, related research into one depart- were more students," he said.
"low morale" among chemistry Sciences, agreed.
"resulting in a net loss of five ment divided into subThe deans also mentioned a
"The negative impact on the faculty members every [year]."
professors, said Posner, as well
chemistry department is great,"
as other implications.
One of the main problems with
"We have an extraordinarily he said. "They have inadequate the attrition strategy is deciding
talented group of young faculty facilities and we're trying to find which departments will take the
who need to be kept here, and the 'some way of supporting them. new faculty members. Armstrong
absence of a quality chemistry This is a high priority."
stated that this situation has been
000
, 0,
facility makes this difficult," he
The plans for reducing the remedied to some degree.
t.
The deans asked each department to submit a long-range planning document, listing its needs
^all"
and interests. Groups of departments, those with common intellectual interests as well as common student needs, were then
formed to construct a plan that
would guarantee each group
News-Letter File
would be addressing the most expromises
Hall
which
to
Remsen
to
be
the
of
the
Department
home
citing aspects of a particular field.
Chemistry
time
severity
because
for
Sciences'
a
of
long
the
the
Arts
and
"This will tell us which departments the five faculty members deficit has caused the University to postpone construction of a replacement.
should go into," said Armstrong. fields. This type of arrangement fund-raising campaign to be in"However, this plan is not infalli- could obviously save the school stigated at the end of the $450
ble. In situations where conflicts money."
million Campaign for Hopkins as
The possibility of increasing a possible way to generate funds
arise, we will try to reach as
reasonable a decision as we can." the number of students has not for the school.
McCarter added, "The plans to been fully studied, said
The efficiency and quality of
reduce faculty size do not involve McCarter, who said that it should the various departments is of
the use of the tenure process. We be examined since it would have primary concern, said Armcould reduce the size of the facul- "a favorable impact on the strong. Whatever course is taken
Rich-cud A Bell
ty by telling all untenured facul- budget in terms of increased tui- will be done "primarily because
Bruce Hamilton, chairman of the Department of Economics, who said ty they have no chance for tenure. tion money."
it makes sense from an educathat the deficit could cause his department to curtail its course offerings We are definitely not going to do
McCarter commented that tional and intellectual standpoint,
and force it to limit enrollment in certain classes.
this."
Hopkins has,a relatively low not a financial standpoint.—
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Fraternity behavior worsens
as membership skyrockets
Copyright 1988, The Chronicle
ofHigher Education. Reprinted
with permission.

says Michael A. Sciola, Greek
adviser at the University of New
Hampshire, where a gang rape
last year prompted a review of the
By MICHAEL W.
fraternity system.
HIRSCHORN
In recent years, the concern
over fraternities even led three
small liberal-arts colleges—
Part 1 of 2
Amherst, Colby, and Williams—
• A Rutgers University to ban fraternities and sororities
freshman dies of alcohol poison- from their campuses. At Amherst
ing during a fraternity pledge and Colby, at least, a half-dozen
event.
"underground" fraternities have
• A white fraternity at the reportedly defied the ban,
University of Pennsylvania is operating more or less openly off
suspended after a pledge event in- the campuses.
volving two black strippers.
Gretchen Bean, a member of
•A fraternity at the University Colby's Class of 1985 who is
of Rochester is banned for 10 now the college's assistant dean
years following a group-sex en- of admissions, says that when
counter at its house.
fraternities were abolished in her
• A University of Texas at senior year, "there was a major
Austin report finds that ritual haz- opening up of the campus."
ing, including the use of cattle
"A lot of people got to know
prods and two-handed paddles, each other a lot better than they
continued even after the univer- did previously."
sity announced it had formed a
Bowdoin College has formed a
commission to investigate hazing commission to decide whether it
violations.
will become the fourth institution
II On several campuses— to ban the Greeks.
including Arizona State,
"Fraternities today appear to
Oklahoma State, Tulane, and be pretty much social centers
Yale Universities, and the without any very clear purpose,"
University of Wisconsin at Bowdoin's president, A. LeRoy
Madison—fraternities are charg- Greason, told students last fall.
ed with engaging in racist or anti- "If indeed some of them turn
Semitic activity.
students away from intellectual
and aesthetic concerns, then we
•
do have a problem. If they cannot discipline themselves, and
This has not been the Greek some cannot, then we have
movement's finest year.
another problem."
Charges that fraternities proMr. Greason said last week that
mote excessive drinking, haze the committee's recommendatheir pledges, and abuse female tions on fraternities at Bowdoin
students are nothing new, but are expected to be issued next
some educators say that Greek month.
behavior has deteriorated
At Rutgers, where a freshman,
markedly in recent years as col- James Callahan, died last month
leges withdraw from controlling of alcohol poisoning at a Lamband taking responsibility for stu- da Chi Alpha pledge party, the
dent behavior.
university ordered the fraternity
"In the early 80's, fraternities closed and halted all social acstarted to get into serious tivities by campus Greeks. The
behavior problems," says David university is also reviewing the
H. Wilder, director of role of fraternities and sororities
psychological services at on the campus.
Bucknell University and the
At the University of Texas at
author of numerous studies on Austin, a commission formed
Greek behavior. "Fraternity after the 1986 hazing death of a
behavior in the 80's has been freshman, Mark Seeberger, last
demonstrably different and worse fall urged the university to take
than it was in the late 60's."
active steps to develop a "fraterFraternities have recently come nal system that makes more
under added pressure to behave, positive contributions to campus
as colleges try to enforce tougher life."
drinking laws and grapple with
The commission, calling the
the increased liability costs and university's hazing problem one
threats of litigation related to of the worst in the nation, said:
fraternity activity.
"The university's recognition for
The criticism comes at a time academic achievement is adverseof unprecedented interest in ly affected by a reputation for exGreek life. More than 250,000 treme student hazing, alcohol
men—by some estimeate, as abuse, and extravagant outlays of
many as 350,000—belong to money for parties by Greek social
fraternities, nearly twice the fraternities."
number 15 years ago, according
to the National Interfraternity Affiliation Looks Good on
Conference. About 275,000 Resumes
women belong to campus
sororities, up from 195,000 a
Most institutions, while reaffirdecade before.
;ming the need for fraternal
iorganizations on college camGroups Banned at 3 Colleges puses, are now policing fraternities more strictly or, at the other
"At no time of the fraternity extreme, seeking to distance
movement has the interest been so jthemselves from them.
Although educators say some
high among students, and at no
time has the negative attention of of the recent interest in fraternithe administrators been so high," ty life is attributable to increases

in many states of the legal drinking age, which led to crackdowns
on dormitory parties, Jonathan J.
Brandt, executive director of the
National Interfraternity Conference, says the boom cannot be
explained only by a desire to find
a place to drink. The conference
represents 59 of the nation's 62
national men's fraternities.
Students, Mr. Brandt says, are
no longer antagonistic toward
establishment organizations. In
the early 1970's, the Greek
movement's nadir, "the environment suggested that belonging to
especially
organizations
established organizations, was
something you didn't want to be
a part of," he says.
If anything, he says, students
today view fraternities and
sororities as helping them professionally. The affiliation often
looks good on resumes, and
fraternity brothers and sorority
sisters know they can tap into a
large alumni network that can
provide career assistance.
Much of the criticism directed
at fraternity members applies to
the student body as a whole,
fraternity officials insist. The
number of racial incidents has
risen among all students, they
say, as has the incidence—or at
least the recognition—of "ac4quaintance rape." Alcohol abuse
among students is also recognized as widespread.
Furthermore, abuses generally
occur in violation of rules laid
down by the fraternities' national
organizations. "Fraternities are
not designed to be drinking
clubs," says Mr. Brandt of the
National Interfraternity Conference. "We're promoting
moderate and lawful use of
alcohol."
At its national meeting in
Dallas last December, the national organization banned "little
sister" groups, composed of
younger college women who are
"adopted" by male fraternities.
It also set up a commission on
values and ethics to insure fraternities live up to their professed
ideals.
Nonetheless, some educators
charge that the fraternity environment encourages anti-social
behavior such as drinking and
abuse of women. Bernice
Sandler, who works on women's
issues for the Association of
American Colleges, says at least
80 per cent of the gang rapes
reported to her office are
fraternity-related. "Fraternities
very often provide an atmosphere
where sexual prowess, sexual activity, scoring, is encouraged,
permitted, reinforced," she says.
"Some frats have posted on a
bulletin board who scored with
whom the night before."
Bucknell's Dr. Wilder says the
lad( of official control over
fraternity functions means that
Greeks are more likely to use and
abuse alcohol than are dormitory
residents. At Bucknell, he says,
"in our dorms, we have a
residence director and residence
assistants."
"We don't have anything comparable in fraternities."

Newbury Auditorium
Seeley G. Mudd Hall
The Johns Hopkins University
Homewood Campus
Lecture is open to the public without char e

For best
supporting role
on"The Exam",
the envelope
please.
•

It's Stanley H. Kaplan. And that's no
surprise. But the real winner is you.
Fifty years oftest-taking techniques and
educational programs have helped over
1 million students gain more test
confidence and better exam scores.
So next time you're up for the LSAT
GMAT,MCAT,GRE,NTE,CPA,or any other
exam,nominate Kaplan for best
supporting role.
Call days, evenings STANLEY N. KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL aror
DON T COMPETE WITH
& weekends
A KAPLAN STUDENT-BE Or

LAN

243-1456
3121 St. Paul Street • Baltimore, Md. 21218

WINTER • SPRING • SUMMER • FALL
STUDY FOR ONE YEAR OR LESS AT

OXFORD
Several Colleges of Oxford University have
invited WISC-to recommend qualified students
to study under the tutorial system as Visiting
Students or Associate Students for one year or
for one or two terms. Upper Sophomore status
is required, and graduate study is available.
Integrated student housing, social activities,
tours offered by WISC. A §pecial summer
session is directed by WISC.
Past student evaluations available.

INTERN IN
WASHINGTON
SUMMER 1988
Pre-professional program: internships in Congress, the
media, the White House, think tanks, etc. Related
courses in Government or Journalism.
The Washington International Studies Center
Room 713A, 901 Six Street SW
Washington, DC 20024
(202)337-9378/9379
(EO/AA)
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Programming increases, appeals to more students
But many find Student Union incapable of satisfying student needs
The Union

PROGRAMMING, from 1
describe ducks and not student activities
and attitudes on campus?
Social life and student programming, or,
Homewood students have traditionally
argued, the lack thereof, has been a
foremost concern this year at Hopkins. For
the first time, students' usual complaints
about the lack of spirit, unity, and social
activity in the student body found formal
recognition in the Human Climate Task
Force Report.
The report recommended measures to
improve the climate at Hopkins, and,
significantly, identified the need for a place
on campus where students could gather
informally.
Social Programming
According to Scott FitzGerald, president
of the Student Council, improving the
climate at Hopkins through intense programming efforts was one of the major
goals of this year's Council.
"What we've done this year is forget
about dances and concentrate on events
such as Hoppy Hour, the Airband dance,
and
_ _ nights at P.T. Flaggs—all of which
have been immensely successful,''he said.
"Student Council should be broke at the
end of the year. This year is the first time
ever we're going to run out of money. A
lot of people are surprised at this, but that's
the way it should be."
FitzGerald chose to emphasize Council
as a body specifically for social programming as well as student services.
"Student programming depends on the
President of the Student Council for putting social goals on the agenda, and upon
the agreement of Council members to
discuss these goals," he asserted. "If you
want to have a body solely to debate
political issues, set up an advisory panel."
Extensive efforts by Council and successful events such as Hoppy Hour point
to what some administrators see as an improving trend in student programming.
"Council has worked very hard this
year," said Mary Ellen Porter, former
director of student activities and current
assistant to Dean of Students Chris Colombo. "There is definitely a lot of programming going on."
Jane Gentil, administrative advisor to the
Hopkins Organization for Programming,
said "I think Council has made a real difference this year in improving student at-

Richard A. Bell

Many student groups compete for the use of the Glass Pavilion, pictured above, one of the
few large rooms on campus for students to gather for social events.

titude. Just in this past year I've seen a major turnaround. There's definitely been a
change and more outreach."
According to FitzGerald, ideas for programming should come from a body such
as the Student Council, and not just from
one person such as the director of the
HOP.
"I disagree that the HOP should run
social programming," he said. "One person shouldn't have that responsibility. The
HOP is very important, though, because
it can deal with specifics that the Council
doesn't have time for."
Not everyone agrees, however, that the
state of student programming at Hopkins
is adequate and that the primary role of
Student Council should be directed toward
this concern.
"I think right now student programming
needs some improving," said Lou
Giangiulio, next year's president of the
Student Council. "It's had its good points
this year, such as Hoppy Hour, but its also
had its bad points, such as the fact that
there were few comedy clubs."
Giangiulio said that student programming should be left to each class, which
receives its own budget every year. "Student Council," he said, "should focus on
improving Hopkins' academic and cultural
climate, and on dealing with immediate
problems of students such as housing and
exam schedules."
In disagreement with FitzGerald,
• Giangiulio said that "one person is adequate to run the HOP, but what is needed
is more support at the ground level andmore people on committees beneath the
director."
Besides Student Council, the HOP is the
other major body responsible for student
programming. One director oversees
general programming, a social committee,
a fine arts committee, and the Union
Board. Meetings of the HOP may also
have in attendance the vice presidents of
each class, representatives from Residential Life, the Dorm Council, the IntraFraternity Council, and the Student Activities Council.
The HOP, through the social committee,
must co-sponsor any campus event with
alcohol, and has usually sponsored events
such as dances in the Glass Pavilion and
comedy clubs in the Arellano Theatre.
With Hoppy Hour proving to be somewhat
of an anomaly and perhaps an indication
of increased student interest, response to
HOP-sponsored events has in the past been
News-Letter File less than enthusiastic.
"The HOP is really in a poor position
Student Council President Scott FitzGerald:
"Student programming depends on the Presi- here at Hopkins," said John DiLeo, the
dent of the Student Council for putting social HOP director. "The problem is that with
goals on the agenda, and upon the agreement the way the HOP is structured, I would
of Council members to discuss these goals." almost
HOP
say
that every

director is doomed to failure. Between
poor communication and the HOP's bad
track record, there's just so much going
against you."
"There's the prevailing attitude here that
the HOP can't do anything right,— he add
ed. "I'm sorry that attitude has to continue, but I've had as much bad luck as
everyone else."
Seeking to improve this reputation,
Unice Lieberman, next year's director of
the HOP, pointed to this year's more consistent and ongoing programming as "a
good foundation that we just have to build
on.

Successful, new events such as Hoppy
Hour and an ever increasing number of
student groups and organizations indicate
not only improvement but growth in student programming. But, the important
question remains, does programming have
room to grow?
Theoretically, most students and faculty would agree, programming could be and
should be ever increasing. In practice,
however, student programming at Hopkins
is operating with real, very physical constraints. Space at Hopkins is limited and,
consequently, programming often is also.
The Student Union includes the facilities
available in Levering Hall, such as the
Glass Pavilion, the Great Hall, the
Arellano Theatre, and the Rathskellar.
Since these rooms serve multiple functions
to diverse groups on campus, the scheduling of social events is often a problem.
Competition for scarce facilities is further heightened because the use of many
rooms for one event excludes by design the
use of other rooms for activities occurring at the same time. If Seiler's were catering in the Glass Pavilion, for example, the
Rat cannot be used because food must be
brought through it. Similarly, the Glass
Pavilion can't be used during performances
in the Arellano Theatre because of poor
acoustics.
"Trying to fit your program into the
master schedule around here is a real constraint," said DiLeo. "After dealing with
excluded weekends due to religious
holidays and campus-wide activities such
as orientation and homecoming, and rooms
being taken away from us at short notice,
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John Lombardi, provost: "Quality of student life is one of the administration's top two priorities
for the Homewood campus, along with financial stability. The School of Arts and Sciences
must be financially stable...that's first. The next highest priority is to bring student life up
to a level competitive with other first-class undergraduate institutions."
Lieberman stated that a survey will be
conducted at the beginning of next year to
establish what events students would like
and how much they would be willing to
pay for them.
In addition, "next year events will be
better planned and timed and better
organized," she said. "The survey should
give us a good idea of what students want.
We'll also expect more accountability from
committee chairs and a stricter monitoring
of the budget."
To address the problem of student
groups signing up for space to hold functions before the HOP can reserve the
rooms for its activities, Lieberman cited
a new policy of formal co-sponsorship
whereby groups requesting space must
submit a proposal which will be voted on
during HOP meetings.

we were left with four possible dates for
student programming this year."
Limited facilities and expanding programming efforts leads to a scramble for
space in which, DiLeo said, "just dealing
with everyone becomes a strange, contorted act of diplomacy."
Most students, faculty members, and administrators agree that current facilities are
less than adequate and that improvement
must be made. Whether the solution lies
in constructing a new Union or in refiguring the current one remains a controversial question.
"There was a time when the building did
meet student needs, but now the student
population has increased significantly
along with the number of student groups
See PROGRAMMING, 7
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Union's limitations hamper social programming
PROGRAMMING, from 6
and also the level of participation," said
Porter. "At this point the needs have
outgrown the building."
According to Porter, a focus of campus
activity where students could gather informally would not only yield more space for
activities but also enhance student interaction. "And that's a real need that the
Human Climate Task Force Report has
recognized," she said.
Lack of interaction at Hopkins, explained Porter, "creates a sense of isolation.
Students leave the dorms after freshman
year, they have a limited amount of time,
and this isn't an easy school. There's no
place for all undergraduates to gather informally and people get tied into a clique."
Both the Human Climate Task Force and
the administration recognize the need for
a new union. The actual construction of a
new union, however, is a complex issue.
"Clearly, the Human Climate Task
Force Report indicated a strong interest
and need for additional space," said
Robert Welch, dean of administration. "I
think that there may very well exist a
possibility down the road of raising some
money."

Finances, agreed Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs John Lombardi, are always a problem. Yet, he asserted, "there are a lot of alumni who are
interested in student life and who would
be willing to fund and organize a coherent
program designed to solve the problems at
Hopkins. Our task is to get a consensus on
campus on how these concerns should be
addressed and what the program should
look like.
"The task of the next Dean is to pick up
the momentum begun by Dean Welch in
order to bring this issue toward an actionoriented closure somtime within the next
academic year," he concluded.
While students, faculty, administrators,
and alumni agree that the problem of
limited space and the need for more interaction must be addressed, reaching a
consensus on exactly how this agreement
should be reached is difficult.
According to Lombardi, Hopkins' small
and specialized student population, as well
as the University's unique historical
background as an all-male, graduate
school, creates particular concerns.
"At Hopkins, there hasn't been an entirely
typical
development
of
undergraduate student life," he said.

"We're unordinary, and we're organized
to be that way. This, I feel, is not a defect
but a virtue. However, Hopkins' special
student body and history make it hard to
find an appropriate external guide to extracurricular support for us to follow."
Present facilities, he explained, were
designed to be "generic" in order to meet
the changing needs of a small student body.
"The Arellano Theatre, for example, was
tailored to be generic," he said. "This
generation may see it as a theater, the next
may perhaps see it as a debate hall. It can
be accommodated to serve changing functions. Naturally, you could also say that
it doesn't do anything exactly right."
Providing additional space, said Lombardi, should be less of an issue than the
enhancing of student activity.
"The way students need to think of it is
essentially as a trade-off between money
which could be spent for student activities
and money which will have to be spent for
the upkeep of an actual facility," he said.
"Students should spend their time and
energy on what they want to do, and work
from there on the facilities."
A new union, both Lombardi and Welch
estimated, would take at least five years
to complete. The process includes a needs

assessment and feasibility study, an architectural study, a fund-raising campaign,
and the actual construction, provided that
all parties involved can agree on what
should be done.
"I don't know if we need an actual
building," said Lombardi. "I'm not
prepared to say that the first priority to
students should be bricks and mortar. What
students need to do is DO—and get the
maximum benefit from their time here."
The administration, according to Lombardi, regards the quality of student life in
terms of three issues: housing, athletic
facilities, and a union. Housing, he said,
takes priority over the second two, but
athletic facilities and a union are of equal
importance. In addition, "there are the soft
questions of programming and support.
"Quality of student life is one of the administration's top two priorities for the
Homewood campus, along with financial
stability," continued Lombardi. "The
school of Arts and Sciences must be financially stable so that the academic quality
of Hopkins is preserved—that's first. The
next highest priority is to bring student life
up to a level competitive with other firstclass undergraduate institutions.

SUMMER
PROGRAM
IN
ITALY
Make your summer vacation this year an adventure to
remember. Instead of the usual
humdrum trip, try a monthlong stay in the Italian Alps!
University of New Orleans
International Study Programs
will host this year's Brunnenberg Study Tour May
26-June 26. The Brunnenberg
castle-farmhouse-museum
complex is located in Dorf
Tirol, a village in the Merano
Valley of Northern Italy. A
group of students will earn
college credit while living and
working here.
The program is open to
adults in good health who are
interested in alpine life and
culture. Participants live in a
renovated Tyrolean farmhouse
and take their noon meal at the
Brunnenberg castle. They
enroll in a three-credit hour
English course, The Medieval
Castle in Italian Literature,
and work in the castle
museum. Field trips and tutoring in German and Italian will
be available.
The Brunnenberg Castle is
owned by Siegfried de
Rachewiltz, grandson of Ezra
Pound. Pound spent several
years as an expatriate in the
South Tyrol area. The castle
museum houses a large collection of ceremonial and
agricultural artifacts from the
region as well as the Pound
collections.
Enrollment in the Brunnenberg Study Program is
limited, and academic credit is
transferable under the usual
rules. For further information
or an application, write UNO
International Studies Programs, P.O. Box 1315-B,
University of New Orleans,
Lakefront Campus, New
Orleans, LA 70148 or call
(504) 286-7116.

Before. After.
Before flying Virgin, these typical collegiate-types thought travelling to
London was about as exciting as taking an 8 a.m. Trig exam with a hangover.
After flying with us, they were as happy as three rock stars on a world tour.
You'll feel the same way. Once you've flown on our roomy 747s. And
experienced our great movies, music videos, BBC comedy shows,8 different music
programs, and all our other award-winning in-flight entertainment. All coming at
you through a pair of serious electronic headsets.
Still not satisfied? How about a nice hot meal. In fact, a choice of
3 nice hot meals.
That's right, it's airplane food. With one major difference. It's actually edible.
It's also followed by tea and pastries later on.
So you can munch out while you do a little extra studying.(Yeah, right!)
Want even more? Then let us remind you of our fares. As low as $219*
from Newark. $249* from Miami.
Now what do you think?
Great. Then see your travel agent. Or call us at 1-800-862-8621
Hey, if we could please these sourpusses, pleasing you
will be a breeze.

Virgin Atlantic Airways.747'sTo London.
Take us for all we've got.

One way Late Saver Fare: Fees and taxes not included. Bookable within 7 days of departure and must be ticketed upon booking.
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Village Voice publisher finds overcautiousness
inhibited early media coverage of AIDS crisis
by Martin Stemmler
"Poor homosexuals, they've declared
war on nature, and now nature is exacting
an awful retribution," quoted David
Schneiderman of former White House
communications chief Patrick Buchanan,
Schneiderman's "favorite right-wing spear
carrier."
Speaking on "Why the Media Missed
AIDS," Schneiderman claimed that the
implication that homosexuality inevitably
causes Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome and death inhibited press coverage
of the story in the 1970's and early 1980's.
Schneiderman, a Hopkins graduate who
was editor of the weekly Village Voice
from 1978 to 1987 and has been the journal's publisher since 1985, was the invited
speaker at the Frank R. Kent Memorial
Lecture. "To accept the notion that aspects
of gay behavior could lead to terminal
illness would reinforce claims of the
radical right that homosexuality is immoral," he said.
The first story about AIDS in the Village
Voice appeared in December 1982 long
after the AIDS epidemic had begun to
fester in the gay community of New York
City. The Voice has a large number of
homosexuals who are part of its staff or
its readership, perhaps making the timing
unusual, according to Schneiderman, even
though Schneiderman himself was
"straight.
Schneiderman said he did not want to be
accused of "turning over the paper to
homosexuals or other deviants," and so
did not run the story earlier. Since he had
no personal friends in the homosexual
community and the disease affected only
a small segment of the population,

Schneiderman recalled that he was not interested in the AIDS story.
The failure of reporters to investigate
AIDS, he realized, resulted in a lack of
"pressure. . . on the President to
significantly fund AIDS research."
"Gays are concerned about being accused of pushing too far and too fast, so they
tend to ease up," he said. "At the same
time, 'straights' publicly proclaim their unbounded support for gay causes, but not
in ways that threaten to disturb their lives.
So no one was pushing me very hard for
coverage about this unknown disease.
"Snobbery also played a role in the
story," he continued. The New York
Native had been publishing stories about
AIDS for some time. Schneiderman,
though, was reluctant to pick up a lead
from a "lesser newspaper."
Even when the Village Voice did bring
cover stories on AIDS, Schneiderman said
he pursued the subject with little fervor.
Why cover a disease that affected only
homosexuals and drug users, he figured. David Schneiderman, publisher of the Village
Schneiderman compared the AIDS crisis the AIDS crisis at a lecture March 17.
to the draft resistance movement on the
Homewood campus during the 1960s. As tand the complex medical phenomenon of
AIDS.
long as students were deferred from conscription, "interest in opposition was more
"There was a single AIDS case that
catapulted the AIDS story to the front
intellectual than real."
As AIDS spread to include the general
page—it was the announcement in July of
population, the disease became a matter of
1985 that actor Rock Hudson had AIDS,"
he continued. "Inside dirt about movie
concern to everyone,just as "the students
stars really sells magazines."
understood that this war would be their
Schneiderman feared that the notoriety
war" when the government decided to end
of AIDS would subside. "This is still a
student draft deferrals.
The Village Voice "erred on the side of puritan culture," he said. "Articles
caution" in trying not to print misinforma- discussing anal intercourse or semen were
not considered appropriate companions for
tion and induce mass hysteria," he said.
your morning coffee by The New York
Since the newspaper had no science writer
Times editors." Schneiderman was once
on its staff, no one was qualified to unders-

LOCATION•CONVENIENCE•
SECURITY•AMENITIES•SPACE•COMFORT
Hopkins Students Praise
The Carlyle Apartments
500 W. University Pkwy.
889-4500

"Great advantages are space and comfort."
"Amenities are excellent."
"Centrally air-conditioned."
Food shopping minutes away."
"Free use of magnificent roof top pool."
"Good security."
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Voice, who discussed early media coverage of
deputy editor of the Times's op-ed page.
"The Voice has no aversion to sexually
charged words—it's part of our ethos and
part of our politics."
He saw AIDS as rapidly becoming a
disease of the underclass, the poor, and the
drug users, and feared that AIDS will fade
from the national spotlight because of those
analogies. When AIDS no longer affects
the constituent readership of the
newspaper, he said, newspapers will drop
the story. "Why bother saving them [the
AIDS victims] when they're killing
themselves with drugs?" he concluded.
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Muller to meet undergrads
to discuss Welch replacement
WELCH, from 1
unanimously passed a resolution
reflecting its dissatisfaction with
the administration plan.
The resolution suggested that
the replacement for the Dean
Welch position be given the title
of dean of students, have an independent revenue source, and
should report directly to the provost, and then to the president,
Welch's responsibilities include the areas of admissions,
financial aid, student amenities,
and housing. The resolution
reflects the concern that with the
administrative dean reporting to
the academic deans, and with no
"independent revenue source,"
student services might be sacrificed to the needs of the academic
schools.
Student Council President Scott
FitzGerald said, "I'm not comfortable with the way things are.
Currently Welch reports to the
academic deans for financial approval, but [under this new plan]
his replacement has got to go to
the academic deans for
everything."
"In my mind," he continued,
"the replacement has to have a lot
more power."
Student Council Vice President
Stephanie Weissman underscored
the significance of the independent revenue line. "The idea of
the direct line of revenue for the
dean of student services is the
most important point, "she said.
"The academic deans should not
have resource to money intended
for student services.
Under the present system,
funds for student services are
allocated by the academic deans.
Once these funds are allocated,
Welch decides to which areas
they are to be applied, subject to
provost and president approval.
The Council resolution calls for
a set yearly amount, perhaps as
a percentage of tuition, to be appropriated for student services.
FitzGerald and Weissman
presented the Council resolutions
to Muller in a meeting Tuesday.
At the regular SC meeting

Wednesday, FitzGerald brought
forward some of the points raised at the meeting.
According to FitzGerald,
Muller wants to meet with a
larger group of selected
undergraduates to discuss and explain the background of the
decision.
In particular, Muller said that
Welch's position was created
three years ago against the will of
the academic deans. The new administration plan creates a position in which the academic deans
believe. Such belief is necessary
for smooth interaction over such
dual areas as the registrar, financial aid and admissions.
FitzGerald said that Muller
"intimated that the plan is sort of
on a trial basis for a year. If it
doesn't work, then they will try
something else. . . .He has pledged to watch over this situation
with hawk eyes."
Weissman added that Muller
"did refute our 'revenue argument. Assuming we did set aside
a percentage of tuition, it would
be the same as arguing over
budgets each year, since as tuition
is raised the percentage amount
gets larger, there would be a fight
every year over the amount."
FitzGerald concluded, "I don't
agree with the premise, but I do
agree that the plan is well thought
out with good substantial
reasons."
He added, "I don't agree with
the proposition; but I don't see
that there is anything we can
do. . . but raise hell if things are
not going well next year during
the trial period. If we don't get
what we want now, we'll lose the
battle, but win the war."
FitzGerald urged students who
are interested in the matter, and
who have concrete proposals to
present to Muller, to let either
him, Weissman, or Dean of
Students Chris Colombo's office
know.
Other undergraduates are getting involved in the issue, and
have concrete proposals. Interfraternity Council President

Steven Basta said, "I don't think
[the Student Council Resolution]
goes far enough. I would like to
see the creation of an entirely different position devoted entirely to
Homewood.
"The provost's responsibilities
are for all of the institution,"he
continued. "There should be a
single person responsible just for
Homewood, under which there
would be three deans, two of
academics, one of administration,
all reporting to this one person,
whose primary and singular
responsibility is to Homewood."
Basta sees the administration
plan as inefficient because
"anyone who answers to two different persons encounters problems. Very few new things will
be started with this much more
complex approval system."
IFC President-Elect Joe
Sokolowski said, "The IFC is
working on a letter addressed to
President Muller expressing concern over the possibility that due
to the present deficit situation,
having two academic deans in
charge might diminish student
services; there might not be an
impartial view of what is needed
in terms of budget requests."
Basta said that he would like as
many organizations as possible,
fraternities and other SAC groups
included, to get involved, express
their opinions by writing to
Muller. He stressed, "We need
to back up the Student Council's
concerns."
Welch agrees that action needs
to be taken. In an interview with
the News-Letter Thursday, he
said, "The current administrative
structure is a very cumbersome
one; there needs to be a change."
He concluded, "It is positive
that students are taking an interest
in a reorganization which will
have a direct impact on the quality of student services at
Homewood: it is important that
students give this consideration to
an organization that will -impact
their lives in one way or
another."

Courtesy of the Hullabaloo

Dean of Administration Robert Welch, who said,"Current administrative
structure is a very cumbersome one; there needs to be a change.

CAMPUS CRIME
REPORT
Breaking and Entering
•At 4 a.m. on March 11, campus police discovered that someone had gained entry to the
ROTC building by a rear window and committed various acts
of vandalism.

*Complainant reports that at 12
p.m. on March 12. he placed
his sports bag on the Athletic
Center soccer field. Upon
finishing his work out, he
returned to find his wallet had
been removed. Value was placed at $69.

*Complainant reports that at
about 6 a.m. on March 18, someone gained entrance to the
ROTC building and committed
various acts of vandalism inside
the building. Baltimore City
Police and Campus Police are
investigating.

*On March 12, at 1 p.m. a
woman placed her clothing and
wallet on a bench in the ladies
locker room at the Athletic
Center while she went swimming. Upon her return, she found
her wallet missing. Value was
placed at $11.

Larceny

*Complainant reports that on
March 12 at 11:30 a.m. someone entered the Shriver Hall
projection booth and removed a
Radio Shack head set. Value
placed at $80.

*Between 1 and 6 p.m. on
March 4, someone removed a
35 mm camera from the Glass
Pavilion valued at $115.

When you finally finish War and Peace, a small celebration
is in order.

NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SESSION '88
2003 Sheridan Road
Evanston, Illinois 60208

Please send my free copy of the
Summer Session '88 catalog with financial
aid and registration information.
(Available mid-March)

Name
School Address
City
State

ZIP

Home Address
City
State

ZIP

Some, some summertime...
Send the coupon or
call 1-800-FINDS-NU
(Inside Minois call 312/491-4114)

SS 3
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Another Chance
to Clear the Air
proposed Dean/Director position adds to the
limitations of the non-academic support services
because it takes away what independence Welch
does have.
The stated motivation behind the change is
to improve efficiency and effectiveness of
Homewood structure. Intuitively, though,
subordinating the non-academic services head
can improve efficiency only because there is
one less influencial person involved in dealing
with non-academic affairs.
Student Council's resolution protesting the
proposed position is thus appropriate. Their
suggestion is for a dean comparable to Welch
in position, only made more independent
through a direct budget line. This is on the right
track, although Council did assert that Muller
refuted that premise.
The major hang-up seems not to be one of
financial restrictions, but one of power play.
Muller said that the academic deans were not
content with the creation of Welch's position
*The structure subordinates Welch's position in 1985. If the academic deans are displeased
to one of reporting to the academic deans. Dean with the present structure, the proposed strucof the School of Engineering V. David ture must be more appealing to them.
VandeLinde said of the structure to Council:
"To a student, it would be rather in- *Arts and Sciences budget deficit woes mount,
distinguishable that this new position would be as departments begin to be confronted with the
reporting to us rather than central [administra- effects of Armstrong's five-year deficit reduction]...from your perspective you will see the tion plan. Allowing attrition of faculty to reduce
their ranks still is an arbitrary and dangerous
same sort of actions and services."
It sounded good, but it didn't dispel a number method, regardless of Armstrong's plan to have
of valid questions. Our academic deans already each department submit long term planning
have plenty of existing responsibilities. Dean documents which list their needs and interests.
of the School of Arts and Sciences Lloyd Arm- What's more, no good can come out of curstrong, burdened with his deficit problems, tailed course offerings or reduced enrollment,
hardly seems to have particularly little time for which could easily result from a smaller faculty
non-academic issues. But, as Lombardi pointed and less money to hire TA's.
out in a News-Letter interview, Armstrong has
no more on his mind than Vandelinde.
These latest reports are a far cry from the
Focusing on administrative structure revealed administration's earlier assertions. Muller is on
little of the story. It leaves out a defacto struc- the right track to call for a larger student body
ture, the fiscal relationship between the meeting about the Welch issue. It is time for
Homewood deans. Welch, it appears, can on- our school to come clean—cleaner than they
ly act independently of the academic deans after have been in the past about what the problems
he has arranged his budget with those deans to are and what their effects will be.
be approved by Provost John Lombardi. The
It seems that the more you plug away at an
issue, the more you can strip away the glossy
cover and get to its core. Layers shear away
slowly; the same people are talked to again and
again and each time they say a little bit more.
The issues of the School of Arts and Sciences
deficit and the replacement of Dean of
Homewood Schools Administration Robert
Welch were first presented as only slight deviations from the status quo.
Undergraduates were assured that correcting
these situations would not harm undergraduates.
University President Steven Muller claimed
recently that, regarding the deficit, "it's hard
to find a way in which undergraduates will
notice..." and that the deficit problem isn't
news. Similarly, a proposed hierarchical structure change for Homewood administration was
revealed a few weeks later, and administrators
tried to pass it off as something that would have
little effect on undergraduates.

Acknowledging the Holidays
For a minute, we thought it was Spring Break
all over again. Students spoke of plans to go
home,just when it seemed that everything was
getting back to normal. But wait—they're all
just leaving for the weekend.
This weekend is a religious one for many
members of the Hopkins community. Christians
will be celebrating Easter this Sunday; for Jews,
this evening marks the beginning of Passover.
While these holidays are not as commercially
popular as their December counterparts, they
are certainly just as religiously important, if not
more so. However, never has any vacation time
been given so that students and faculty who
wish to celebrate these holidays may do so.
Those who wish to spend the holidays with
family are forced into planning exceedingly
short trips; others live too far from Baltimore
to make such a short trip feasible.
The campus religious groups have special
holiday services and meals planned;
nonetheless, there is still something nicer about
being able to spend important holidays like
these with family.
Granted, Hopkins is not a religiuosly oriented
institution. Still, there is no reason why some

recognition cannot be given to this weekend's
holidays. Even the Baltimore County public
schools are off today and Monday.
Easter and Passover don't fall on the same
weekend every year, so administrators might
be reluctant to begin providing vacations for
the holidays. But seniors will recall that the
same thing happened three years ago. A little
bit more flexibility in scheduling might allow
for a small vacation on those two or three-year
intervals when the holidays fall together. Or had
Spring Break been pushed back one week this
year, things would have been much nicer for
many of us.
There are, no doubt, many complex problems
in scheduling the academic calendar. But we
urge those who plan it to be sensitive to the
Easter and Passover calendar dates, and consider a small vacation for this important
weekend when it occurs again. There are many
among us who consider these holidays to be an
important part of their religious and cultural
heritage, and it is sad to think that our academic
development must always take place at the expense of the other two.

A Little Leeway
Chance Meetings
by A. Lee Davis
It's bad enough to dial the
phone and have someone tell you
"wrong number bonehead," but
it's infinitely worse to walk up to
someone you think you recognize
from high school, or from some
party you attended, and find—
presto-chango—that that someone
is someone you've never met
before in your life. One of the
more traumatic childhood experiences which made me what I
am today involved my pursuit of
a "friend" through the streets of
East Greenwich. I'll never forget
the "Invasion of the Body Snatchers" horror which filled my being as he turned and said, "I'm
not Charlie."
Last week, I went out to dinner with my brother and his
fiance. Half way through my sole
florentine, a middle-age woman
approached our table. "Excuse
me," she said to Asa, "but aren't
you George? You went to
Assumption with my son Danny."
"No," Asa replied, "sorry."
I didn't miss my chance to break
in.
"Don't lie to the poor woman,
George," I said to Asa. "You're
such a joker. That's what Danny
always liked about you." The
woman eyed him for a moment,
then glanced back at me. I didn't
miss a beat. "You always tell me
about the one you put over on
Danny when you guys were in
Boston. Did he ever tell you
that?— Meanwhile, Asa mumbled, "No, shut up, shut up." At
last, she retired to augment her
confusion with another martini,
leaving our table to recount all

our Great Mistaken Identity
anecdotes.
Asa spoke first. During his
sophomore year, he had gone out
one night with a few of his buddies. They were a racous bunch,
barely able to squeeze into two
cars. By the time they left the bar,
they were all feeling a bit impish.
At a stop light, his friends in the
first car leapt out of their respective doors, and jumped against
the windows of the second car,
sending its occupants(Asa included) into a frightened tizzy. The
raiders piled back into their car,
and Asa stewed until the next
light. There, the Man With A
Mission threw open his door, ran
broken-field through the traffic,
and jumped onto his quarry's
roof. He thrust his head into the
sunroof and emitted a primal
scream which shook the
streetlights. Only after the guttural roar died in his throat did he
realize that his friend's car didn't
have a sunroof, and that he was
not staring down at a bunch of
stultified college chums, but at six
very unappreciative men with a
fondness for black leather, tatoos,
and chains. A sprint earned in
many hours of after-school practice brought him safely back to
the car, but it was his bad luck to
have his friend Tom, a stoic German, at the wheel. "I will not
go," he told Asa, "the light is
red." Only after the equation
"swinging chains +sheet metal
equals body shop" became clear
did Tom forget his Old World
sensibilties and lay down some
tracks.
My grandfather then chipped in

See LEEWAY, 11
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Opinion
Communicating in the modern age for free!
who take the MARC commuter tronic age, where long distance is
train into College Park, the next best thing to being there,
Washington D.C. and Virginia and in my opinion sometimes
Well, folks, better mail all of
already know that the month of even better than being there. As
your letters tomorrow before the
April ushers in an across-the- students, we have an electronic
first class letter rate for the USPS
board fares increase. It seems the alternative to sending mail that's
(that's United States Postal
cost of getting about in general is fairly easy, fast and best of all
Snails) is increased to twenty-five
free.
on the rise.
cents. Granted, for that twentyAll full-time students are entitlSo what, pray tell, is the solufive cents you can have up to
tion to all this? We can just ed to a computer account on each
three whole sheets of paper carchoose not to get about any more of the three general-use campus
than necessary. We are in an elec- mainframes. Naturally, you can
use these accounts for such mundane tasks as programing projects, payroll, and word processing, but it just so happens that the
vast majority of university comcover what she called "risk." ther dealings made the ad hoc puters around the world are elecWe can understand that the nature of the Grad Club policies tronicaly connected. Not only can
Grad Club Woes
Grad Club needs to clear a all the more transparent. We I sit at a terminal in Shaffer Hall
reasonable profit in order to con- found Ms. Albrecht, referred to and send messages to my friends
tinue to serve the Hopkins com- by her superior, Dr. Susan at RPI and Stanford, but I can talk
to someone in Tokyo in real
To the Editor:
munity. However, the single- Boswell, as "the one with the extime. There are also CB
ill-advised,
uninformed,
pertise,"
minded avarice displayed by Ms.
In early March a number of us Albrecht in dealing with our and unable to answer an over- simulators, called relays, where
requested to rent the Grad Club. group was shocking. In order to whelming number of reasonable seventy or eighty people from
around the world can select betfor an interdepartmental function keep costs low we received questions.
on Saturday evening March 12. G.R.O. funding to purchase keg
It's a shame that those placed ween different channels and talk
The chaos and confusion unleash- beer from the Grad Club at a fair in charge of rectifying the Grad
ed by this request have made it price. We also agreed to have an Club's past problems have so
apparent to us that the current open cash bar selling imports, altered its priorities. If the Grad
Grad Club policy towards private wine, and food. This was to be in Club is to become a financially
student groups is in serious need addition to our paying both a ren- viable social institution, and not The News-Letter welcomes letters
of reevaluation.
tal and music fee. In response, simply another money-maker to the editor. Letters must be
Originally we were told by Ms. Albrecht requested that we for Johns Hopkins University, typed, double-spaced, and no
Grad Club managers that the either charge our friends admis- those policies which either longer than 300 words. Deadline
Club is available for rental to sion or for each cup of beer they discourage or exploit private for letters is 5 p.m. Tuesday. The
private parties. After making a drink. We find this outrageous. users of the club need to be News-Letter reserves the right to
reservation, soliciting and receivSince there was no set policy changed! We would strongly ad- edit for condensation. We mean
ing G.R.O. funding for the event, regarding private rentals at that vise all graduate student groups it this time. Follow these rules,
and offering to assist the Grad time, our request for kegs was in- to urge the G.R.O. as well as the or your letter doesn't see the light
Club in whatever way necessary, ternally debated for over a week administration to take the of print. And no whining about it,
we were forced to find another and then summarily refused necessary steps to insure that a either!
location for reasons we find without a formal vote of the so- new policy is put in place which
wholly unacceptable. We moved called "advisory committee" in conforms to the greater needs of
because Ms. Shelley Albrecht, charge of setting Grad Club the entire graduate community,
current "administrator" of the policy. When we asked Ms. and not just to bottom line of Ms.
Club, decided that our four Albrecht how much profit would Albrecht's ledger.
LEEWAY, From 10
departments (aproximately 100 be required to make the evening
guests) would not, in her view, worthwhile for the Club, she
Andrew M. Ross, Econ. Dept. with a Rin-Tin-Tin tidbit. It
provide a big enough profit to answered "I don't know." Furseems Jose, his late German (no
ried anywhere in the country
anyone would want to have three
sheets of paper carried, and then
some. But for that price, I can just
call my relatives in California
after 11 p.m. or on a weekend
and read them the three sheets of
paper, and the message gets
through much quicker.
This is not to say that the postal
service is wrong to increase their
charges. Many people at Hopkins

by Eric Ruck

Letters

Letter Policy

in group discussions.
All this sounds very complicated, but it's actually fairly
easy. After visiting the nice people in the basement of Garland to
get an account you need only
learn a few simple commands. If
you don't know anybody who can
help you, just go to the Shaffer
Computer Room and pester the
person in charge until he gives in
and helps. I recommend using the
IBM mainframe, for although it
is somewhat more complicated
than the others, it is very user
friendly.
There is a daily usage limit, but
I've only managed to exceed it
once. You can be sure, however,
that when the computer tells you
that your account is out of money
and you have thirty seconds to
finish your business before being
dumped, as soon as the clock
strikes midnight three more usage
dollars will appear in your
account.
I'm sure what I'm saying is not
new to many people, but I have
discovered that the general
masses do not know that this exists. It is a useful service, set up
for the educational exchange of
ideas among students, and
although it is often used in a more
casual vein, such as determining
who had the best spring break, it
is nice to know that when you
need an opinion on a book or an
odd physical constant that doesn't
seem to be in any of your textbooks, you have lots of people
available instantly to ask.

A Little More Leeway
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relation to Tom)Shepherd, made
a habit of leaping into his convertible Olds. One day at a park,
while the family played on the
grass, Jose ran across an outcrop
and leapt into the back seat of a
convertible which was parked in
the wrong place at the wrong
time. Spuds Mackensie look out,
this party canine landed right in
the middle of a festive lunch. I
must give Jose credit, though, for
he didn't turn red, or whine, as
I undoubtedly would have done in
the same circumstances, but took
advantage of the momentary confusion to grab himself a hot dog
and beat a hasty retreat.
I then took the opportunity to
relate my favorite mistaken identity story, which also happens to
be my favorite New York City
Story (and we know the naked city is full of, well, at least two of
those).
Two years ago, Lisa and I ate
at a delightful Chinese restaurant
in midtown Manhattan. By the
time we had finished our bird'snest and pot of tea, my watch read
1 a.m. It was cold, but I had on
a long, somber overcoat which
protected me from the biting
wind. As we left the restaurant,
something in a window display
caught my eye and Lisa walked
a few steps ahead of me. When
I again ambled on along the

sidewalk, I saw her reach out to
take the arm of a man walking
just in front of her, a man in a
long black overcoat, with dark
hair like my own, standing within
an inch or two of my own height.
First, she tried to hook her arm
through his. This he shrugged off
with a twist at the waist. Next,
she grabbed for his elbow. Again,
he evaded seizure. Visibly exasperated at her "fiance's'. unorthodox behavior, Lisa at first
made a move for the hand in the
pocket, but then, throwing subtlety to the wind, grasped his elbow
and pulled, twisting the man
towards her. Certain that he was
being accosted, the man gave a
little yelp. Lisa didn't say a word,
just petrified on the spot. (Incidently, I decided not to purchase this winter's fashion trend,
the bomber jacket, in the hopes
that this type of episode will not
repeat itself.)
While no one would argue that
taking someone for someone else
isn't embarrassing, being the
takee is no picnic either. Take me
for instance. Lately, I've been
mistaken for someone else so
often that it's become as annoying as a 4 a.m. wrong number.
"We loved you in Mad Max,"
they say, while in the street, the
classroom, the laundry room,
"and you were so hot in Lethal
Weapon. Can we have your
autograph?" "Well, alright," I
sheepishly reply, "Just this
once."
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ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
All Hopkins events are free unless otherwise noted. Submit entries for consideration by Tuesday at 5 p.m. to the gatehouse. Questions?
Ask Brad x7647

Friday, Apr. 1
Applications available for Orientation Sub-Chairs and Group
Leader — Office of Residential Life
Petitions available for Class Officer — SC Office
4:30 p.m. Crisis and Conflict in the Middle East
Series. Eqbal Ahmed: Crisis and Conflict in The Middle East — Great Hall,
Levering
6 p.m. Conservative Jewish Services — Common Kitchen, AMR 1
6 - 11 p.m. Hopkins Catholic Community music
rehearsal and social — Newman House
8 p.m. Nippon Students Association Film:
Obnoxious Aliens: Only You — Maryland
1 10
WWF
Roxanne — Shriver
8 & 10:15 p.m.
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series True Stories —
Shaffer 3

Wednesday, Apr. 6
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Science in Israel Symposium —
Arellano Theater
12 p.m. Office of Special Events' Wednesday Noon
Series. Performance by the winners of the
Yale Gordon Concerto Competition at the
Peabody Institute — Shriver
7 p.m. Science in Israel Symposium Keynote
Speaker, Dr. Yuual Ne'eman — Shriver
7:30 p.m. Orientation information session
— Remsen 1

Saturday, Apr. 2
11 a.m. JHU-IFC Easter Egg Hunt — Lower
Quad
8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF Roxanne — Shriver
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series True Stories —
Shaffer 3

Sunday, Apr. 3
11 a.m. Mass — Glass Pavilion
7 & 9:30 p.m. Reel World The Killers
— Shriver Hall
8:30 - 12:30 a.m. Catholic Community sells in
Gilman Coffee Shop

Monday, Apr. 4
11 a.m. - 1 p.m. First day of sign-ups for Senior Trip.
Through Arpil 14. — In front of Levering
1 p.m. Golf vs. Dickinson
5:30 p.m. The Hospital as a Human Institution
Series Seminar: Catherine DeAngelis:
The Role of Women in Medecine at The
Johns Hopkins Hopsital — Main
Auditorium, Preclinical Teaching Building
8 p.m. Novelist and Professor John Barth
reads from his novel in progress The
Last Voyage of Someone the Sailor —
Garrett Room, MSE
8:30 - 12:30 a.m. Catholic Community sells in Gilman
Coffee Shop

Tuesday, Apr. 5
12:30 p.m. Office of Cultural Affairs sponsors The
Maria Morales Spanish Dance Company — Turner Auditorium

The Talking Heads' movie, True Stories, will play today and tomorrow
in Shaffer 3 at 8 and 10 p.m.

Thursday, Apr. 7
10 a.m. Orientation Sub-Chair applications due
— Office of Res. Life
12 p.m. Applications for Orientation Group
Leader due — Office of Residential Life
1 p.m. Golf Vs. Ursinus and Lebanon Valley
3:30 p.m. Women's Tennis vs. Widener
7 p.m. Musical Showcase '88 — Shriver
8 p.m. G. Harry Pouder Lecture. Peruvian
Author Mario Vargas LLosa: The Fictions of Jorge Luis Borges — Newbury
Auditorium, Mudd
8 p.m. JHU Forum of Korean Affairs presents
Chang Sun Sup, minister at the Korean
Embassy: Korea: a Nation in Transition
— Garrett Room, MSE

Friday, Apr. 8
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Memory, Cognition and The Production
of Images Symposium, sponsored by
The Program in Art History and Anthropology. Lectures throughout the
day. — Arellano Theater
4 - 7:30 p.m. Hoppy Hour — Glass Pay
8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF Dirty Dancing — Shriver
8 & 10:15 p.m. Sr. Class Film Series Film Shorts —
Shaffer 3
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48 Bette Davis movie, 11 And ---- word from
"The Petrified ---"
our sponsor"
1 Totted up
51 "-Clear Day..." 12 Creme de menthe
cocktails
7 Versus
52 Spanish surrealist
14 Make
painter
13 Part of an octopus
54 Foretokens
16 Skim along a
15 Implies
surface
17 Wickerwork material 55 God of war
56 Decorative shelves 21 Hosed down
18 Con
58 Rhythms
24 Jeers
19 Part of BTU
20 Suit material
60 Ann ----, Lincoln's 27 Bert's pal
ill-fated fiancee
28 Kelly of clown fame
22 Part of ABM
29 TV producer Norman,
61 Girl in "The
23 Expression of
and family
disapproval
Graduate"
62 Steals a glimpse Of 31 Prefix for gram or
24 Textile-coloring
graph
method
(2 wds.)
32 Deflate, as spirits
63 Like some cells
25 Slangy pistol
34 Faint light
26 Japan, China, etc.
35 Paint the town red
(2 wds.)
DOWN
(3 wds.)
28 Choose
36 Leave one's home1 Neck part
30 Like dirt roads
land
2 Muse of astronomy
33 Miss Oberon
41 Dancing faux pas
3 Field of work
34 First American in
44 Lacking vigor
4 James Arness
orbit
45 Certain tie score
37 Rater of m.p.g.
role
46 Did not bid
38 Microwave device
5 Greek vowel
48 Crosses a stream
39 Calculus concept
6 Doc Holliday's
49 Watch brand
occupation
40 Headlight switch
50 Adjust one's watch
7 Hurt
42 Climbing vines
53 Make eyes at
8 Thick and sticky
43 Pause at Indy
55 "It's ----...world"
9 Battery terminal
(2 wds.)
10 Terre Haute's state 57 "A mouse!"
47 Character in
5C High note
(abbr.)
"Little Women"

Casey
and
Warren
formerly of Haircut 100

Now at
Current Rage Hair Studio
2402 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, Md.
338-1126
Student Discounts Available
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Senior Class Trip
* to Virginia Beach
May 16 - May 20
$260 per room
11 payable in one check
to JHU
*
Get your group
(up to four people)
ready
Space Is Limited!!
* Sign-Ups April 4 to
April 14 only
11-1 in front of
Levering
.0(

Boxer Shorts, T-shirts, and Blue Jays
will be on sale
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Features

Spring Break '88: What we did
A very unrepresentative
view ofthefew Hoppies, who,out
of the hundreds who were in
Baltimore studying, actually had
fun last week
Mendoza is Kansas, where she
enjoyed such events as par"Suck the head, pinch the tip." ticipating in a school field trip
That's how to eat crawfish in with her third-grade brother.
New Orleans, according to "We ate at McDonald's. . . it was
Seniors Gene Grapa and Eric fun," she recalled.
Senior Allison Lee had all her
Fine, who saw the quote on Twisdom
teeth pulled out. Junior
while
"everywhere"
shirts
visiting Tulane and other Christina Bond went home to
southern grad schools. Seniors Connecticut and "spent three
Brad Handler, Dave Battleman, days fixing my car, my Dad's car
Alex Swirnoff, Gary Siegel, Jack and my sister's car. I broke two
Tomalis and Eric Lawrence nails in the process." Bond also
cruised to Cancun. "Like realized that her biggest mistake
Lauderdale, but more relaxed," lay in going up to Connecticut.
Handler. He "It was too damn cold up there,"
reminisced
discovered a variety of drinks, in- she said.
Senior Chris Dalton flew to
cluding La Cucaracha—tequila,
Kahlua and Coke, which you Boca Raton, Florida. "I brought
my books and looked at them.
"slam down to get a fizz."
Yes, believe it or not, Hoppies, Not opened them, just looked at
J.H.0. was on Spring Break last them.. . it was restful," he noted.
Richard Yung remained in
week, and some (actually, all) of
its celebrants lived to tell about it. Baltimore. "I thought I would
Be warned, gentle readers, this catch up on my Kaplan, but of
story contains all the gory details course it didn't happen," he said.
Senior David John Shin tried to
you'd expect from such an event:
the lewdness, the drinking, the take a walk on the wild side in
Virginia Beach. "We tried to get
boredom.
"I went home," said Junior into a go-go club but it was a
Valerie Mendoza. Home for redneck kind ofjoint.. .they askby Lisa Goldberg

Animesh Agarwal

A group of people having more fun in one photo than you will have in your entire life.
ed for three kinds of I.D. and we
figured they didn't want us
there," he said. When asked if
anything truly exciting happened,
he said, "Well, we did drive
down a few streets the wrong
way. That was kind of interesting
seeing all the cars dodging us and
honking their horns."
Junior Jay Lechtman also flew
home, but his home is Los
Angeles. "I laid out on the beach

a lot," he recalls. To celebrate his
21st birthday his parents took him
to Las Vegas. "Everywhere I
went, my mom kept handing me
twenty-dollar bills," he reminisced. "I think I won about fifty
cents."
Not everyone headed towards
warmer climates. Juniors Doug
Daugherty and Mike Paas drove
up to Canada—Doug to Montreal, Mike to Toronto. Doug's

main impression of Montreal was
"snow."
So that was it. No mud wrestling, no flaming drinks a fa
coconut shell, and no Concorde
flights to the Bahamas, at least
none that anyone cared to talk
about. But then, as Chris Dalton
jokingly commented, "We all
needed a break from the partying
at Hopkins. It would wear anyone
out."

Grants for Grads
Opportunities for world study upon graduation
by Alex Varon
and Howard Robbins

Dr. James Goodyear, Senior Academic Advisor.

tunity for these grants. "It seems
that many good possible candidates just don't think they are
What to do after graduation good enough to win," Goodyear
from Hopkins is a question all said.
undergraduates must face
If winning a scholarship seems
whether they like it or not. One as unlikely as spotting President
option is often overlooked by Muller without a tan, then look
students: scholarships. Some are more closely. While many
unaware of the opportunities be- scholarships consider high GPAs
ing offered, others are in- and strong academic perfortimidated by the time and devo- mance, others look more closely
tion required, as well as the long at the applicant's plans for their
odds. The fact remains, though, time abroad, while still others
that many Johns Hopkins students simply look for career interests,
are competing for, and winning, strength of character, or even
competitive scholarship awards. good health.
Dr. Catherine Evans and Dr.
The Churchill Foundation
James Goodyear of the Depart- Scholarship is a grant for students
ment of Academic Advising are of
Math,
Science,
or
involved with guiding students Engineering—the kinds of
toward these scholarships and students which Hopkins has in
helping them get their bids. They plenty. There are ten awards
are concerned, however, with the yearly for the student to spend
low numbers of Hopkins students one year of study at Churchill colwho take advantage of the oppor- lege at Cambridge University.

Hopkins is one of 46 U.S. universities which are permitted to
nominate two candidates for this
scholarship. This year, Claudia
Testa, '87, a biophysics major, is
attending Churchill as part of the
program. The requisites for this
grant are a high GPA and good
GRE scores.
For those wishing to study in
Germany, there is the DAAD
grant. Three of these scholarships
are available for up to six
Hopkins applicants for one or two
academic years. Candidates may
be of any study except medicine,
dentistry, or pharmacy. Currently, Peter Fenbes, a graduate of
the Humanities Center, is studying under this scholarship in
Berlin. While an applicant should
have a strong academic record,
the project plan is more
important.
See Grants, Page 15
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Purveyors of fine latex garments since 1988

Don't forget: Daylight
Savings Time ends (or
does it begin?) Sunday
in the wee hours...so
set your clocks back
two hours.
Tuition drops to $19.99
(plus this fabulous set of
Ginsu knives, absolutely
free!) See p. 29 for
details...
Bruce Springsteen to
play Spring Fair!!!! See
Fails for ticket info.
AMR II and I (left to right). The University plans to build new dormitories
near these housing complexes, beginning after Commencement.

Special this week... a
parody of the NewsLitter. In the NewsLetter we take a very
long, hard look at ourselves, and find that we
lack in every department.
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Apocalyptic
Today: Fire and brimstone, lightning
and other neat stuff, hi 308°K.
Tonight: Smoke clearing, becoming
partly sunny, low 273°K.
Saturday: Gloomy, with 60% chance
of scattered earthquakes, hi Fahrenheit
451, low 55'.
Sunday: The end of the world as we
know it, hi 29°C, low 0°K.
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University finally
releases plan for
student housing

THIS
WEEK

Lacrosse officials review tapes of HopkinsSyracuse game; disallow all but one of the
Orange goals. Find out
how the Blue Jays
regained their Number
One ranking on p. 32!

Weekend Weather

The University has announced
plans to build new on-campus student housing.
According to Dean of Administration Robert Welch, the
University has hired the Joseph
Acocella construction firm of
Gaithersburg to build the new
dormitories. Construction will
begin shortly after the May 26
commencement and be ready in
time for the 1989-90 academic
year.
The buildings will be located
on the western and southern sides
of the Freshman Quad, abutting
Goodnow Drive and the parking
circle completed in the fall. Since
the quad cannot accomodate
dorms the size and shape of AMR

Council members discuss
own purpose, recent actions
Student Council covered a
myriad of issues at this week's
meeting.
Foremost in the mind of Council's president was the need to address as many issues in the
greatest obfuscation as possible.
"Just a reminder, guys, "proposed President Fit- zGerald. "If
we don't blab on for forty
minutes, the newspaper will start
blathering about us doing nothing
and make me look stupid again,
so let's talk it up. Any ideas?"
Sophomore Class Representative George Lerner said, "I
have many of them."
zGerald then asked, "Can you
give me one?"
"After the meeting."
"Well, that's not very
helpful," responded zGerald.
"Anyone else? The floor is

open." Council sat silent for two
minutes. A decided tension was
in the air, as members contemplated the onerous task of filling up forty minutes.
Lerner said,"Oh what the hell,
I've got something to say, and I
think I'll tell you now. I think the
Council is headed in the wrong
direction, and we have to change
our purpose."
zGerald responded, "You stop
that, for once. Case closed."
Lerner disagreed, claiming that
Council has spent all year throwing money at pointless student
groups, funding fly-by-night
social activities, and providing
donuts during exams, but had
seriously neglected important
academic and social issues such
as the Arts and Sciences' deficit
and the Human Climate Task

Force Report.
zGerald repeated his demand
for Lerner to stop talking. Lerner
responded that he would not.
zGerald then bellowed, "You
shut the hell up, or I'll see to it
that your hat collection burns
up." Lerner turned white and
dove under the table. "Well,
that's all for him, "said zGerald.
After viewing the proceedings,
Freshman Class Representatives
Jennifer Blank, Suzanne Muller,
and Christian Reutter gave
zGerald's performance a 5.7 on
technical merit and a 5.8 for artistic impression.
"Seeing that no one has much
to say, "continued zGerald as he
pulled out a sheet of paper, "let
me read you this speech I
See COUNCIL, 4

I and II, the new dorms will be
modeled after Buildings A and B.
Welch explained that construction of C-shaped structures such
as the AMR buildings would have
resulted in a freshman quad that
would be too small. For access
reasons, he said, the new dorms
will be free standing so that
students may enter the newly
enclosed quad at the corners.
He said, "We are hoping that
these new dormitories will begin
to answer the University's pressing need for more student housing. It's only a first step toward
our goal of being able to house
about
half
of
the
undergraduates."
Welch also addressed the status
of McCoy and Wolman Halls,
both of which are often the subject of suggestions to improve
student housing. He said that the
University is still reviewing plans
to improve the buildings.
The new on-campus buildings,
tentatively referred to as AMR
IV, will contain three- and fourperson suites, each with its own
bathroom. Each building will
have its own laundry rooms and
garbage chute and will house approximately 100 students.
Estimated costs of construction, said Welch, are about.$15
million, which the University will
draw from the money alloted to
student housing in the $209
million bond issue that the
University received in 1985.
Welch added that final details
about which students will live in
the dorms are not certain. "It's
probable that these dorms will
house upperclassmen, who would
have to go on our meal plan,"
See HOUSING, 4

Administration shuffles positions
In a startling development, the
News-Litter has learned that Steve
Muller is resigning as President
of the Johns Hopkins University.
Full details have not been
disclosed, but sources say that
this development has nothing to
do with Muller's lack of discretion in his junior year at college.
Instead, it seems that Muller has
new goals. The lame-duck said,
"I have new goals. After talking
with Mario Cuomo I realized that
there is more to my role as President than this or any University
has to offer."
Muller, known better for shaking hands than for his democratic
ties, may soon drop his hat into
the Presidential ring. After all,
he's the total candidate—he's got
Gephardt's smile, Simon's build,
Hart's scruples, and to top it off,

a tan reminiscent of that other
candidate. The N-L wishes him
luck in whatever he does.
As for his replacement, the
name Stanley H. Kaplan keeps
popping up. Many top officials
had not heard of this development, but none were surprised.
One official who asked to remain nameless said, "This was
probably a long time coming. For
many years, Johns Hopkins has
been regarded as a top school that
students come to in order to go
on to a top graduate program.
Our advising department has
done a great job, in spite of
themselves, and our record
speaks for itself.
"At the same time," he continued, "Stanley Kaplan has
developed a reputation for helping students get into graduate

schools by improving scores on.
standardized tests. Not only that,
but people remember the 's' in
'Stanley' more than they do in
'Johns.' Its a merger made in
grad-school heaven."
The changes will be felt almost
immediately. First, the langauge
lab will expand throughout all of
Gilman and will have tapes from
all departments. Second, all
classes will be four hours in
length and meet only at noon or
at 5 p.m., once each week. Attendance will be irrelevant as all
lectures will be put on tape.
All tests will be multiple
choice, and all texts will be
printed on cheap, green, recycled paper. Students will also be
required to do all work in a
See SHUFFLE, 2

University President Steven Muller, who detailed the shifting of administration positions this week.
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ADMISSIONS DIRECTOR
•
SCHNYDMAN A FRAUD•
comment on the charges, calling interesting, creative, and even
them a "fait accompli, or is it a amusing, but it's all a ruse. Tell
persona non grata, or a quid pro me, have you ever heard of a
quo, or an e pluribus unum, or Camp Spiderman before? We
some other foreign term."
haven't, and no one else has,
According to officials, Schnyd- either."
man falsified information on his
Hall was referring to an entry
application concerning his school in which Schnydman claimed to
activities, work experience, have earned an honorable menawards received, and test scores. tion prize in badminton at Camp
Joseph "Jakie" Hall, vice Spiderman in 1956 when he was
president for institutional rela- but a young lad who liked Ike and
tions, explained, "Just take a thought Elvis was hip.
look at his application. It's very
In his application, Schnydman
wrote that he had won a Nobel
Peace Prize, found his principal
non-academic activity to be counting sheep, and was shot down
over Russia in the U-2 spy plane
incident in 1960.
ACADEMIC INFORMATION
f4i.
1r.
11U..
In another section in which
th;.,1(
I
K.
rw
A
have
elaa t
. (If your school does
in a class of
Class Rank (if available) 14
Schnydman
was supposed to
not compute class rank, es-Mte your standing.)
describe
his
main
academic goals
College Entrance Examination Board Tests (SAT and Achievement Tests)
at Hopkins, he wrote the
Johns Hopkins requires the Scholastic Aptitude Test and three
Achievement Tests for admission. It is your responsibility to request
following:
that the College Board send your test results to Johns Hopkins.
•'Given my background as a
In the spaces below, please indicate the dates on which you took or
plan to take the CEEB examinations, and your scores is available:
well-published scholar on NietzACHIEVEMENT TESTS
SAT
PSAT
sche, I want my life to become an
too 64i
32.
es
220 780
540
oasis of meaning. I propose watDate
Math
Aubject
Score
Date
Verbal
Vart=d
230 Ifveyer
ching the little women at your
40
Ph D.
2.10
sloe
8410
Date
Subject
Score
verbal
Math
Date
Math
sister college Bryn Mawr [sic]
.1.Wn
/
4 4s
B 104
5lat abogt.w.oling$
amble
to and fro as I seek the
Subject
Date
Score
rr ion Verbal. Math
Date
Score
deep truth within Freudian illu(4,540.4
,a)ert
Score
Date
sion at fraternity cocktail parties."
Lee
5...icr
kfo T
Svbje(t
Ste> nit
Dale
In her report to the admissions
director at the time of Schnydman's application, admissions

Investigation finds that good ol: Jerry
faked the facts on his application for
undergraduate admission here;
Schnydman refuses to comment

University officials are
deciding whether to take
disciplinary action against Director of Admissions Jerry Schnydman following the recent
discovery that Schnydman forgHopkins
own
his
ed
admissions
undergraduate
application.
Schnydman, who starred on
Hopkins' lacrosse teams during
the mid-1960s and was president
of the Interfraternity Council as
an undergraduate, refused to

EXCERPTS FROM
JERRY'S APPLICATION
B.
I.

2.

Classified

Jerry Schnydman, who won't be revered with quite the same fervor
anymore, now that we all know that he's a fraud.
consultant Marion Fischer found ing on a Hot Summer Night in the
Schnydman "an exceedingly Incinerator of Life.' I endorse his
bright young man who, with a application without reservation."
speck of machismo, exerts a selfUniversity President Steven
confidence immediately apparent Muller said that Schnydman had
in his application.
been exceptionally popular, both
"I find some of the ac- as a student and as admissions
complishments he lists to be a bit director. "But morals are
questionable, " continued her morals," he said. "Which do you
report. "Yet I value Jerome think is more honorable, cheating
Schnydman's sense of warmth on official documents or making
and integrity that he conveys in out in college. Take it from me,
his beautiful essay, titled 'Long- Jerry made the wrong choice."

C. ACTIVITIES

1.

Please list your principal extracurricular, athletic, and community
activities (excluding )ohs) during the school year since ninth grade.
Dates of
Participation

Activity

C war."Sheaf
Tv vvase.hiet
,

Hours Spent
Per Week

8,(Th
aby

1.ft

Offices/Positions Held;
Distinctions Earned

60

Pr-1;1.;CA

100

Leave it to SQeest

eri

C iv 11# fres4t0-1-

NI*/ilto Caller

20

LustS•amvehs

SHUFFLE, from 1
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2. Please list any work experiences you may have had since ninth grade.

•
Job

Employer

U-2611.1"
Bea.er's

US.

Dates of
Employment

Salary
Earned

5.
447

vis•ersTvsy Leave itiv Beaver

M.ftlowthysisiir ftMlr

Hours Spent
Per Week

9
/
57-5
/
4%

io

my five ars ye1 WI
i A /r,rsT
- as k

ebia' 5
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6. Please list any non-academic distincti.ns or honors that you have won
since the ninth grade.
honorable "elation - Caef SoMileommA eta•er,Ton Tevi-oeekS4
Nebel

()oo

MCAT guru Stanley Kaplan
plans to join administration

MSS

Peace Ptqle
Valvabie Pia.yer- Itoterwaa, Leglue

number two pencil.
Although some might not like
the changes Kaplan is planning,
students will approve of some of
them. First, cross-registration is
now possible between our campus
and the Kaplan clinic, now called Homewood East Campus
(HEC), on 32nd Street and St.
Paul. Pre-professionals now get
to take their prep courses for free.
Classes taken at HEC will count
as four graded credits to students'
GPAs. This will make junior year
much easier to students, starting
with the class of 1990.

One senior who asked to remain nameless in exchange for
not writing letters to this paper
concerning his religious beliefs,
said, "Shoot. I wish this was true
last year when I took the
MCATs. I did every tape at
Kaplan, twice, and nearly moved in. Had this counted to my
GPA, I would have a 3.81381452
and not just my 3.81379846. This
is unfair. I've got more to say,
but I have to go study now."
Other students welcomed the
changes. Said one, "I'll save
hundreds of dollars my junior
year, crush the[MICATs, and inflate my GPA. Way to go Stan!"

Other comments ranged from,
"Out with the tan, in with Stan,"
to "No more Man with the Tan,
now its Man with the Tapes."
As a special bonus, tuition at
Hopkins will never be increased
again. The money that
Homewood will take in from
Kaplan centers around the country will more than cover our debt.
Our lacrosse team will also
benefit, because we can now
bombard recruits with this classy
slogan: "Don't compete with a
Blue Jay—Be one." More as this
develops.

THE CRIME
Arson

Robbery

*An employee in the Terrace
Room set fire to the red jello
March 29 in protest of the food
quality at the cafeteria. An arrest has been made. The jello
was subsequently served to
patrons so that it didn't go to
waste.

*The complainant reported on
March 29 that he was stuck up
and required psychological
treatment.

Burglary
'The
complainant,
a
sophomore pre-med, reported
that between 9 a.m. and 3:45
p.m. on March 28, someone
entered his locked apartment in
the Blackstone and stole his best
friends. Taken were one
biochemistry textbook and a
Hewlett-Packard calculator.

Generic Face Bandages

Fit for a king,
not for a president.

Larceny
'The Student Council reported
that it lost all copies of its agenda and therefore had to cancel
its meeting March 16. Total
value gained by the Hopkins
community was $69.80.
'After reporting a "disgraceful" loss of all forms of copy
editing in this newspaper, Sandrine Tiller and Erik Ledbetter
went out one starry, starry night
to The Peak in the Appalachians, where they both lost
it all.(No mistake here, folks.)

•

*The campus paper reports the
theft of the crime that was supposed to go above here.
one Gilman Hall branch of
First National Bank of Maryland reports that between 3
p.m. on March 25 and 9 a.m.
on March 28, persons unknown
entered the office and stole the
records of l student accounts.
No arrests niade. Baltimore City Police are investigating. The
bank is offering a $5 reward for
information leading to an arrest.
Should no arrest be made, the
bank would reset all student accounts at $100,"as a courtesy."
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Muller loses Swaggart film role
Last year, the News-Litter reported that
University President Steven Muller had
signed on to audition for the role of
preacher Jimmy Swaggart in an upcoming
movie.
Muller won the part, and the movie was
to have been released next month in
cinemas across the nation, but the movie
has been pulled from release, according to
Dottie Chandler, Muller's agent.
"The studios pulled the plug before we
could do anything,"said Chandler. "At
least Steven got paid, and I got my cut.—
The film, which was titled In God We
Lust after having been titled Jerry, Jimmy,
Jim, and Tammy Faye—Hearts of Gold,

was originally based on the lives of television's Jerry Falwell, Swaggart, Jim Bakker and wife Tammy Faye, and the
troubles in television evangelism that have
brewed over the past year.
Director Johnny Waters explained the
film's problems. "We had to keep
reshooting because we were always forced to change the cast around," he said.
"As real-life events kept changing, we had
to adjust for that, too.'
Waters then proceeded to go one-by-one
through the list of stars who had been
scheduled to work with Muller. He began
by cautioning, "Oh, Muller was fine. He
always seemed to have time to come down
to Florida to shoot and never bitched
about longing for Baltimore. He was just
a victim of circumstances."
Scheduled to play Tammy Faye Bakker
had been singer Cyndi Lauper. "We got
through most of the shooting with her, but
she lost her popularity, you know,"said
Waters. "Furthermore, she hired Joyce
Brown, the homeless woman who refused
treatment in New York, as her costume
designer, and while it's nice picturing
Tammy Faye wearing soda cans, it didn't
fit the image."
Lauder was subsequently dropped from
the cast. "We tried others, "said Waters.
"But once we thought we had Phyllis
Diller, she re-did her face and now looks
like Queen Elizabeth, so we gave up."
The second major role, that of Jim Bakker, was to have been filled by Bronson
Pinchot of ABC's Perfect Strangers.
Waters explained that Pinchot had the
humor for the part, but not the muscle.
"You see, he got too caught up in his
TV role, " said Waters. "When ABC
decided to move Perfect Strangers to Friday night, Bronson took it all too literally
and wrenched his back. So we dropped
Jim Bakker him."
Waters continued,"We then tried to in"Oh please, please let me play Jimmy Swaggart. I beg you, I am experienced at this, so ject some realism by hiring Jim Bakker to
please, please have mercy on me."
play himself. That was fine until we got

to the sex scenes. Bakker was uncooperative, neglecting the script and insisting on performing the scenes the way
they really happened.
"Well, as you can imagine, the mannequin that we used as Jessica Hahn couldn't
stand up to the torture, "said Waters. "So
we dropped the part from the script."
The other major player to go was Robin
Williams, who was hired to play Jerry
Falwell.
"Robin was fine,'said Waters, "unti!
he got the opportunity to play Adrian
Cronauer in Good Morning, Vietnam. That
left us without a Falwell, so we hired Ed
Meese, the attorney general."
Meese, however, slowed the schedule.
''He kept taking all the extras out to the
bars with money he got from who-knowswhere, " said Waters. "He certainly
wasn't earning enough from us or his job
as attorney general to have that kind of
money. So we dropped him from the
cast."
That left Muller as the only principal.
Waters then decided to change the movie
into a running account of Swaggart's sermons. Since the film was already $5
million over budget, Waters could not hire
real people for the sermon audiences,
so he hired the Smurfs.
"Yes, I know they're blue," he said.
"But they didn't talk back, and we figured
that we could play with some color filters
until they were of body color."
The film wrapped in January, before the
Swaggart sex scandal surfaced. Waters explained that he and the studio threw up
their hands in disgust following Swaggart's
televised confession of sin.
"As you might expect, we had to change
the cast again, " said Waters. "We
brought in Samantha Fox from England to
play the prostitute. We've been giving her
voice-coaching lessons to get rid of her
British accent. She's a slow learner, but
I like working with her, as does everyone
else.

Jerry Falwell

Muller can stop practicing now.

"At this point, Muller became our probkm,," continued Waters. "You see, we
needed a novice at sex for maximum effect, but Muller had forty years of experience at this, so when we put him in bed
with Sam, he had all the right moves. She
brought out the animal in him. —
A replacement for Muller had not been
found. Muller returned to Baltimore and
exclaimed at the last meeting of the
Academic Council, "I'm so ashamed."

6 6 Scott says the

THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

DEAN/DIRECTOR/SLAVE/PEON
OF HOMEWOOD SCHOOLS STUDENT
SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
ORGANIZATION

SC just isn't the
same without me,
even though it's
a lot quieter., 9

The Johns Hopkins University invites applications or nominations for the position of Dean/Director/Slave/Peon of Homewood Schools Student Services Administration Organization.
The position requires that any education you may have received in the areas of administration or leadership be chucked out the window. The applicant must be willing to kowtow and
kiss up jointly to the Deans of the School of Arts and Sciences and the School of Engineering,
the two farcical major academic divisions located at the beautiful Homewood Campus of Johns
Hopkins, situated in scenic north Baltimore. The applicant must attempt, essentially, to run a
major branch of this fabulous school with no real authoritative power whatsoever.
We're not real sure what the job entails; we guess it's mostly like taking orders from us and
then passing them on to your underlings.
Candidates must be able to read, write, and speak in English.

Just because your SC
is far away, doesn't
mean you can't be
close. You can still accomplish nothing by
dropping your SC a
letter.
It costs less than you
think to hear that the SC
likes peace and quiet.
but it misses you. So go
ahead, drop your council a line. You can do
more productive things
later. Reach out and
waste your time

Earn great wages (starting salary $4.50-4.75 an hour), enjoy
flexible hours, meal benefits, free uniforms, and a chance to
make new friends!

The only thing missing is you!!

CAMPUS MAIL
The Last R3sort.

Send letters of application and a 300 word essay entitled "Why I want to work for S'
April 2, 1988 to:

e" hy

General McCarther, Jr.
School of Arts and Sciences
The Johns Hopkins University
Baltimore, MD 21218
As always, the Johns Hopkins Univers;.y is an Equal Opportutj, Affirmative Action r:
unless you're female or black.
fr.MINIW

..,aV5111101

^,...5111111011
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SC members take a cue from Debbie Gibson
COUNCIL, from 1
prepared last night, to put you in
the right mindset. 'Council is
good for all students.' End of
speech. Let's move on to the alsoat-the-meetings."
• Also at the meeting:
0"Treasurer Mark Klupt announced that a new student
group, the Neo-Moderates for a
Risk-Free Nuclear Wart [sic],

had requested $700. "I don't
know who they are or what they
do, but they want the money,"
said Klupt. Council approved the
request unanimously.
W-Klupt reported that the Coalition to End Blue Book Exams,
Freshman Food, Short Library
Hours, Persecution at First National, Zeniada, Investments in
South Africa, the Donation of
Precious University Land to.

Nearby Museums, and Jm. J.
Bullock's Acting C4reer (CEBBEFFSLHPFNZISADPULNMJJBAC), had requested $300 to
achieve its goals.
"I don't know who they are or
what they do, but they want the
money, " said Klupt. Council
alloted it.
P"Junior Class President Cary
Gross announced plans for
another junior class party at P.T.

Well, they tried.

Attempt to clone professor fails
The Departments of Biology
and Psychology announced
Wednesday that their first attempt
to clone a professor met with
mixed success.
Biology Professor Saul
Roseman told the News-Litter that
the departments had decided to
take one of Hopkins' own, Orest
Ranum, professor of early
modern European history with an
emphasis on France, and create
a second one of him.
"Anybody who takes a look at
this thing we created knows
something went wrong, " said
Roseman."We took Dr. Ranum,
a perfectly normal professor, if
there is such a species, and
created this mass of muscle or,
should I say, mess of muscle."
The experiment began when
Ranum submitted to preliminary
tests on Saturday. Following
those tests, in which he was
deemed a worldly and worthy
subject, the experiment began.
'First,
explained
Psychology Professor Clinton
DeSoto, "we gave him a vitamin

drink, which he didn't like. We
then showed him films of dancing sheep for four hours, during
which time he asked, 'What are
you doing, playing with my
mind?' I said yes and he responded, 'Okay."
After a battery of further tests,
Ranum was placed in one-half of
a "reproduction chamber, "and
a plaster mold taken of Ranum
was placed in the other half.
"That was on Tuesday, "said
Roseman, "and we left both of
them there for a day or so. It was
when we got back that the shock
came."
When DeSoto, Roseman and
company returned, they found
that the plaster cast had
disintegrated, leaving a hulk of
muscle sitting below a carbon
copy of Ranum's head, while in
the other half of the chamber,
Ranum stayed put.
Upon immediately opening the
chambers, the professors found
that Ranum's clone moved and
talked just like Ranum. The real
Ranum was not impressed with

his double, however, saying in
his Minnesota drawl, "I don't
know, I think I like the old me
better. This guy looks like you've
been feeding him too much filet
mignon."
Nevertheless, A.J.R. RussellWood, chairman of the Department of History, was favorably
impressed. "This new Ranum
looks terrific, " he said at the
unveiling. "The other Ranum is
a brilliant professor, but I think
this new guy can add even more
strength to our department."
Ranum responded, "But where
does that leave me?"
Russell-Wood said, "You can
be a TA."
Ranum responded, defiantly,
"I pledge on the Eighteenth
Brumaire, I will not!"
The clone approached him.
Standing chest to chest with
Ranum, he demanded, "Says
who?"
Ranum looked at the clone and
knew he had a problem. He said,
meekly, "Says me, o-or you."
"That's better."

Flagg's. "The last two were kind
of icky, so we want to keep doing it until we get it right," he
said. "We need $1,000."
Klupt responded, "I don't
know who they are or what they
do, but they want the money."
Council said fine.
Gross promised that he would
say something at Council's next
meeting that has nothing to do
with P.T. Flagg's.
0,-zGerald requested reimbursement of $5.31 for the
cheeseburger, fries, and soda that
he had at Fuddrucker's. "And
Klupt better shut up when I open
this to discussion, "said zGerald.
"Stop snoring, Lou!"
"It's not me, " responded
future Council President Lou Giangiulio. "I'm wide awake."
Sophomore Class Representative Sue Fox and Junior Class
Representative Ty Hyderally,
looking under the table, said in
unison, "It's Lerner. He fell
asleep."
Then Council cried in pseildosomber unison, "Oh well."
10-zGerald looked at his watch
and noticed that only thirty-two
minutes had gone by. "We've got
eight minutes to fill, otherwise the
paper'll be on our tail." Motioning to the News-Litter reporter, he
said, "This is off-the-record, but
I'd say the paper would be up our
ass if you weren't quoting me.
"Anyway, " he continued,
"we have to fill time. Any ideas?
Larry?"
"We could tell stories,"said
Freshman Class President Larry
Greenberg.
"Great idea, " said zGerald.
"Go."
Greenberg began, "Once upon
a time there was a girl named
Goldilocks who approached a
house owned by three . . . ."
"Oh, stop it!" interrupted a
disgusted zGerald. He paused.
"Now that Larry has proved
himself incompetent, do we have
any other ideas?"
"We could sing songs," proposed David Gitlitz. (Ed. note:
There are too many titles in this
article, so we are deleting them
from here on in for your reading
pleasure.)
"Yes, let's,
responded
Stephanie Weissman. "You want
me to start?"
"No, I will, " said Gitlitz.
"How about [sings] 'But I still
haven't found what I'm looking
for. . . No I still haven't. . "
.
zGerald interrupted, "Too

Tom Thumb

The Student Council,shrunk down
to size.
many words with more than one
syllable. Too confusing, too profound. Find something easy."
"I know," said Sa Surmeli.
"How about Shake Your Love, by
Debbie Gibson?"
"I don't know, " answered
zGerald. "How does it go?"
Surmeli asked, "You mind if
I get up and dance to the beat like
a dog in heat? Hey, that rhymes!"
"Go ahead."
Surmeli got up and began dancing as he sang, "Shake your
love, I just can't shake your love;
Shake your love, I just can't
shake your lo-ove; Shake your
love, I just can't shake; Shake
your love, I just can't shake,
boom-boom, your love." Council gave him standing applause.
"That's terrific!" exclaimed
zGerald. "Let me try that—Shake
your love, I just can't shake your
love."
Jaan Naktin picked up. "Shake
your love, I just can't shake your
lo-ove."
Then came Damien Doute.
"Shake your love."
And Chris Dalton. "I just can't
shake your love."
Then the Jeeter. "Shake your
love."
And Fox. "I just can't shake.
boom-boom, your love. This is
fun!"
Maureen Gale suggested,"We
could go on all night!"
zGerald cut in, "And no problems with the News-Litter!
We've hit forty minutes! But this
is too much,"he said, mounting
the table. "Shake your love, I just
can't shake your love."
Grace Kung recorded the forty
minute mark in her log book.
John DiLeo gave her the pen.
Lerner never woke from his
sleep. And one-by-one, Council
members went around the table
singing Shake Your Love.
They were still going when I
left two hours later.
The Student Council holds
weekly meetings Wednesdays at 8
p.m. in the Shriver Board Room.
All meetings are open to the
public. But would you really want
to go?

University thinks
more housing will
improve conditions
HOUSING, from 1
he said. "I don't envision an increase in the size of the freshman
class.
"One thing it should do will be
to relax housing demand," he
continued. "The extra space on
the market, without extra demand, should mean a relative
softening of the real estate market
and cause prices around here to
remain relatively stable. I certain-

ly don't envision the University
pricing itself out of the market."
At the very least, concluded
Welch, the extra housing might
help sustain a sense of a close-knit
community that some students
may lose by living apart from
other classmates. "We realize
students may lose a sense of togetherness after freshman year,"
said Welch. "We're hoping the
construction can help."

NEWS-LITTER/5

We can't think of a headline for this article

Calling education here "unsafe for any creed," consumer advocate Ralph Nader came to Hopkins Tuesday
to discuss the dangers of attending Hopkins.
The new organization, Lyceum, sponsored Nader's
speech, titled "Sitting Complacent in Blue Jay Way,"
as part of its series "How to Address Problems in the
World Today, Yesterday, and in the Future."
Lyceum's community leader, Aliasghar Mohyuddin, introduced Nader as "a man who has devoted his life to
making the world a happier place to be in. And that's what
Lyceum strives to be, a happy communal organization that
takes any issue, no matter how big, small, or irrelevant,
and puts it into a perspective of peace, love, and
understanding for the protection of life, liberty, the pursuit of happiness, and all things bright and beautiful."
Nader then took over the podium. "I've been keeping
my eye on this University for a long time,"he said. "I
can now safely determine—remember that word, safe—
that the University is in serious danger of losing its reputation as a party school. Thank you." Nader then sat down.
Mohyuddin then opened the floor for questions. "Any
questions?" he asked the bewildered audience.
"Yes,"said Spring Fair Chairperson Jonathan Siegel.
"Mr. Nader, we all know Hopkins has a reputation for
being a throat school, not a party school. How can you
say we have a reputation as a party school?"
Nader responded, "Well, you know, lacrosse parties,
beach parties, small parties, I mean parties are healthy,
but some students don't mix parties‘vith their work, and
that's unhealthy. College students should find a bright mix
of work and parties to make their experiences better."
Mohyuddin chimed in,"A very perceptive statement,
and one that should make everyone, feel good about
themselves. Any more uplifting questions? Lloyd?"

Lloyd Armstrong, Jr., dean of the School of Arts and
Sciences, rose. "Mr. Nader,"he said, "my school is
fighting a budget deficit that will surely impact upon
undergraduate education, but the University won't finance
it. Doesn't that bode ill for undergraduate education here?"
Nader thought. "It's certainly a serious problem, but
I assure you the University will find some way to eliminate
the deficit without affecting the undergraduates, or even
the ability to attract professors and research grants."
Mohyuddin cut in, "Oh glory, glory! A University of
love! Now, I have to leave, but I will turn over the podium
to my wonderful assistant, Joy Starlight. Any more uplifting questions? Fit-?' Mohyuddin then left.
"Thank you," said Student Council President FitzGerald. "I'm losing control. What do I do?"
Nader responded, "Take two aspirin, eat an apple a
day, and be happy."
Starlight broke up. "Here you have a man who is not
only intelligent but unbearably funny. This is too much.
I've got to control myself." She ran out of the room.
Someone spoke. "Mr. Nader, I am Hoppy the Rubber
Chicken, mascot of The Black and Blue Jay,"said an
idiot dressed in a chicken suit. "How does the tailwagging of the Corvair impact upon our $11,000 tuition?"
Nader sprung to life. "The Corvair! Don't make me
talk about the Corvair! I'm sick of it—it's a dead issue,
and I like talking about things that are alive."
Starlight returned. "Well, it's nice to see that even in
my absence, people are talking about things alive and
bright. That's what makes Lyceum so special. Any more
questions?" Pause. "Seeing none, I'd like to thank Ralph
Nader for his perceptive, interesting, and provocative
speech. Let's applaud to show our appreciation."
After the meeting, Nader approached University Presi-

dent Steven Muller, who attended the lecture.
"Very nice, very nice,"said Muller. "You were an
inspiration to everyone."
"Fine, fine, "said Nader, quickly. "I just want to work
out the details of my payment."
"No problem, "said Muller. "You did a good job for
us. My office will send you the $5,000 check first thing
in the morning."

OOPS!
The editors of the NewsLitter regret to report that
we did not distribute a
paper last week because it
was stolen by Russian
spies, yeah, who wanted

the secret formula to, ah,
Steve Muller's tanning lotion which, urn, we were
publishing in Science,
yeah, so we couldn't
publish, uh, yeah.
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"Cousin" Brucie Hamilton:
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Sunday, April 3 at 7p.m., Shriver Hall.
Tickets: $20 or El 1 available at Ticket e:
Center and at toy stores near you.
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Bruce's Best— of Leeway

Generic Editorial

by Bruce, A. Headache

7576649403447

There are so many problems here. We
have so little housing; our athletic facilities
are so poor; the School of Arts and Sciences
is shrinking and will probably stay in the
red for a good period of time; non-academic
concerns are threatened to extinction with
the subordination of a director of student
services; we lack a sense of community
which breeds apathy and intolerance between sexes, races and segments of
Homewood.
But gosh, it's no one's fault, really, and
the University is trying very hard to address
all of those problems. Our school has
always shown the degree of prudence and
insight necessary to appropriately restructure administrative organization so as to
benefit the community.
History has had students manifest varying degrees of concern for the issues confronting a university. The administration is

sentient to the fact that students are currently demanding involvement and solutions for
the problems facing us. With such
understanding of this and it offers a great
deal of perspective, we expect that plans
soon emerge and concretize that
will
_
will put Homewood on the corrective path.
There can be no overstating the importance for students to appreciate the administration's efforts—and understand the
limitations of this University with regards
to fiscal matters and structure. Tangential
problems such as tenure policy and declaring Gilman Hall a landmark reverberate
repercussions through major issues.
All of this boils down to a pledge of
moderation on everyone's part. It is incumbent on each of us to let our opinions be
heard, and listen to the response. It may
not always be to our liking—but certainly
it will contribute to our communal benefit.

E ()maniacs
Cute Colombo
To the Editor:
I was appalled at the sadistic attempt of humor that James
Rosen's With Eyes Closed cartoon contained in the Feb. 12th
issue. I know and accept the fact
that for years now Goucher College has been considered a
playpen by many Hopkins
students. Most Hopkins men feel
that Goucher students are prewed, or are just here for their
Mrs. degree. They also believe
that we all melt at advances from
future doctors or deans. Although
I, and many of my friends, do
find Dean Colombo cute in a teddy bear sort of way, it would take
more than just a condom for him
to get to know me better. We
Goucher guys have our
principles—at least dinner
first. . . .
Hugh G. Reckshun
Goucher Guy

News-Litter Abuse
To the Editor:
Recently certain people have
been abusing this once great letters page. It seems that every
other letter uses this page to say
things that don't belong here. For
example, candidates in the last
few elections have acknowledged their candidacies here, told of
their stance on school issues,
brown nosed the N-L on a job
well done, and then gone on to
say that they won't use this page
to talk about the election. I mean,
come on. I am running for SC
Prez next year, and if! win I will
give each of my voters $5, but I
won't use this space to talk about
it. Instead call me collect some
time and we'll talk.
Even better, some school
groups think that this is campus
nuts. It is not. I don't care when
your next meeting is, and if! did
I would read about it on the back
page. I probably can't make it
though, as The Pornography Club
will be having a meeting Monday

or Fairy Tale Theatre
It must be difficult for you, my
faithful readers, having to sit idly by and watch my works of
literary wonder being turned into trash by the master editors,
Brad and Liz. Just last week, this
conniving pair elected to cut four
words from my article! FOUR
WORDS!!!
But—since I am so great, so
funny, and so well-liked by all of
you (yesterday I was mauled by
three beautiful blondes screaming, "Oh Bruce! You're our
favorite! And a policeman, too!!
O000000!! Your personal experiences are s000000 interesting!!!!")—and since I never
want a single one of you to feel
like you haven't received the full
impact of my wisdom—I will now
bestow upon you the four words
the editors chose to exclude last
week:
SHIT, PISS, DAMN,FUCKING

at sex, er, six concerning our
Magazine that we put out each
semester. Tuesday there is a
meeting for those interested in
layout at Joe's Pizza Place, at 8
p.m. Wednesday is Movie night,
and we'll be showing Debbie
does Hopkins from 5 to 10 in
Shaffer 3. Thursday Hugh Hefner
is coming to give a talk in the
Arellano Theater at 6 p.m. To top
it off Friday is Poker night with
free food.
So you can see I'm a busy candidate, and my club is busy this
week. I'll be so busy that I can't
go to your events that you talk
about here. So please stop misusing this page. I know I would
never do it. Trust me.

No shred of integrity
To the Editor:

Don't mess with me

I am a D.U. pledge, and I have
no pride. I'm getting a brother's
signature for writing this letter.
Student Council President Scott
Fit-zGerald is a fine leader. I
don't really have any clue as to
the veracity of this statement, but
my roommate and fellow pledge
told me to write it.
Anyway, somebody told me he
planned all these great events like
P.T. Flagg's Nite, and Hoppy
Hour. I've never been to either,
and, chances are, Fit-z had little
to do with them, but let's let him
take the credit anyway, okay?
Oh, and by the way, this letter
is not meant for publication or
attribution.

To the Editor and Editress:

Wadda Sucker

Joe Isuza

I am a D.U. pledge. I do not
like it when you write bad things
about fraternity brother Scott FitzGerald. zGerald told me that he
singlehandedly saved the Hopkins
social scene from death and
destruction. I believe him. And
I'm not just writing this as part
of a pledge task or anything.
If you ever say anything mean
about him again, I will torch the
gatehouse. Don't put it past me.
Pi Rho Maniac

On behalf of Fit-z
To the Editor:
I am a D.U. pledge. I've seen
some uncomplementary things
written in your paper about Student Council President Scott FitzGerald lately, and I just want to
set the record straight.
zGerald is the final authority on
social life. He planned things
like. ..like. . .Hoppy Hour—yea,
that's it! And . . .P.T. Flagg's
Nite! Yea, that's it! His dad even
built P.T. Flaggs! Yea, that's the
ticket!

Editor's note: Oops.

This is garbage
To the Editor:
As a student of this fine university, I am a reader of this trash
you call the News-Litter. Your
choice of editorial writers upsets
me more than your copy editors
upset Sandrine Tiller. First of all,
Danny's Edge has got to go. The
truth is that if my razor was as
dull as Danny's Edge, I would cut
myself shaving every time.
Oh and as for P. Sean Idiot, he
reminds me of the uncoordinated
child we let play with us only
because he had the good bat and
ball. What's going on? Does P.
Sean have the only good
typewriter? His initials are appropriate, however. PSB — Pretty Stupid about Baseball.
These editorials are pathetic. I
really miss Brutally Frank and
Spam on Wry. And here are a
few words on your other
editorial, Ruck Me Amadeus.
Ruck Me?!? Ruck your momma!
Richard Hertz

Lye Thrumyteeth

Now, don't you feel enlightened? Those editors just don't know
good journalism when they see it.
Wonder how they ever landed the
job in the first place.
I think that perhaps the mostasked question at Hopkins is,
"Gee Bruce, I really like your
awesome writing. Why aren't you
editor-in-chief instead of Punch
and Judy?"
Ah well, on to this week's main
point—Bruce's Best of Leeway.
Lee Davis writes some interesting
stuff—not as good as mine, of
course—nobody can—but he's
not too bad.
One of my favorite aspects of
his column is his family gimmick.

He actually convinces his readers
(whoever they may be) that he's
got a wife! But a baby? Now that
might be going a bit too far.
Certainly Bruce's Best of
Leeway has got to be the way he
begins all his brothers' names
with the letter 'A'. That's really
awesome. Aric, Asa, and even
his own name starts with the letter 'A'. What could that 'A' stand
for? Andrew? Arnold? Alan?
Alfred? Albert? Alexander? Arthur? Archibald? Arlo? Anthony?
Algernon? Abernathy? Abraham?
Abel? Abdul? Ali? Adil? Adolph?
Adlai? Aloysious?
Oh well. If you know this man,
and know what the 'A' stands for,
write to me, Bruce, c/o the NewsLetter. With your responses, I
may be able to waste another 15
inches of space in this paper with
a future 'Bruce's Best. . .'Don't
know how, because if you know
this guy, you'll know what 'A'
stands for, and you'll either be
right or wrong, and there really
won't be much of a contest, so
there won't be much of a column,
so maybe I'll have to continue the
saga of 'How I fulfilled a
childhood fantasy of becoming a
policeman.'
I'm sure you've all enjoyed
reading this, but I'm not through
yet. I'm just so sick of Brad and
Liz editing my stuff when my
work is so thoughfully written,
and so complete. They somehow
manage to tear it to shreds, chopping here and cutting there, until
the final product is nothing but a
shell of the original masterpiece.
I can't stand it. In fact, I think I'll
start a fillibuster! I'm just P- •
to write Snd

%yr'
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Fractures

"Thumbs Up" to Economics
A "Sneak Preview" of
Professor Hamilton, and
across the aisle from him...
this touchy subject. All I can say
is that there will be major changes
in the Economics Department."
The similarities were uncanny.
In a related story, the crack
For many years now, Hopkins
News-Litter investigative squad
students have thought that
discovered that Muller is ignorMicroeconomics Professor Bruce
ing the five year plan recently
Hamilton had a face that they had
proposed by Arts and Sciences
seen elsewhere. Now, in this
Dean Lloyd Armstrong and is
News-Litter exclusive, the truth
Roger Jefferson, a.k.a.
hiring
comes out.
as a professor of
Ebert,
Roger
Bruce Hamilton is, in fact,
Macroeconomics.
Gene Siskel, the famous movie
Infuriated, Carl Christ retired,
critic.
before talking to this
leaving
Confronted with this fact,
reporter. However, we were able
University President Steve
Ito interview Hamilton and
Jefferson.
N-L: Well Dr. Jefferson,
welcome to Hopkins.
RE: Thanks. I am proud to be
,here. The classic architecture, the
beautiful trees, and the reputation
for research earn Hopkins a and his true identity—Gene Siskel of the popular TV show At The Movies.
,thumbs up from me. How about
students. The pre-meds here are
too say thumbs up.
you Bruce?
notch but are often teased,
top
N-L: As economists, what do
GS: I too find the campus
scenery beautiful, and I especially you think of Armstrong's five- while the Econ and Poli Sci majors really are the point-grubbing
like the symmetry here. year plan?
GS: I am glad it was ignored brown-nosers. At least the preHowever, Rog, you were not
here last year while the campus in the hiring of my esteemed col- meds know the difference bethad the unsightly shanty. On top league Dr. Jefferson here. I do ween an X and Y coordinate. If
of that, I feel too much emphasis think this policy has a few bugs, you really want to lose the arsties,.
is placed on research. Many fine but I'll save my comments for draw a curve and mention the
word "slope."
professors are fired for lack of later. Rog?
RE: Thanks for the tip. Bruce.
RE: Now I'm confused. I
publications, and for this reason
N-L: Thanks men. Anything
thought the five-year plan meant
I must give a thumbs down.
N-L: You mentioned The that lacrosse players were allow- you'd like to add?
RE: As you know, on our synShanty. What do you think of our ed to stay here an extra year to
get more eligibility. Apparently I dicated show, we like to pick our
divestment policy?
GS: Well, I drink Coke, so of am off base, so I too will com- Dog of the Week. I am new here,
but from what I've seen I would
course I was upset by the whole ment later.
N-L: Dr. Hamilton, any advice say that the tuition increase is out
RC thing, but the shanty is gone
of line, and would have to earn
for Dr. Jefferson?
so I give it a thumbs up.
GS: Yes. The student quality our Dog of the Week.
RE:I concur; not only that, but
GS: Trust me, you are new.
now there is more room in the let- has gone down in the past few
ters section of the paper, as less years. I would advise Dr. J. to be The Dog of the Week is and
Dr. Bruce Hamilton, Chairman of the Department of Economics.... ,attention is paid to the artsies. I careful with the artsy-fartsY always will be any Hopkins coed.
by Nus Lameo

Muller admitted he had known
this truth for a long time, saying,
"When we hired Dr. Siskel, er,
Hamilton, he'd told us of his
other job and the responsibilities
he had as a movie critic. We,
however, only knew of him as a
respected economist, and hired
his
of
spite
in
him
extracurriculars.
"I was not aware that today's
student watched Dr. Siskel on
TV," he continued," but now
that our secret is out, we will
have to reconsider our position on

The new, exciting
Mudd Coffee Shop:
A hoppening alternative to No-Doz
Citing that pre-m;ds have as
much a right to be capitalistic as
their artsy counterparts, Shelley
Albrecht, the payroll mama, announced the official opening of
the Mudd Coffee Shop (MCS).
Albrecht said that this was a
logical step to create jobs and to
satisfy a demand market.
Albrecht said, "I am no dumb
blonde. I hear what is said by the
student body, and after waking up
to smell the coffee I feel that the
MCS is a step in the right
direction.
"Many Hopkins students have
classes in Mudd, especially in the
morning,"continued Albrecht.

"What with mole cell, physics,
genetics, D-biology, immunology, E-co-nomics, and
physiology [in alternating years],
close to 600 students come and go
each day. Not only that, but
students work in labs here with
lots of old guys who need caffeine
and donuts."
During its test run this Spring
Break (in order to get permission
from the faculty), everything
went smoothly. Neatly dressed in
their MCS hats, face masks,
jackets, and gloves, the salespersons looked sharp and acted with
courtesy. Saul Roseman, a mole
cell professor, said, "I like it.
They look sharp and acted with
See MCS,8
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Buffy wants to go to GCS, Stan wants to go to MCS, and Samantha. .well you know where she's been.
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It's Lou's GO!
A new addition to the plethora
of campus magazines has just hit
the Gilman mailroom, one with
"much more interesting articles
than Lemniscwte or Zeniada—
because they're all about me,"
said its founder, publisher, editor,
staff writer and photographer,
Lou Giangiulio.
This new mag. GQ, or, as its
editor stresses, Giangiulio
Quarterly, was founded this
semester because Giangiulio
found the subject matter in the
other magazines lacking. "I'm
not putting those rags down or
nothin'," he said, "I just noticed that they didn't have nearly
enough stuff about me." Even the

News-Litter, Lou G. complained,
"only has my picture on the front
page every other week or so, and
never in color."
While other University publications have suffered from a lack of
operating funds in the past,
Giangiulio doesn't worry about
money. "The Student Council
has allocated $12,000 for the
magazine this year," he said.
When asked about the unprecedented budget for a fledgling student effort, newly-elected
Student Council President Lou
Giangiulio said that he believes
the magazine deserves the money
and more. "I think it's good for
Council to promote creative
freedom at Hopkins," he said.
The first issue, an 80 page production, features articles and

photos entirely by, and for, Lou
Giangiulio. Highlights of the
magazine include "What Lou
Will Wear This Spring," "What
Lou Will Wear This Fall,"
"How to Dress For Student
Council Elections," "Lou's
Favorite Places To Get Trashed
and Puke," and a predictions column, where campus astrologer
Lou Giangiulio forecasts that
Giangiulio will run for, and win,
two terms as Student Council
President, Young Trustee, and
University President, in that
order.
The future for GQ looks bright,
according to publisher Lou
Giangiulio. "How could it not?"
He asked.
About 1000 copies of GQ will
be distributed free throughout

Lou Giangiulio

It's a b-lou-tiful world.
campus once a semester, "for as
long as I'm interested in writing

and reading about myself,"
Giangiulio said.

Solomon and Sweet and Low
MCS, from 7
courtesy. I also liked the noclove-cigarette atmosphere."
Maurice Bessman, another
mole cell professor, agreed, saying, "They look sharp and
behave with courtesy. There are
no clove cigarettes here, and I
like that. It's so convenient, too,
as I can now grab a cup of java
on my way to class."
Allen Shearn, the man who put

the 'D' in D-Bio and also accus- beaker goes for thirty-five cents. ton teas served. None of those
ed of putting his students to sleep Albrecht apparently felt that pre- scented, flavored teas for the
during his Z-Bio lectures, said, meds can add, hence the bold MCS as the patrons know what's
"Now with the caffeine, maybe move of having a beverage at this really in those teas.
Dennis Powers, another
these pre-meds will stay up and price.
professor, was especialbiology
will
as
served
be
will
Donuts
take notes. Pity that this won't afSaid Powers to this
pleased.
ly
On
cakes.
rice
and
yogurts
the
for
thanks
But
fect my curve.
Fridays, cold cuts will be served reporter, "Reporter, I am glad
donuts."
The menu is slightly different between MCB and MCB lab sec- they got rid of those phony teas.
from its Gilman Coffee Shop tion. It should be noted that the The one time I went to GCS and
counterpart. A 500 ml beaker of MCS will cater all seminars held asked for tea, they asked what
kind. It was then that I said to
coffee or tea goes for twenty-five in Mudd.
myself, 'Self, who needs this
Liponly
be
will
there
and
Oh,
ml
750
cents, while a bargain

junk.' I've never been back since,
but I'll frequent the MCS for
years to come."
If the students are at least half
as receptive as the faculty has
been, the MCS will in fact be
with us for years to come. After
all, where else at Hopkins can
you drink coffee with a Nobel
Prize winner, read some medical
journals, and brown-nose your
TAs in a clove-free, artsy-free,
phony tea-free environment?

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
Friday, Apr. 1
9 a.m. - 10 p.m. Hoppy Hour. Leis. Live music by Andy
Moffitt — Glass Pay
Jewish Services — Common
Conservative
5:30 p.m.
Kitchen, AMR 1
Hopkins Catholic Community music rehearp.m.
5:30
sal, social, bake sale, car wash, dinner
and discussion — Common kitchen, AMR 1
5:30 p.m. Hindu support group — Common kitchen,
AMR 1
self-help and rag session -Protestant
5:30 p.m.
Common kitchen, AMR 1
5:30 p.m. Fourth of July Brigade organizational
meeting — Common kitchen, AMR 1

Saturday, Apr. 1
8 & 10:15 p.m. WWF English as a second language: study.
ing for the TOEFL. Part 1 of 4 — Shriver
p.m.
Sr. Class Film Series Fun with Polymers —
8 & 10:15
Shaffer 3
8:15 p.m. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra and
Whitesnake modernist Series — Meyerhoff
Symphony Hall

Sunday, Apr. 1
6 a.m. Administration sponsored discussion on
Dean Welch replacement — Shawan Road
Exit, At. 83

Monday, Apr. 1
5:30 p.m. The Hospital really is for Humans Series
Public Lecture: I. Drew Blood: Bloodletting:
Paving the Way for Medicine in the 21st
Century — Main Auditorium, Preclinical
Teaching Building
Extended extended deadline for SC
p.m.
6
Secretary, Orientation Chairman, Student
Advising Co-Chairs, MSE Symposium CoChairs

Tuesday, Apr. 1
4 p.m. David "Buckwheat" Vandelinde: Make 'dis
school a betta pace if do tan — Newbody
Auditorium, Madd

Wednesday, Apr. 1
12 p.m. Office of Special Events' Wednesday Noon
Series lneeda File: Cuticles as a sign of
Beauty — Garish Room, MSE

Friday, Apr. 1
4 p.m. The Hospital really is for Humans Series
Film: Spaceballs — Main Auditorium,
Preclinical Teaching Building

Farts
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Purrrfectly kinky
by Sechs A. Piehl
This week's Senior Class Film
Series feature presentation, Purrlea Strangers, a XXX-rated
movie, has met with unusually
great opposition from some
members of the Homewood community.
The film features a neighborhood talent--Yaz of University
Parkway. Yaz shares a penthouse
with three Hopkins students, and
has been performing live
shows—to the delight of the

locals—for nearly two years. She
has just recently begun to strut
her stuff on the silver screen.
This isn't the first time an Xrated movie has been shown on
campus. However, this film is
more than just X—it's kitty porn.
This has many members of the
Homewood Community upset.
"It just isn't right,"said Dean
of Students Chris Colombo, "It
makes cats everywhere look
bad."
President of the pre-Jesuit
Society Danny CoughCough had

mixed emotions. "I've seen Yaz
live, and she's quite a talent, but
I just don't know if it's right for
kitty porn to be shown here on
campus."
SCFS members stand behind
their choice of the furry feline's
film frolics. "Yaz is hot," said
one club officer. He went on to
explain that, in anticipation of a
great turnout, a few extra showings of Strangers have been
scheduled-28 in all. Check ArtsCal for details.

The Snide Side Fills Goucher
The latest in Eurometal rococo opera
When you think of punk music,
you usually think of England and
such seminal groups as The Sex
Pistols, The Clash, and Gang of
Four. In recent years, the term
"heavy metal" has become increasingly associated with West
Germany and such groups as The
Scorpions,
Accept,
and
Lunkhead.
More than any other group,
Lunkhead has drawn upon the
German Wagnerian tradition to
produce conceptual albums that,
in their teen-operatic aspirations,
surpass The Who's Tommy and
Meatloaf's Bat Out of Hell.
Lunkhead manages to combine
both the teen-angst storyline of
the former with the rococo
operatic production of the latter
(thanks to the skills of producer
Bill "Meatman" Henson), to
produce something that has never
really been seen in rock circles
before.
Their first album, entitled Hondas from Hell, centered on a
corps of specially trained terrorists disguised as pizza delivery
boys. The album firmly established Lunkhead as a musical
force to be reckoned with, but
cuts like "Pepperoni and Nitro"
(which went to No. 3 on the
European charts) indicated that
songwriter and lead vocalist
Dieter Grossenschwanz still had
some room for improvement.
On their latest album, Slugfest,
the Lunkers demonstrate a new-

found musical sensibility that
might finally win them some attention in the States. The album
centers around an annual festival
held in Lunkhead's hometown of
Miezen, located in Southern
Bavaria. The festival originally
began as a celebration by the survivors of the Black Plague, but
when it was time to gather up the
food for the festival, it was
discovered that everything had
died or been killed. The only
thing left were some slugs that
had crawled into the local
brewery in search of some
beer—and Slugfest was born. According to the liner notes, some
effort has been made in recent
years to abolish the festival, but
community leaders have kept it
on as a link to the past. Where
Lunkhead comes down on this
issue is unclear, but the festival
seems to have inspired them to
their best album yet. The first
single, "Slimy Trails," is a surprisingly evocative ballad that
features guitarist Erik von Stenz
on twelve string, and a wailing
alto sax doing background fills—
quite a departure from the crunching guitar of their earlier album
and songs like "Fuel-Injected
Death Machine." Have no fear
that Lunkhead has sold out,
however, because there's enough
of the old blazing axe-work on
here to satisfy even the most diehard fans. Their next single from
the album is entitled "Salt Shaker

from Hell," and it promises to
melt your stereo speakers into a
black and woodgrain mess
(rumour has it that drummer
Rollo Rotz destroyed his drupkit
during the initial recording sessions, and that taping was held off
for several weeks while his body
was allowed to heal from the flying splinters of metal. Heavy
metal is right!) My personal
favorite, however, would have to
be "Beer in the Garden," which
manages to talk about the lure and
danger of overindulgence,
without resorting to being
preachy. "There's always beer in
the garden for you/go ahead.
have a drink or two/What're you
waiting for/'fraid your body'll
wash up on the shore?" Such
crisp and expressive lyricism
characterizes Slugfest, and,
hopefully, is indicative of more
great things to come from
Lunkhead.

THE CONCERT
Last Thursday, I had a chance
to see one of the greatest mostly
living rock and roll bands ever.
They are LUNKHEAD,and they
came to conquer.
Tickets were twenty-five bucks
from some grizzled hippy taking
time off from the latest Dead
tour. He offered is some acid too,
but dammit, this was LUNKHEAD and we were there for
them.'We don't need your stink-

From left to right: Loomis Watkins, lead guitar; Schick Totliebe, vocals; Dolf
Schapskopf,
bass; Heinrich Mulfer, drums.

Tin Lizzie

I loved the Meow Mix you fixed me for dinner. Now let's have dessert.
ing acid,' we growled in our best
bandito accents,'We got
LUNKHEAD to make us crazy.'
We pushed on through the crowds
until we readhed the arena gates.
The fuzz was there in force. They
knew what kind of crowd
LUNKHEAD attracted and the
kind of trouble they made. Middle age bikers, acid casualties and
college paper editors. It's a
violent combination and they
were ready for us with tear gas,
water guns and piles of Soldier of
Fortune magazines. I heard the
cops saying something about
pacifying the crowd with intense
bursts of sound. I wanted to laugh
out loud and scream to him,
'Hah, you fool! That'd never
work. That's what we're here
for!' God, I thought, I love rock
concerts.
It takes us almost an hour to
find our seats and another twenty minutes to convince these to
geezers that they're in our seats.
We're just about to kick them out
physically when we notice their
metal tipped canes. Holy Diamond Ball, I think, these dudes
are Gray Panthers. We back off,
and fast.
As we wander about the stadium, searching for empty seats, I
happen to take a closer look at the
tickets. "LUNKHEAD with
special guest, METAL-MUCIL,
Benefit Extravaganza." Suddenly it all makes sense. We'd have
to watch our step. This was no
kid's show.
The opening act comes and the
crowd instantly lets them know
what they think of them. The
band plays for ten minutes then
retreats in a hail of mucus and
beer cans. The nest group comes
on. Same thing happens, only
faster. Then comes a group
whose name I've actually heard.
I hate them. They're one of those
groups that break up, reform,
tour and make loads of money off
of unsuspecting teenagers with
bad family lives and even worst
taste in music. You may
remember them in some of their
previous incarnations: Emerson,
Lake, and FILL-IN THE
BLANK. This time around

they're taking a comedic slant by
including Peewee Herman on
drums. (No word yet as to
whether he'll be asked to OD.)
Anyway, they start playing but
the crowd completely ignores
them until Peewee jumps out
from behind the drrums after his
solo and bites the head off a rubber chicken. Ooh boy, they loved that one.
At last the men we came to see
make it to the stage. They arrive
on the backs of giant mechanical
slugs, celebrating the release of
their latest album, SLUGFEST.
Now few bands are as consistently experimental as
LUNKHEAD and even fewer
would dare start out their show
with a drum solo but there it
is.Heinrich Mulfer, the band's
drummer, is a mster of both
Celtic and Yiddish rhythmic
forms and he pounds them out
like nobody's business. When it
ends, some twenty minutes later,
the audience erupts into applause.
Then the whole band launches into the new single, "Saltshaker
from Hell" which features a driving bass line, explosive drums, and a screaming
guitar solo that sends the crowd
into convulsions.
From this point on, the concert
becomes an unending stream of
raw,jagged, unrelenting, socially aware noise. The sound system
is so loud it could part your hair
at ten thousand feet; one of the
older commented happily that he
hadn't had to wear his hearing aid
at all. The lighting blazes white
hot, tearing brightly colored holes
through the clouds sent up by the
smoke machines. During the
climactic "Beer in the Garden"
number, lead guitarist, Loomis
Watkins, actually lights his
cigarette on one of the rotating
laser lights. It was one of ;the
high points of rock and roll
history and you missed it.
Finally, after the sixth score,
LUNKHEAD left the stage for
the last time, leaving the audience
in what can only be described as
pre-coital depression. Hopkins
students would have loved it. I
was left limp.
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Violins, Violence, Science

Telescope views locker rooms!
After three years of frustration volleyball team often brings it possibilities and the curves are
and waiting, the scientists at the closer to 20,300 miles."
endless." During Spring Break,
Space Telescope Science Institute
A spokesman for Trans- when activity slows down at the
have decided to take matters into International Telescope Scientists Athletic Center, they could move
their own hands. That's right, [TITS] said, "We are extremely the satellite into orbit over
STS launched its Hubble Space pleased with these new Goucher College, that fine inTelescope into orbit.
developments. Now scientists are stitution, which doesn't have the
"We got tired of waiting for monitoring the curves sent back same Spring Break. Not only
NASA to relaunch the shuttle, so from the telescope twenty-four that, but over summer, it's off to
we launched the HST ourselves," hours a day. In the past, we've the Holiday Health Spa in
said one official who refused to had problems getting personnel to Towson.
"That Heather Locklear is one
identify himself.
man the monitors, but now we're
He continued, "We are proud backlogged with requests to fabulous babe, " admits one
to announce that the HST is in a work. I guess these scientists are scientist. "Of course, we'd like
geosynchronous orbit some learning a lot of new stuff, to observe the solar system, but
22,300 miles above the women's especially during those oh-so- right now there's nothing wrong
locker room at the Newton H. crucial hours of Bonnie Basser's with looking at other heavenly
bodies. Besides, this is important
White Athletic Center, although aerobics program."
the G-force of the Phi Moo
Another scientist said, "The to science, as Locklear's body

defies the laws of physics."
We asked University President
Steven Muller to comment on
STS's achievements. Said the
Prez, "Gotta run. Bonnie's on in
fifteen minutes."
entire
the
In
fact,
undergraduate male population at
Hopkins is mesmerized. Now
more than ever, persons are
registering for Astro-Gut. The
satellite feeds are also being sent
into many large classrooms as
well. One engineering major
remarked, "I've only heard of
these things, or seen still-life pictures, but never live. .1 mean,
those curves busted my
Hewlett."

Another remarked, "I know
Hopkins is a top research institution, but never has the research
here helped me grow like this
before. This is great."
Women's groups on campus,
especially the M. Carey Thomas
Femipest Alliance, are furious
and are demanding equal time.
The scientists are considering
giving the pests two days a week
of satellite time. A leading dame
on campus is pleased. The gal
bellowed,"We don't know what
to do yet, but we are in the process of locating Chippendales'
dressing room. Who knows? The
possibilities are endless."

Hopkins Med School drops GPA requirement
that not just anyone can look up
town."
David Trabilsy, director of ad- dresses. It takes a stud."
Women applicants would be
missions, went on to outline the
their
submit
to
new criteria for admission. — First asked
and foremost, " he said, "is measurements in lieu of grades
desire. If you say you want to be Anderson said, "As I've always
a doctor, we'll respect that. Se- said, a 36-24-36 impresses me
cond comes your extracur- more than a 3.8 any day."
Students will, of course, still
riculars. I've always felt that college is much more than have the option of submitting
academics. A strong and varied MCAT scores or GPAs. "But,"
background in outside activities is said Trabilsy, "we won't be impressed. In fact, we'll probably
vital . . . ."
"All right, " interrupted find it pretty arrogant and pomAnderson. "we admit it, we want pous."
Hopkins undergraduates should
jocks. We'll show those peabrained, furniture-buster people not even bother applying, accorat Homewood how lacrosse is ding to Anderson. "We know
really played. Looks are equally what they are really like up
important. Just ask yourself, there," he said. "They throat
'Would you rather be treated by other students and are only out for
a nose-picking geek or a themselves. We don't want their
muscular, tanned blond?' And as kind."
Asked if other schools will
for you ob-gyn hopefuls, realize
follow in Hopkins' steps, Anderson replied, "Who cares. We're
Hopkins. ---- them."
The changes seem drastic, but
Anderson does not worry. "Our
school has earned a reputation
through a top-notch faculty and
rich donors, " he said. "That
won't change. But now, Hopkins
will be the party med school of
the east coast. We hope to field
If your GPA needs inflation, come to the
baseball and football teams, in adexperts in throat preparation—Johns Hopkins U.
dition to the already mentioned
Our yield-stealing techniques and data
lacrosse team."
fudging review will help you to be in top condition
Trabilsy made a qualification.
throughout the year. We'll not only teach
"These kids will still make fine
you how to succeed in Grad-School,but also how
physicians, "he said. "They will
to get ahead in the business sector.
take all the required courses and
Our throating skills know no bounds.
, Summer guts are registering now. So call the
throat registrar—Hopkins. And get into the
Grad-School that you deserve.
A chemistry professor accidentally blew up his lab on March 23
as he tried to mix a few chemicals
that did not want to be mixed.
Professor John Doug Gryland,
was attempting a synthesis of
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, HOMEWOOD CENTER
unusual molecules whose names
are too long to mention here. AcDON'T COMPETE WITH
to police reports,
cording
A HOPKINS STUDENT—THROAT ONE
Gryland tripped on a container of
tri-nitro-toluene and spilled
whatever the hell he was holding.
Other courses for:PRE-LAW, POLYSCI, ECON, & EE.
leading to a chain reaction that
caused the explosion.
Call the HUT days, evenings, and weekends.
Paramedics responded almost
338-8000
after completing a
immediately
3400 North Charles Street, Baltimore, Md. 21218
failed attempt to free a rat from
a locked refrigerator in the Terrace Room kitchen. Gryland was
Two years ago, the most
presitigious medical school in the
world dropped the MCAT
[Medical College Admissions
Test] as a criterion for
admissions.
Now, in a new development,
the Johns Hopkins Medical
School has dropped the grade
point average as a requirement as
well.
Dr. Norman Anderson, dean of
admissions at the medical school,
explained his reasoning behind
this decision. "We felt that the
medical school should accept
students who would fare well as
doctors, "he said. "People who
work hard on their GPA miss out
on life's experiences and burn out
in medical school. We're also trying to shake the nerd-like atmosphere that permeates down
from the Homewood campus up-

NEED TO
DOCTOR YOUR
LAB RESULTS?

Pre-Med Advisor John W. Gryder upon receipt of a new and completed
application for the Johns Hopkins Medical School.
get clinical experience. I feel rejects to attend in that fine
they'll make even better doctors Homewood tradition.
Everyone will be interviewed
than those who can trace radioactive oxygen through the in order to verify their
respiratory cycle. I mean, who photographs. You don't need
your interview suits, but need just
wants a lame doctor?"
Applications should be filled in a swimsuit, because it will be a
with crayon, with points award- relaxed atmosphere.
Anderson offered this last bit of
ed for color selection. All should
include a full-color, 8X10 photo encouragement. "If you don't
in order to prevent processing think you can get into a top
delays. The deadline for applica- medical school, think again," he
tions will be June 15 prior to said. "You don't need to be a
September enrollment, thereby medical-technologist-nerd to
allowing Harvard, Yale, Penn, become a physician. Just be
Columbia, Cornell, and Stanford yourself. We may surprise you."

Professor nearly blows up self

HOPKINS

_taken to North Charles General refused to change out of his dirty
Hospital, where he was treated clothing and was always prancing
for smoke inhalation, exhaustion, around the hospital with a "Wha'
and second-degree burns over happen?" look on his face.
Doctor Jeremy Kline explaintwenty percent of his brain.
"Even when we released him
ed,
of
chairman
the
Posner,
Gary
Department of Chemistry, said on the thirtieth, he still looked
that he is distressed over the completely shell-shocked. It was
unexpected accident. Posner said like he had been in an explosion
that he is "distressed over the or something."
Gryland declined to talk to the
unexpected accident. It's not like
citing a need to talk to his
press,
John Doug was even being
careful. He should know better. agent.
Asked if he meant to say
After all, he is a professor. I do
hope he gets well soon, but his "lawyer, " Gryland said no,
recovery has been, well, shall we before throwing up on the rest of
the notes for this article, making
say, slow."
Doctors at the hospital told the adtiliional information impossibie
News-Litter that Gryland had to proent at this time.
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Not
about
Baseball!
by P. Sean Ramble
Well reader, I've finally decided to buckle down to the masses
and cover other sports in my column. I hope you enjoy it.
First off I'll talk about Hockey.
I like hockey. I like it a lot. I
don't know what I like most about
it, though. Its a coin toss between
the Sticks and the Goalies. I mean
the way they swing those sticks
reminds me of those days when
the boys of summer take the field
and try to put that white puck
over the fence.
The Goalies are cool too. When
they wear they're equipment and
crouch down, they look like catchers trying to crowd home plate,
and stop the runner from scoring
from second on a single.
Basketball is cool too. When I
listen on the radio, I hear a lot of
running and stealing. I like that.
It makes me think of the times
when a pitch out is called, but
Vince Coleman, the man that he
is, continues running and slides in
safely at second, beating the
throw.
Five men on the court at one
time is also fun. It makes me
think of those great five-man
rotation teams like the O's and
Mets were famous for having. As
I've always said, "Five-man
rotations win pennants."
Pro-Wrestling is a sport that
I've just acquired a new taste for.
If you don't know, Randy "The
Macho Man" Savage [a.k.a.
Randy Poffol defeated "The
Million Dollar Man" Ted
DiBiase, to win the undisputed
heavyweight belt of the WWF in
Wrestlemania IV. I enjoy watching Savage, as it reminds of
those days when I was younger
and saw him play third base in the
Cardinals minor league system.
Football is a man's game. In
Chicago, the Cubs grow into
Bears. That's a big step. Football
also now has free agency. Oh
boy. Not only that but most teams
play on fields that they share with
baseball teams. It makes it easier
to get there.
As you can see I, P. Sean Ramble, really do know my sports. I
don't have a one basepath mind,
and
actually
am
quite
knowledgeable in all sports. I
even surprise myself sometime. I
didn't know that I could write a
whole column not based on
baseball.
ANSWER TO LAST WEEK'S
TRIVIA QUESTION: Who is on
first.
THIS WEEK'S TRIVIA
QUESTION: What's on Second?

A Memo
From The
Dean Of
Students.
Hi,I'm your Dean,
Constantino Colombo.
And I've got some
great news about this
year's Spring Fair.
I'm cancelling it.
Without having to answer to your deans, your Fair
chairs, or your Muller. You see, I represent my own free
will and I know that if you know what's good for you,
you're going to be subservient. Just remember I'm on a
power trip.
With a little bravado, I will be partying in all of the
150 campuses that Hopkins has around the world, while
you and your friends say 150 times every day,"Colombo
rules!"
So, if you really want this year's Spring Fair, too bad.
Because Constantino Colombo can't be brought down.

COLOMBO UNIVERSITY

RABID PIZZA
DELIVERY
SOILING ALL OF ZONE 18

476-4766
OPEN 7DAYS — 11:00,4.M - 1:00 AM
FR/DA Y5AND 5,4 TURDA K5 UNTIL ZOO A.M
SLEAZE PIZZA
ONE DROPPING
TWO DROPPINGS
THREE DROPPINGS
GAS SPECIAL

DROPPINGS AVAILABLE—
"Rabbit Droppings
*Buffalo Blasts
'Turkey Turds
"Iguana Guano
*Crow Crap
I. Delivery within 30 minutes or you live 30 minutes longer.
2. Serving only 22 oz. Alka Seltzers. (Free).
3. All dough is natural from the ground like other dirt.

How to stand out
in a crowd.
mr.-AD.A.k.cm..timrta.H.rsexust1

The American Geekspress card gets an outstanding welcome virtually anywhere you study,
whether it's Mole-Cell, Economics, U.S. History.
Whether you're in the HUT, Enoch Pratt, or the
MSE. So during Hopkins and after, it's the lamest
way for you to take out any book you want.

How to get the Card now.
Hopkins is the first sign of being a geek. And
because we believe your GPA, we've made it
easier to get the American Geekspress card right
now. Whether you are an IA, Poly Sci, Writing
Seminars, or Pre-Med, look into our new approval
offers. Pick your nose on campus.
Or call 1-800-THE-NERD.

The American Geekspress Card.
Don't Leave Hopkins Without It.

The Gala Treasure Hunt Quiz
Win Certificates for a Case of Lacrosse Issues
and 10 News-fitter Condoms

11
Sponsored by:
glen's Surplus Lax Issues
Jhe gatehouse
338-7647

and
Liz's Surplus Condoms
Ohe gatehouse
338-7647

Instructions: Well the Quizmoron is back from a rocking spring break.
r-t1 54-rat

31

S-frerf•

So, faithful readers, he hopes your break was as miserable as Baltimore
is. This week's quiz is one of the more creative endeavors put forth in
News-Litter history. Simply follow this treacherous map, starting at Garland
Hall, and stick with it through thick and thin. As a bonus, a compass was
included, to help you find North. If you make it to the 'X', follow the
steps to a crypt marked Quiz Entries. Drop your map off, but no name.
We at the N-L don't care who you are!

Results: The winner is Steven Muller. Steve, come by the N-L for your
31"-S-1-yegt-

first time ever to get your case of Coppertone. The answers were: I) Two
piece bikini; 2)Speedo; 3) Noon; 4)Bahamas; 5)Lemon oil; Bonus: Noxzema, or Vaseline if it's really sore.

P.S.: Pat was mean to me at the typesetter this week, so if you see him,
and hugged him in the past due to this column, slug him, in the stomach.
Maybe he'll giggle like the Pillsbury Doughboy.

Campus Nuts
Attention students. GALA is sponsoring
a lecture this week entitled How To Print
Your Campus Nuts More Than One
Time Per Issue, With Some Help From
the Letters Section, in Shaffer 3
Wednesday at 7 p.m. This event is cosponsored by Zeniada. Lemniscate.
Hullabaloo and APTT.
The Young Republicans, not to be outdone by those musical Democrats,
have invited Art Garfunkel to Hopkins
to tell us his political views, and sing a
song or two. Time is 7:30 Conference
Room A, next Wednesday.
Hear ye' Hear ye! The House of Uncommons, Hopkins finest Geek
organization will meet Tuesday in Conference Room A at 8 p.m. to discuss
why it is better to be different New
members are always welcome
The College Democrats of Johns
Hopkins have no idea who will be the
next candidate for President. All we can
say is we will try to talk Mario Cuomo
into running at graduation next month.
Attention students. Lemniscate is sponsoring a lecture this week entitled How
To Print Your Campus Nuts More Than
One Time Per Issue, With Some Help
From the Letters Section, in Shaffer 3
Wednesday at 7 p.m. This event is cosponsored by Hullabaloo, APTT,
GALA and Zeniada

After the success that the pre-laws had
with the Mock Trial Organization, the
Pre-Med Society will sponsor Mock
Surgery That's right, and volunteers
are needed desperately Call Pat for
details

Ever come home late from the HUT and
have no one to talk to? Are you looking for conversation better than that
found in APIT. If so the newest party line
is especially for you. Simply call
976-GEE K, twenty-four hours a day for
a great time. It costs just pi dollars
[3.1415927]for the first three minutes,
and just 1 dollar for each minute after
that Call today

Are you an EE or CS major? Don't you
wish you had a modem party line just
for you? Well gang, your prayers have
been answered. Dial 976-LAME for up
to the minute hacking. Transfer data
with up to eight astro-physics majors at
the same time. Call today. At just e
dollars [2.7182818] for the first three
minutes, and 99,for each minute after
that, don't miss out.

Econ Majors, the Pre-Unemployment
Society will be holding a meeting this
Monday at 3 p.m. at the Exxon station
on 33rd and Greenmount, concerning
potential jobs in petroleum transfer
engineering (pumping gas, you
boneheads!)
UFC. The Underground Fraternity
Council will hold a meeting this week
at the DU house Tuesday at 5 p.m. We
welcome our new UFC members, and
are sure that there will be even more
before the year is out.
Its Easter and Christ is coming (Carl,
that is) to the Alfred E. Newman House
this Sunday at 11 a.m. The usual gang
of idiots will be there, and everyone else
is welcome.
Attention students. Hullabaloo is sponsoring a lecture this week entitled How
To Print Your Campus Nuts More Than
One Time Per Issue, With Some Help
From the Letters Section, in Shaffer 3
Wednesday at 7 p.m. This event is cosponsored by APTT, GALA, Zeniada
and Lemniscate.
Spring Fair-Liberty 88 is coming!!
We have a stupid theme, and we could
really use some help trying to make it
work. Please don't be a Benedict Arnold. Help us

Attention students. APTT is sponsoring
a lecture this week entitled How To Print
Your Campus Nuts More Than One
Time Per Issue, With Some Help From
the Letters Section, in Shaffer 3
Wednesday at 7 p.m. This event is cosponsored by GALA, Zeniada,
Lemniscate and Hullabaloo

The MCS is now open. That's right, a
coffee shop for scientists in that
spacious and roomy Mudd Hall. Hours
are 8 a m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday. Enjoy the clove-free atmosphere
today.
President's Lectures Series: "Tanning Made Easy". I B Golden, public
relations director from Coppertone Inc.
will come to Homewood on Wednesday
at 8 p m in Shnver Hall
HopSFART will be having a special Pinto Bean Loaf Banquet at the Terror
Room tomorrow at 5 p.m. Come drop
by and let off some steam.
Don't let Passover pass you by, the guilt
would be terrible. Come to a great
seder. and be surrounded by girls from
other colleges. You'll be glad you did.
Call, well by now you should know who
sponsors this stuff anyway. So call him.

The Condom Club will hold a meeting
this week down on The Block in order
to spend the remaining 500 dollars from
our SC budget. Come prepared or
don't come at all. In other words, no
glove, no love.
The Student Council's Health
Undergraduate
Maintenance
Cooperative Kommittee (SCHMUCK)
will be doing nothing this week, just like
all other Student Council Kommittees.
Can you walk backwards and lie at the
same time? If so, The Blue Key Society wants you. Contact the admissions
office for details

I'm looking for writers and
photographers for GO. My magazine
isn't discriminatory like Tradewinds or
those other rags. I'll accept any stories
or photographs (as long as they're
about me). Call The Student Council Office for more information
Attention students. Zeniada is sponsoring a lecture this week entitled How To
Print Your Campus Nuts More Than
One Time Per Issue, With Some Help
From the Letters Section, in Shaffer 3
Wednesday at 7 p.m This event is cosponsored by Lemniscate. Hullabaloo.
APTT and GALA.
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Passover
programs
The Jewish Students
Center serves a special
community
by Michele Wolf
"Where are you eating during
Passover?" That is the question
many of the Jewish students have
asked themselves or have been
asked by their parents during the
past month.
You see, there are certain
dietary restrictions that are
followed during the week of
Passover, which this year takes
place from April 1-9. Passover
tells of the Israelites' exodus from
Egypt. Students observing the
traditions of Passover will not eat
leavened bread and that is where
Matzoh or unleavened comes into play. They will participate in
a Seder, which is a long delicious
meal where the story of Passover
is told and one is required to drink
four cups of wine.
This year there are two kosher
for Passover eating programs that
Hopkins students can participate
in.

The first program is being offered by the Jewish Students
Center which is located in the
basement of AMR I. They will be
serving three home-cooked meals
a day, which includes two Seder
meals. There will also be services
before the Seders. Two different
meal plans have been offered and
a twenty-five dollar credit has
been given to those students who
have transferred from the Terrace
Room for the week.
The Passove: meal plan in the
Jewish Students Center is expected to be very popular this
year. There are over sixty
students signed up under one plan
or another, and this does not including the "walk-ins" who usually
stop by for a meal or two.
Although this year the Jewish
Students Center is more organized and better structured than it
has been in the past, Sophomore
Ian Steinberg, the Center's student coordinator, explains that

by John Mimi

The Jewish Students Center, where stranded students will enjoy hot,
nourishing Passover meals.
"even though the Passover meals surcharge.
Hopkins students is Project
are open to the public, if you
The services before the seders Eliyahu. This program
matches
haven't signed up for a meal plan are open for everyone and David students
with local Baltimore
you will most probably have to Friedlander, a Hopkins graduate families for Passover Seders.
wait until all those on the meal student, will be leading the FriThe Jewish Students Center is
plan have been served before day night Seder. Friedlander is open throughout the school year
receiving your meal." However, also coordinator for the Conser- and kosher meals are served
Steinberg also added that if you vative Friday Night Sabbath Ser- twice daily. Individual meals as
are planning to stop by for a meal vices. Senior Jerry SoIler will be
well as five, ten, fourteen, and
you should call 338-7973 leading the second Seder. which
nineteen meal plans are offered.
beforehand. The price of these in- is on Saturday night.
Friday night meal plans are also
dividual meals will include a 50%
The second program offered to offered with services beforehand.

Scholarships ask for them by name
didate. Mark Greenberg, a ly in 70 countries. While which can nominate
four opportunity to learn outside the
former humanities major, is cur- academics are important for this students.
institution. "It's analogous to
The Luce Scholars program is rently finishing his first year on award, a detailed, feasible proGoodyear is quick to point out owning one's own business,"
he
a ten month, non-academic pro- one these awards studying posal is weighted much more that there are many more said. "It's an issue
of
respongram which sends students to philosophy at Oxford. He is only heavily. Aside from requiring fellowships available through sibility which
differs from the life
Asia for internships or job the fourth winner from Hopkins, travel to a foreign country, there direct application. "Those are most undergraduate
s are used
indicating
the rarity of the grants. are few restrictions as to what can only the scholarships adplacements. Fifteen of these
to."
scholarships are available for 69 Still, it is an ideal opportunity for be proposed.
ministered through Hopkins," he
The most important thing for
The Watson Fellowships are said. "There are many more
universities, each of which can Hopkins students in that the Marany scholarship, however, is pronominate two applicants. The on- shall program is for any major. another example of unrestricted which students can apply direct- per
preparation. The deadline for
The Fulbright scholarships are proposals. Approximately 70 of ly to the foundations for."
ly restrictions on these applicants
most Hopkins-administered
are that they not be Asian Affairs much more common. Over 750 these grants are made available
Goodyear believes that scholar- scholarships is generally the last
or International Relations majors of these grants are given out year- each year to 50 colleges, each of ships are an excellent and exciting Friday
in September.
and that they have not had extenMI MI
•
MI
1111
MI NI MUM IM 1111
1111 IM
1111
sive Asian experience. The Luce
scholarship is different from
many other grants in that it does
not require the candidate to have
a specific project in mind. It does,
however, require a strong
academic record and good leadership skills.
The well-known Rhodes
Scholarship sends students to Oxford for two years of study. These
grants are unusually difficult, requiring as many as eight letters of
recommendation as well as
scholarly, physical, leadership
and character excellence. There
are only thirty-two Rhodes grants
available each year with two
nominees from each state. With
such fierce competition, odds for
winning such scholarships seem
low, but Hopkins has done well,
with students winning three of
them in the last eight years.
Comparable to the Rhodes
grants are the Marshall scolarships. Thirty of these are awarded by the British government for
twd years at any British UniverCONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN THE ROTUNDA MALL UP THE RAMP FROM THE GIANT
sity. Academics are important for
this award, as is a very specific
program laid out by the canGrants, from Page 14

Need to make
travel arrangements
to get home?

Call
The Travel
Connection
Today!!

Want "guaranteed"
Lowest Rates?

Require quick &
convenient service?

"WE'RE RIGHT iN YOUR BACKYARD"
ira,*
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67-930
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Arts
On drums and drummers: Its more than just noise
by Andrew Rieser
The antiquated notion that
drummers are merely sources of
violently unpleasant noise still
pervades some of the listening
public and even the ranks of professional musicians. Heavy
metals drumers like Tommy Lee
of Motley Crue seem to delight
in projecting this bad boy "Idon't-read-I-just-bang" image.
Lee focuses his audiences' attention on the visual excitement of
his playing rather than on the
musical skill behind his driving
style. Crue fans will recall that on
the band's recent "Girls, Girls,
Girls" tour, Lee's drums were
turned upside down and suspended there as he did his solo. Of
course, visual flash has always
been a legitimate part of drumkit
playing. Jazz great Jo Jones
mastered the technique of twirling his sticks while he played
fills. Rush's Neil Peart regularly
throws a stick in the air during a
rest, timing his toss so that he catches the stick and comes down on
a crash cymbal right on the start
of the beat. For one with such a
strong and precise rock style,

Neil Peart is modest and selfeffacing offstage—a trait which
surfaced in a recent "Modern
Drummer" magazine interview,
in which he virtually repudiated
the praise of his fans in favor of
other musicians who have influenced him. Regardless, Mr.
Peart is thought by some to be the
major instrumental influence
within the trio. I once saw a diehard Rush fan shake his head
after hearing "YYZ" and say
with feeling, "Neil Peart is
Rush."
Whether or not this is true,
there is no dissension on the fact
that Peart makes brilliantly
creative use of his bewilderingly
large drumkit, complete with
glockenspiel, gongs, bells and
electronic percussion. Peart has
achieved the widest musical appreciation yet among popular audiences. Fans are listening to him
instead of looking solely for
visual flash. However, as Peart
would unquestionably agree,
other drummers on the musical
scene deserve to be analyzed for
their musical expertise. Critical
appreciation relies on an
enlightened audience, free of the

old myths of drummers' unsophistication and insensitivity to
musical subtleties.
Fusion drummer Danny Gottlieb has played with notable
musicians John McLaughlin, Gil
Evens, Pat Metheny, and Al
Dimeola (who appeared last
semester in Shriver). Last year,
"Acrecorded
Gottlieb
quamarine" (Atlantic Records),
a diverse mixture of rock, Latin
and jazz styles played by an
equally diverse collection of
musicians, such as McLaughlin,
Evens, John Abercrombie, Steve
Khan, and Dave Samuels. Fans of
Gottlieb's heavy cymbal excursions during his stay in the
Mahavishnu Orchestra and of his
mellow cymbal hues supporting
Mel Lewis' Jazz ensemble will
find his playing more precise and
sparse. Gottlieb explains: "As
my playing experience increases
and I mature as a musician, I'm
trying to edit my playing so that
each beat, fill, and texture has
meaning."(MD April 1988)
Manu Katche is presently
rock's hottest drummer. Emerging out of a jazz/fusion
background, this Frenchmen

landed successive gigs with Peter
Gabriel's "So" and Sting's
"Nothing Like The Sun" tours.
His bright, colorful percussion is
most popularly evident in the recent Top-40 hit "Sledgehammer." Notice his lively yet
forceful hi-hat work. His finest
playing on "So" is during "In
Your Eyes," a haunting composition made exotic by Mr. Katche's
tom-tom patterns which blend into and reinforce Tony Levin's
warm bass lines. Another fine
track is "That Voice Again"
featuring the same close interaction between tom-tom and bass
drum patterns with Levin's aggressive melodic lines, along with
a hypnotic hi-hat rythmn and explosive snare fills. Mr. Katch's
drumming contributes to the
song's dramatic mood.
Katche's playing on "Nothing
Like The Sun" is less aggressive,
using more subtle cymbal patterns that blend into Sting's sequenced percussion tracks. The
best drum performance is on
"The Lazarus Heart." He plays
a strong funk groove with bassist,
providing a solid underpinning
over which Andy Summers lays

his open, airy guitar riffs.
is
fine
track
Another
"Englishman in New York."
After the initial reggae section,
the band breaks into a hot jazz
groove. Mr. Katche swings the
quartet admirably showing again
his ability to adapt to a wide
variety of musical styles, textures, and moods.
Listening for sophisticated rock
druming is somewhat like trying
to find intelligent rock lyrics. Expressive and creative individual
performances are few and far
between—a result of the industry's homogenizing desire for
commercial success and popularity. Nevertheless, certain artists
manage to escape the net of
profit-awareness, and take
musical risks. Next time you
listen to your favorite album, pick
out the drums. Chances are, the
percussionist is adding to the
music of which you've been only unconsciously aware. Other
masterful drummers besides Gottlieb, Peart, and Katche are
waiting to be appreciated.

The Flip Side by Phil Gochenour
by Phil Gochenour

possible), violates this Law every
day. Of course, they still sell
Hi-dee-ho gang, everybody albums, but their sales are more
have a nice Spring Break? reflective of people buying an imG000d, glad to hear it. Yours tru- age than anything else Oust ask
ly enjoyed himself, and gave David Lee Roth about that one.)
scarcely a thought to the goings
All of which brings me to the
on here at Hell-Hole Hopkins. Of biggest image and the lamest
course, part of the fallout from music I've heard in a while. I'm
this is that I really didn't think talking about Slave Raider, a
much about this column, so what band from Minneapolis currentI present to you today is a gather- ly on RCA's Jive Records. Jive's
ing of things I found waiting in about right for these guys, since
the Gatehouse when I returned. If all they're doin' is jivin' and
it's a little skimpy, just cut me shuckin' folks who are looking
some slack—I deserve it, don't I? for just one mean rock and roll
There's an axiom in rock band. They seem to think they've
criticism known as the Sigue got the pose down tight, with
Sigue Sputnik Law—the more a names like Chainsaw Caine, The
band relies on costuming and af- Rock, and Nikki Wiccid (which
fectation, the lamer the music will sounds like something made up
be (not to be confused with the by a bimbo who hangs out in
Sigue Sigue Sputnik Law of In- truck stops).
creasing Demand—the more you
Yeah, and they've got the parahype, the more people expect). In military gear and the skulls and
general, your average top-40 all that shit, but when it comes
metal band (Whitesnake, Bon right down to the music, these
lovi, Europe, to name as few as guys are still stuck in Cliche-ville.

You see, what they don't seem to
understand is that if you're gonna pose, at least have something
to back it up with. It's no accident that the -no-bullshit guys in
jeans and T-shirts make the best
no-bullshit music—for them, it's
the music that counts, not the
pose. Personally, I'd like to see
Slave Raider disembowled by
Megadeath.
Okay, now, for something I
liked. With the rise of musicians
like Chris Isaak, the Stray Cats
and, to some extent, back-tobasics rockers like Naked Prey
and Green on Red, there's come
an increasing interest in "older"
forms of rock and roll. By this I
mean a twangy rockabilly guitar
(with some occasional slick guitar
thrown in), basic percussion, a lot
of harmonica, and drawly vocals.
Even with this increased interest,
however, no one has really
broken through recently onto a
major label and succeeded.
Treat Her Right might not be

Applause for Landscape
by Chris McColl
Landscape ofthe Body, by John
Guare, put simply, is a difficult
play. It is the story of Betty, a
woman accused of beheading her
son, a sort of murder-thriller in
which the events leading up to the
son's death are revealed
piecemeal, out of sequence, and as
mental encounters during Betty's
interogation by Captain Marvin
Holahan. It gradually shows that
it was the greed and corruption of
Bert (Betty's son) himself and his
friends that led to the youth's
death. The entire play is a
flashback filled with flashbacks in
which continuity can be lost,
leaving the audience to wonder

awkward and wordy.
what is going on.
Like I said, it's a difficult play.
As if this were not enough,
Quite an ambitious project to be
Landscape is also a story about
death, death in all its forms: loss taken on by a novice director,
of innocence, physical deteriora- despite having three years of aption, death of dreams, murder of preciated acting under his belt.
the past, and more. All these It's even a tough play to pull off
themes run rampant within the effectively for an experienced
play, so deeply that even the most director, even one who has workdetached viewer will come away ed on experimental projects
thinking.
before and has also touched base
It's also a musical. It's also a with acting. If nothing else, some
comedy, a love story, a drama. mention should be given to the
And all of this needs to be choice of work. It's a step above
represented in its production, what is usually presented by
while still having something for Hopkins dramatics. It's entertainthose theater-goers not interested ment with meaning, contrasted with
in the philosophic. Otherwise, by just entertainment.
the very nature of the original
work, it will appear incomplete See BODY, 17

Slave Raiders ask the crucial question-is it
the exception to the rule, but
they're as good a place to start as
any. With their new self-titled
album on RCA, THR is out to
bring rock and roll back to the
days of George Jones, Bo Diddly, and all those other cool cats
that your parents danced to. Like
they sing on "I Got a Gun,"
"models, critics, art-school wimpy punks/are gettin' on my
nerves/They're killin' all the fun
in rock and roll/1 hope it's not to
late to save the only thing I ever
loved/1 got a gun . . ." Definite': men with a mission, and their

possible to get by on just a pose?
'gun' is a distinctive kind of
roadhouse blues that's tryin' to
bring rock and roll back to what
it once was.
THR makes a good case for
their vision of rock and roll, but
they're pretty much doomed.
They're a no-bullshit band that
might acquire a cult status
amongst followers of such bands
as the Violent Femmes, but when
it comes right down to it, look for
the guys in the spandex to be toppin' out the charts. I hate this
business.

Arts Calendar
Film
Weekend Wonderflix presents
Roxanne, starring Steve Martin
and Daryl Hannah. God, now
there's a match for you. Friday
and Saturday in Shriver Hall, 8
and 10:15 p.m.
For all of you sophisticated intellectual types, The Senior Class
presents David Byrne's True
Stories. Gee, just think, if you
can make a weird enough movie,
maybe you too can make the
cover of Time. Friday and Saturday at 8 and 10:15 in Shaffer 3.

The Reel World presents The
Killers, starring Angie Dickinson
and Ronnie Reagan. Our Ronnie
as a heavy—who'd ever believe
it? Sunday at 7 and 9:30 in
Shriver.
Theater
The Morris Mechanic Theater
presents Cole Porter's Can-Can,
featuring no less than the Radio
City Music Hall Rockettes. The
show runs through April 17th,
and for ticket info you can call
625-1400.
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Landscape of the Body
BODY, from 16
And I must commend Chris
Barrett and Gerry Guest. They
have succeeded in more than fairrepresenting
Guare's
ly
ideologies, while not beating the
audience over the head with
them. They have succeeded in
creating continuity and focus out
of chaos. They have even managed to make a funny play on paper
funny on stage.
Skillful lighting provided a
focus for the audience, as well as
establishing the real from the
unreal. In one scene, Betty, while
being interogated, has a mental
image of her old boss and her
sister. But due to the placement
and well laid out scenes, the
characters in her mind seem just
that - in her mind. The two
characters on stage close in
together at center, and Betty's
mind fills up the empty space.
The play is largely a mental play,
taking place in the minds of
characters. The lighting gave it
that vivid mental idea - very
bright resolution and not-quitedarkness for thoughts, contrasted
with the more realistic lighting
for the "real" scenes at the
beginning and end.
Adept staging linked the lights to
the drama. Rosalie's explaination
of her job (a "flashback" for
Rosalie) just before she is killed
was fantastic. The scene went
from the living room to Rosalie's
mind to the street without skipping a beat. It went from
tragicomic, listening to Betty and
Rosalie talk about their loving
and exciting lives respectively, to

just plain tragic (Rosalie is killed), to plain comic, as Jonathan
Abrahams, in one of his three
roles, comes out to rant and rave
about his bike.
And let's talk about the actors.
Most notable, for my money, was
Mary Kita as Rosalie. She had a
fantastic rapport with the audience and really seemed to give
the character the life it deserved:
the character was fun, and so was
Mary. And she had a great singing voice to boot.
Jeremy Golub as Raulito was
his typical hysterical self, taking
a true character and making a true
character out of it.
And freshman Jason Katz as
Durwood Peach was fantastic; a
terribly believable hick.
And David Goldman as the inspector was "command" - very
effective (intimidated the heck out
of me, anyway), though I wasn't
very convinced by his and Betty's
(Kerry Tesoriero) romance at the
end. Also, Kerry, though largely believable, seemed to have trouble in character at times, particularly in scenes with Matthew
Lindsay (Bert), who also struck
me as not-quite-there for much of
the play.
Gold stars: Pamela Becker as
a death obsessed girlfriend was
cute yet frightening. Michael
Runge as Bert's half cool/half
squeamish friend was also very
amusing ("Here's money. Don't
tell" killed me).
Applause, applause, to all involved. Chris and Gerry in particular. Hope to see a like feat
soon.

General Staff Meeting
to engage in the monumental task of
nominating and electing next year's
editorial board. All staff members, as
indicated in the staff box appearing
in the April 8, 1988 issue, are
eligible to vote.

Be there and let your vote
be counted!!!

Sunday, April 10
7 p.m.
at the Gatehouse
Regular editorial board meeting at 6 p.m.

********************************************************************************************
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LIBERTY '88
FAIR GAMES
Great
Prizes!

4(
4(
4(

Saturday April 16, 1988
2:30 pm
Garland Field

Build A T.P. Tee Pee
Apame Rey Race
Indian Tug of War
Betsy Ross Obstacle Course
Stars & Stripes Relay

Come Join The Fun!!
4(

Pick up application in Spring Fair Office
in the SAC Office

4(

4(

•

First 20 teams will receive Free T-Shirts!
Applications due at the Spring,Fair Office by April 11, 1988 at 5:00 pm
Questions? Contact Cathy or Lia at 338-7692

«•
********************************************************************************************
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Books
When Food's a Foe: How to
Confront and Conquer Eating
Disorders. By Nancy J. Kolodny. Little, Brown and Co. Ltd.

Part Two

Confronting eating disorders

By D. Zeiger
Those who suffer from anorexia, for example, "are almost
Choose the statement that best describes you.
The Self-Esteem Test
I always hungry and through sheer
Most of the time, do you
willpower deny that hunger. .
b. Negate them?
a. Accept compliments?
sometimes even reveling in it as
Look for the blemishes (erb.
of
picture
total
the
Consider
a.
proof of their strength and selfin that total picture and
rors)
you've
what
and
are
you
who
control." They are often obsessdwell on them?
accomplished?
ed with food and its preparation,
many times making meals for
b. Look for and point out your
a. Like things about your physiothers but refusing to eat
physical shortcomings?
cal self?
themselves. Sometimes the
b. Reach a goal and think you
a. Reach a goal and savor it?
anoiexia is combined with
could have done better or
bulimic behavior, as victims eat
should have done more?
of
but then purge themselves
Tolerate your friends or try
whatever they have taken in.
b.
a. Like your friends and seek
So who exactly is it that gets
avoid them?
to
them out'?
anorexia? It is hard to say exactb. Prefer solitude?
a. Prefer the company of others?
ly, because eating disorders are
so secretive, but there are some
If you checked all the a's in the Self-Esteem test, chances are you have self-esteem and your
estimates which "suggest there
self-image is probably in fine shape. If you checked all the b's you need to work on developing
are about 150,000 American
self-esteem and you may be at risk for developing an eating disorder. If you have some of each,
females between the ages of
ask yourself why you checked the b item rather than the a item.
twelve and twenty-five who are
Printed from When Food's a Foe: How to Confront and Conquer Eating Disorders, p.22
anorectic; others suggest that between 1 and 4 percent of high
school girls are." Most sufferers as fat; their perception of what at first seem like a book with a disorder problem, it's definitely member, or even yourself at risk.
worth a look—whether you think Besides, it's easy, fast and inare female, but not all: they see is skewed). Bulimics huge audience. But given the
who
vomit
can
suffer
extreme
might be a friend, a family teresting to read.
it
widespread
nature
of
the
eating
is
fifteen
in
one
". . . about
tooth enamel damage from
male."
to
exposure
Bulimia victims, on the other repeated
use
acid.
stomach
Those
laxwho
hand, tend to become affected at
a later age than anorectics. "The atives as their means of purging
average age for bulimia to start can permanently damage their
is around eighteen," Kolodny digestive systems.
But the question is, how does
says. More frightening is the fact
that "[blulimia is rampant on col- one deal with these eating
lege campuses, where people live disorders? Kolodny's emphasis is
Television kills children. From Westminster School and the tegrated them into a series of
in close contact in dorms and can mostly on prevention. In other
their
developing imaginations and Trinity College at Cambridge. He children's tales, watercoloring all
learn about bingeing and words, be informed, find out if
then wrote for the British humor of her illustrations. She eventualvomiting from one another and you are susceptible to developing frames of reference to the very
images produced in their minds magazine Punch and strove to ly married in 1913 and spent the
pick up the habit quite quickly." an eating disorder, and try to find
when called upon to describe feel- adapt his light style to remaining thirty years of her life
One particularly high-risk group some other way of dealing with
ings,
children are very vulnerable playwriting. This effort succeed- expanding her farm and breeding
is college athletes, who feel that your problems.
to false and superficial imagery. ed in 1917 when his first play, sheep.
For those who already find
being thinner will improve their
Potter's animals are very real
When one allows one's children to Wurzel-Flummery, was produced,
eating
an
of
grip
the
in
themselves
often
can
Bulimia
performance.
their naturalism; while they
fairly
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tube
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She
process.
gradual
for adults, lasting long past the
is surrendering the child's mind Pim Passes By in 1919 to Michael behaves as he or she
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teenage years.
animalistically ought to. The
directors and screenwriters and Mary' in 1929.
to
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write
to
attempted
intentions
he
and
messages
While
whose
more
provides
She
resemble those of addictions to behavior.
hedgehogs fastidious, and she
the
in
lay
in novels, Milne's success
drugs and alcohol. Victims will quizzes and sample checklists to are often hopelessly muddled
works
of
number
a
makes moral points without fear
of
brilliance
While
popularity.
for
their ploy
frequently steal food or money to aid the victim with these
scaring children with some of
Christopher
of
son
his
for
created
he
plan
not
do
and
parent
a
not
am
I
pay for food; they become afraid processes.
Beginning with When We the more brutish aspects of
Robin.
is
it
diftime,
some
for
be
quite
to
advocates
Kolodny
Also,
to eat in public and social situaWere Very Young in 1924 to Now wildlife. When Squirrel Nutkin
tions; they hoard food; they try the victim's "coming out" on his ficult for me to understand why
We Are Six three years later, antagonizes an old owl one time
their
four
would
allow
parents
to hide how much they buy and or her own, rather than being
repertoire of children's too many, he loses his tail, but it
Milne's
Barthe
She-Ra
watch
to
old
year
out,
coming
In
eat; and if they use some artificial "found out."
with the Win- doesn't just disappear. The owl
means of purging (i.e. laxatives, "you're taking charge. You're barian or Miami Vice. It is in the stories blossomed
Begun as a bites it off.
series.
Pooh
the
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that
these
images
of
crossfire
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the
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world
Robin
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Christopher
which
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choosing
that
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taste or enjoy. Average binges
doctors, match one's own, creating attrac- least a little as one reads the tion for books in general. If
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11,500 calories per binge," but psychologists, social workers, tive and positive human and books now.
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natural
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former
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of
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world
with
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why
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of
at
was
Milnes
educated
the
not
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When Food's a Foe
is how anorectics see themselves

Winnie the Pooh can kick
Thundercat's butt anytime

ORIENTATION '88 HAS BEGUN!!
Yes, it's that time of year again and NOW is the chance for
YOU to get involved in one of the biggest events of the year!
We need interested students (and lots of them!) to fill the
following positions:
Student Advisor
Group Advisor
Orientation Sub-Chairs
To find out what it's all about, there will be an
information session on
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6th
7:30 P.M.
REMSEN 1
Applications for Student Advisors will be available •
at that time.
GROUP LEADER and ORIENTATION SUB-CHAIR JOB
DESCRIPTIONS AND APPLICATIONS will be available
Friday, April 1st in the Office of Residential Life.
Requirements include:
peer advising experience
strong leadership qualities
full-time student, '88-'89 academic year
Applications for GROUP LEADER are due on Thursday,
April 7th at 12 noon in the Office of Residential Life. Interviews will be held on Friday and Saturday,
April 8th and 9th.
The following SUB-CHAIR POSITIONS are also available:
Commuter Students
Program Coordinator
Transfer Students
Moving-In Day
Entertainment
Parents' Program
These positions require that you be in Baltimore over the
summer.
Applications for SUB-CHAIRS are due on Thursday, April
7th at 10:00 a.m. Interviews will be held later that same
day. Turn in applications and sign up for an interview in the
Office of Residential Life.
APPLY NOW DON'T MISS OUT!!!
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Science
On Becoming a Doctor: An initiation into med school
Konner opened the discussion
of the topic by calling for change
in the curriculum for pre-medical
The fourth and final lecture in
and medical students. Principal
"The Hospital as a Human Inamong his complaints was the
stitution" series, "A Dialogue on
workload of medical students in
Becoming a Doctor," was given
particular. Kenner quoted several
at the Medical School just before
experts and observers of medical
Spring Break to a packed ameducation who agreed that the
phitheatre of undergraduates,
education process is unnecessarimedical students, faculty, and inly difficult and that "the curterested laypersons. This presenriculum should be cut in half."
tation presented an interesting
quoted called the process
Others
finale to the series, analyzing the
"brutal" while some claimed it
modern hospital by examining the
was the reason so many medical
training process of those who will
were "not in optimal
students
form the staff of these institutions
stated that there
Konner
health."
in the near future.
was widespread calls for revision
The format of this lecture
but lamented that it is often
deviated somewhat from previous
to move the cemetary
"easier
presentations in the series. Into change the curis
it
than
the
lecturer,
principal
a
of
stead
riculum."
audience was treated to a panel
Konner had a unique perspecdiscussion on the current state of
on medical education because
tive
uthree
medical education by
of his training as an anniquely qualified doctors who
thropologist prior to his entrance
have strong interest in the
into medical school and also
humanities.
because he was substantially
psychia
Konner,
Dr. Melvin
older than most persons in
atrist at the Emory School of
medical school.
Medicine in Atlanta, Georgia
Well versed in the culture and
anof
as well as professor
customs of man, Konner admitthropology in the school's Arts
ted shock at the loss of humanity
in the forthcoming physicians.
Disquieting opinions of people in
the medical professions were that
"90 percent of medical students
and residents lose their capacity
for human interaction during their
training and that number
decreases to about 50 percent
after the training."
While claiming that he
understood the importance of
science, Konner called for more
courses and training in ethical
matters and interpersonal relationships. He recounted various
anecdotes whereby a simple word
or a question about how a patient
feels about a certain situation can
be more important than administering scientific tests.
Dr. Melvin Konner spoke on Becoming a Doctor at MIMI
Konner pitied those students
who felt that they must become
"an automaton" and blamed the
system that tries "to make
everyone on the floor star docEditor's Note: The following ar- for many experts have condemn- tors," when what was really
ticle is another in the continuing ed the report as alarmist and needed was an accessible, caring
series of features on AIDS. It scientifically baseless.
The second quote is from an arfocuses on another aspect of the
disease. The News-Letter will ticle published in Cosmopolitan's
continue to provide information January 1988 issue called
"Reassuring News About AIDS:
on AIDS in the future.
A Doctor Tells Why YOU May
New research on the diagnosis
Not Be At Risk." Dr. Gould
by Sharyn Horowitz
nd treatment of depression and
defines ordinary sexual inter"Vaginal intercourse is also course as heterosexual without manic depressive illness will be
conclusively known to transmit entry of fluid into the blolzzistream presented on a one-day program
geared to laypersons and profesthe AIDS virus. . .it appears that of the man or woman.
Two major publications have sionals. It also will include new
the risk from vaginal intercourse
is considerably lower than the provided the public with two dif- brain imaging studies and a
risk associated with anal inter- ferent views on the same obser- discussion of how families can
course but this assessment is vation: Heterosexual partners can cope and recover. The event will
more guesswork than scientific give each other AIDS, but prob- take place at the Turner
certainty." William H. Masters, ably only if fluid enters the Auditorium on April 6. For more
M.D., Virginia Johnson, Robert bloodstream. The inclusion of information, call (301)955-2959.
, M.D.
"probably" in that statement
C..Kolodny,
More than 45 experts and
". . .there is almost no danger gives various authors room to
of contracting AIDS through or- manipulate the knowledge we foreign affairs specialists will
dinary sexual intercourse." have into their own attitudes discuss and project the health
about sex. Thus, although most needs of the developing world in
Robert E. Gould, M.D.
latest
the
from
is
scientists admit that they cannot the 1990's. Organized by the
quote
first
The
Masters and Johnson report, be sure about how AIDS is Hopkins Institute for International
CRISIS: Heterosexual Behavior transmitted, different journalists Programs, the meeting will inin the Age ofAIDS. It was excerp- are giving different accounts the clude third-world leaders and
scholars, as well as represented in the March 14, 1988 same guise of surety.
Dr. Richard Cone, Professor of tatives of WHO, AID, World
Newsweek. The magazine has
Bank, and the Pan-American
been accused of sensationalism
Health Organization. The event
and irresponsibility as a result, See AIDS, 22
by Joseph Gergyes

and Sciences division, was the
first panelist. He is also the author
of a recent book, "Becoming a
Doctor: A Journey of Initiation in
Medical School," which deals
with his experiences in the
clerkships of the last two years in
medical school. Konner's
enlightening, sometimes brash,
sometimes humorous accounts of
patient care in a big city hospital
which fill his book provided
much of the material the panel
discussed throughout the evening.
The second member of the
panel was also from Emory, Dr.
John Stone, Associate Dean and
Director of Admissions. A prolific poet as well as a noted cardiologist, Stone's work has been
published in collections such as
"The Smell of Matches" and
"Raining in the Streets."
Rounding out the panel was
Hopkins' Dr. Udvarhelyi, the
director of "The Hospital as a
Human Institution Series." Udvarheyi also served as a
moderator for the heated discussion that ensued after the short
presentations by the two physicians from Emory.

AIDS
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BECOMING
OCTOR

A foamyof
Initiation in MedicalSchool
I

Melvin Konner,M.D.
staff.
Dr. Stone's short presentation
began with praises of Konner's
book, calling it the "best of its
kind," and a "remarkable book"
and complimented Dr. Konner
for his insight into the training.
Stone also contrasted his experiences as a young medical student from a rural background enduring the rigors of training to the
experiences of Dr. Konner which
were seen with a seasoned eye
and by a person who was seninterpersonal
to
sitive
relationships.
On the matter of the grueling
educational process, Dr. Stone
tried to explain the theory behind
it by use of the "Genghis Khan"
analogy which justifies training
soldiers with lead shafts so that
when they throw the real shafts
they will be tireless. Similarly,
doctors should be exposed to excrutiating conditions and pushed
to their limits since this will make
them better physicians when they
are full practitioners. A member
of the audience took objection to
Stone's theory, however, claim-

ing that doctors should be trair
ed with the "real thing" instead
of artificially produced scenarios.
Finally, Dr. Stone tried to explain some of the unhappiness
that Dr. Konner and several other
medical students have experienced by claiming that pain and suffering are a part of medicine. He
called disease "dehumanizing"
and therefore working with the
sick was bound to cause some
level of bad experience.
Konner and Stone continued
extending their opinions in the
question and answer session, in
which the call for curriculum
change was rather pronounced by
students, but guarded by faculty
and administrators. Overall, most
agreed the practice of medicine to
be overwhelmingly fulfilling and
even critics of the educational
system such as Konner stated he
"would do it again." When Stone
challenged a comment in Konner's book that stated Konner
would never want his children to
become doctors, Konner simply
responded, "Well, I'd like to take
that back now."

Hopkins Science Beat
On Wednesday, April 6th, the
Jewish Students Association, The
Hopkins Jewish League, and the
Union of Jewish Graduate
The National Aquarium in Students will sponsor a day-long
Baltimore is accepting applica- symposium on "Science in
tions for the summer and fall Israel." The symposium
1988 semesters. Internships are celebrates the fortieth anniversary
available in the areas of Audio- of the State of Israel, with a series
Visual Technology, Exhibits of lectures on different scientific
Technology, Graphic Design, developments in Israel. The lecAviculture, Fish Husbandry, tures will be given in a nonHorticulture, Herpetology, technical review format by
Marine Education, Membership, visiting professors from Israel.
Public Relations, and Security. The symposium takes place from
All internships are volunteer posi- 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in Levering
tions with possible college credit. Hall, and culminates in a lecture
Any student registered for credit given by Yuvaal Neeman,
at a two or four year college can member of Knesset and former
apply. Application deadline is minister of Science and
April 1, 1988 for summer and fall Technology of The State of
positions. For additional informa- Israel. Dr. Neeman will speak at
tion, call (301) 576-3880 or 7 p.m. in Shriver Hall. For more
576-3871 between 1 and 4 p.m. information call Brenda at
889-7872.
Science In Israel

will take place at Cross Keys on
April 6-8. For details, call (301)
955-7480.
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ATTENTION FRESHMEN,
SOPHOMORES, AND
JUNIORS!!!
Class Elections for the 1988-1989 offices of:
President, Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer,
and 3 Representatives are coming up soon!!!
Petitions available starting Friday April 1st at the Student Council Office
They will be due Tuesday, April 12th by 5 p.m. in the Student Council Office
Petitions must be turned in with a statement of 100 words or less, and must
be signed by at least 10 percent of your class

SIGN UP NOW!!!
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Pizzapeel introduces Baltimore's only

•

Deep-Dish Pizza Delivery

•

-$5.00 minimum order
- Free Delivery
- American Express, Visa, MastercardAA
accepted on orders of $10.00 or more
- No personal checks please

467-0802
TO VALIDATE COUPON YOU MUST
ADVISE US WHEN PLACING
YOUR ORDER
$1.00 OFF ANY
LARGE PIZZA
DELIVERY ONLY

FREE LITER OF PEPSI
WITH PURCHASE OF
LARGE DEEPDISH PIZZA

ONE COUPON PER ORDER

DELIVERY ONLY
ONE COUPON PER ORDER

EXPIRES 12/31/88
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976-7300
Available in Baltimore and D.C.
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St.PaulCleaners
TAILORING, REPAIRING SAME DAY CLEANING AND PRESSING, SHOE REPAIRING
3120 St. Paul Sr.

235-4413

Bring in this coupon with your incoming order for a -7T
r110%
discount on all dry cleaning
expires 4/7/.98

ROTUNDA OPTICIANS

A Tradition
of Quality.
Eyewear
FINE EYEKTAR BY

AVANT—GAopKs INC t9RDE
ROTUNDA MALL TEL. 467-7727
711 W.40th STREET WERNER HENRICH

Under New Management
11t rL

1
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GREAT HUNAN
• RESTAURANT • CARRY-OUT.

Featuring:
Hunan, Szechuan & Cantontese Cuisine

All you can eat buffet
Tues, Thurs, &. Sat.
11:30-3:00

Regular hours.
Mon-Thurs
11 30 a m.-10 00 p.m.

3111 St. Paul Street

889-0003
11 30 am -11 .00 p.m.

Biophysics, believes that the
assortment of views is also a
result of the roles played by
scientists.
Some
are
epidemiologists, and since their
goal is to prevent the spread of
AIDS, they will emphasize the
possible danger and plead for
caution. At the other end of the
scale are the leaders of the movement for sexual freedom, who
downplay the possibility of risk in
favor of fulfillment of desire.
The media has been forced to
sort through these conflicting
stories in its efforts to present
"the AIDS story" to the public.
David Schneiderman, former
editor-in-chief of the Village
Voice, gave the Frank R. Kent
Memorial Lecture on March 17.
He said that in the early stages of
the epidemic the Voice "erred on
the side of caution, trying not to
alarm our readers." He wished
that there had been more press
coverage sooner, because he
thought that greater exposure
would have led to pressure on the
government to allocate funds for
AIDS research. The first time the
AIDS virus hit the front page of
widely influential publications
was the July 1985 announcement
that Rock Hudson was dying of

AIDS.
Altogether, the epidemiologists, the proponents of sexual liberation, and the understandably cautious and confused
media have contributed to a
'massive tangle of information,
opinion,
misinformation,
fanaticism, fear, and paranoia
that all falls under the classification of "the AIDS story."
Thanks to Dr. Cone's invaluable
assistance, the following is about
the closest thing there is to an accurate and moderate account of
AIDS in heterosexuals.
Dr. Cone explained that there
is a possibility that the AIDS
virus residing in its host white
blood cells is as infectious as the
free virus. It is crucial to prevent
contact between fluids that contain cells and one's own
bloodstream. This can be accomplished by avoiding sex that
could break the skin, avoiding
contact with cell fluids if there exist open sores, and not sharing
needles. Exercise caution and use
prophylactics. Deep kissing is
almost definitely safe, and so is
oral sex if there is no contact with
the bloodstream (like a mouth
ulcer) because the virus is probably destroyed by acids in the
stomach. There are risks, and no
one knows the odds, and so the

question of how cautious to be
eventually becomes a personal
decision.
Masters and Johnson's point of
view is different. They say that
AIDS is "running rampant in the
heterosexual community." Later
in the article, they cite their own
predictions of one woman in four
hundred encounters and one man
in six hundred encounters contracting AIDS. An editorial by
Ellen Goodman, published in the
March 10 Baltimore Sun, quotes
Dr. Masters' reason for using
such inflammatory language: "I
simply believe it."
Aside from AIDS, Dr. Cone
said that there are other Sexually
Transmitted Disease (STDs)
which have fallen from prominence in the media, but not
from prominence in the population. According to Marilyn Gall,
Clinic Nurse and Administrator
of the Health Clinic, the most
common STDs among Hopkins
students she's seen are chlamydia
and genital warts. While in men
chlamydia is a painful condition,
in women it can go unnoticed and
eventually will cause infertility.
Genital warts are disfiguring and
incurable. Prophylactics are an
important preventative measure
not just for AIDS, but for all
STDs.

STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Beigu!rn offers
Complete programmes in Philosophy for the
degrees of BA., M.A., and Ph.D plus
a junior year abroad programme
All courses are in English
eTtumition is 14.500 Belgium Franks( $250)
Write
seuv
re,.ary English Programmes
Karoinaal Meraerplein 2,13.3000 Leuven, Belgium
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AIDS and the press:
Which are we to believe

K.U. Leuen

$100 REWARD
Blow The Whistle on
Animal Abuse
We pay for information we can use to
investigate, expose
and stop cruelty to
animals in
laboratories. All
reports treated with
utmost confidentiality. Call People
for the Ethical Treatment of Animals,
Dept. of Investigation, (202)
726-0156 or .write Box 42516,
Washington, D.C. 20015
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Sports

Jays take 3 en route to UVA
Hopkins beats up on Washington College, Rutgers and Princeton
Lacrosse Poll
Sunlacrosse
The Baltimore
poll in the
collegiate

by Steven Silber

Coming off their traumatic
19-7 defeat versus Syracuse in the
season's opener, Johns Hopkins
lacrosse responded with three
straight victories to leave the Blue
Jays ranked fifth in the NCAA's
Divison I poll.
The three wins, however, came
during the weakest part of the
Jays' schedule. None of Hopkins'
three victims-Washington College, Rutgers, and Princeton-are
top-ten teams, while Washington
College belongs to Division III.
Nonetheless, the Jays seem to
have gained some sort of momentum in a season that started with
turmoil. A month before the
opener, star sophomore goalie
Quint Kessenich was suspended
for one game by head coach Don
Zimmerman. Kessenich and two
teammates, defensemen Dave
Howland and James DeTomasso,

had damaged furniture in the lobby of the Northway apartment
building. A month later, immediately following the Syracuse
loss, attackman John Ciccarone
and midfielders John and Mark
Dressel quit the team for what
they said were personal reasons.
Both Ciccarone and John Dressel
were starters.
Nonetheless, Hopkins traditionally performs better in the second half of the season. Coach
Zimmerman expects the team to
progress with each week. If this
happens, the Blue Jays just may
have a chance against the best
teams in the nation, whom they
encounter starting tomorrow
when they travel to Charlottesville to take on the University
of Virginia.
The question on everyone's
mind will be whether the Hopkins
offense can score enough goals to
keep up with its stellar defense.

In 1987, the Jays lost to graduation super scorers Craig Bubier
and Brian Wood. This season, top
gun Mike Morrill remains, but
will his attack-entourage prove
potent enough to outscore the
likes of Virginia, North Carolina,
and Maryland, whom Hopkins
will face in three of the next four
weeks?
Junior Jeff Ihm and sophomore
Scott Marr have replaced Bubier
and Ciccarone, and have combined for 10 goals and 5 assists in
four games. Marr looked particularly impressive against
Princeton, recording three goals
and an assist. Morrill, meanwhile, has 7 goals and 3 assists.
But the most promising cog in
the Hopkins attack has to be
freshman Matt Panetta, who has
registered 5 goals and 2 assists,
and has scored in each of the
See LAX, 26

"The oldest

nation"
"Every college playing lacrosse, regardless of its division is condidered"
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Syracuse (5)
Maryland (1)
North Carolina
Virginia
Johns Hopkins
Loyola
Brown
Harvard
Cornell
Towson St.

Record
5-0
4-0
5-1
5-0
3-1
6-0
3-1
4-0
2-2
5-1

Pts
59
55
47
43
36
28
151/2
13
11
5

(First place votes in parentheses)
Others receiving votes: C.W. Post, Yale, Adelphi,
Hofstra, Ohio Wesleyan

Recent Action
(Sat, Mar 26 through Weds, Mar 30)
Saturday
Johns Hopkins 9, Princeton 0
Loyola 14, Massachusetts 5
UMBC 12, Dartmouth 8
Navy 19, Delaware 7
Syracuse 19, Army 8
North Carolina 20, New Hampshire 5
Virginia 12, Brown 11, OT
Yale 12, Penn 11
C.W. Post 12, Rutgers 2
Air Force 15, San Diego St. 6
Notre Dame 14, Wooster 4
Hofstra 10, Michigan St. 3
Sunday
Maryland 12, Towson St. 7
Adelphi 13, Hofstra 12
Duke 14, New Hampshire 3
Tuesday
Brown 15, Holy Cross 2
Army 25, Michigan St. 3
Wednesday
Penn 11, Navy 10
Massachusetts 8, Cornell 7, OT
Towson St. 17, Penn St. 11
C.W. Post 13, St. John's 10
Duke 14, Roanoke 6
Rutgers 15, FDU-Madison 3
UMBC 6, Princeton 5, 2 OT
Air Force 16, Denver 10

Boo-boos bop Batmen BIADroppings....
by Jonathan Missner
The Johns Hopkins' Baseball
Team currently has an 8-7
record, and they have still not
played a conference game. The
Jays opened their season with a
whopping 20-3 blowout against
Coppin State. The Jays had 21
hits and scored 14 runs in the first
two innings.
Head coach Robert Babb is not
too pleased, although, at how the
season is going thus far. "Our
pitching was what I thought our
biggest problem would be. Our
pitching has done surprisingly
well. The main problem is our
defense. We haven't been fielding
the ball, and there have been far
too many errors."
On March 11, the Jays hosted
Eastern Connecticut, and eight
Blue Jays errors allowed the
visitor to score eight unearned
runs as they won 12-11. Yale
University then visited and split
a double header.
"Our best player this year is
pitcher Dave Psenicska," corn-

mented Coach Babb. "Dave has
been pitching great and is our
squad's leading hitter." Dave pitched the game against Coppin
State in which they won easily.
Psenicska currently has an
outstanding .462 batting average.
The Jays took a spring trip to
Florida to play schools and gain
experience. The first stop was
Fayetteville, NC to play
Methodist College, second in national Division III rankings and
currently holding a 14-1 record.
In a well played game in which
Hopkins was leading 3-1,
Methodist came back and barely
won 4-3.
Sanford, Florida then became
the Jays headquarters for the remainder of the trip, after a vacation day in Daytona. Hopkins
won 6 of 8 games in a roundrobin tournament and took first
place. Hopkins beat Bellarmine,
Drexel, Rutgers-Newark, Upsala, and St. Lawrence (twice).
The Jays dropped twice to North
Central by 5-4 and 3-1.
Hopkins' number two pitcher is

Freshman Scott Francis who is
currently sporting a 3.18 earned
run average. Sophomore Scott
Taratino is also pitching well with
a 4.63 ERA.
In addition to Psenicska,
seniors Tom Finegan and Andy
Karetsky are also batting incredibly. Finegan is batting .391
and has 14 stolen bases while
Karetsky is hitting .370 and is second in RBI's with 18. Leading
RBI Jay is junior Dan Durocher
whose .333 batting includes 2
home runs and 21 RBI's.
Freshman Pete Kwiterovich,
Hopkins starting catcher, also has
2 home runs.
Hopkins opens its Middle
Atlantic Conference season on
Thursday, March 31 in a
doubleheader at Widener University. Coach Babb hopes to break
the 200 win mark this week.
Coach Babb concluded, "If we
play to our capabilities, we're the
team to beat. If we play how
we've been playing, it'll be a dog
fight. Defense is the key."

by Jim ComoIli
Motivation is a very strange
thing. It's kind of like money:
you struggle to get more but if
you ever manage to find it, you
waste it on the most useless things
(like writing BIA articles). Even
though I have as much motivation
as a slug in a salt mine (which is
about 20 times more than Jaan),
the BIA is gearing up for the improving weather. Starting this
weekend is BIA softball-the
schedule is already up so don't
miss opening day and call Jim
"the Commissioner" Chrones at
366-0964 with trouble. Also this
weekend- is the run and gun
oosball tournament-look for
the schedule today (Friday) and
call Bart at 467-4127 to help give
him a clue. But that's not all, as
lacrosse continues next week and
sign ups for the BIA track and
Field meet (April 9 and 10) will
take place (with problems here
call Mel "Torpedo" Harrington
at 243-7817).
BIA basketball is finally over

with Alpha Delta Phi, the
Newman Knights, and Hollander
winning their respective divisions. People interested in picking up their refereeing money
stop in at the A.C. office next
week, and those who aren't interested have been taking far too
many hallucinogens (good for
you).
So you didn't get housemaster
or SC President, who gives a
damn about those lame jobs
anyway because positions in the
BIA board are open. If you think
you're up to the task (and can deal
with the fame) fill out an application and sign up for an interview.
We're especially looking for
females this year (and so is the
BIA board) so give it a try, you
may like it. I don't feel like talking about the meetings again, so
if you were interested (big chance
of that) too bad. If you want to
interrupt Bob and Alison call
235-1615 and ask for Jim even
though he may be catatonic by
then.

ELEViE LLELE=u1VLIL
will walk away muttering about
the $11,000 tuition and how unfair that students cannot use their
own Athletic Center without
charge during the summer.
Grad students, who are here
year-round, undergrads enrolled
in the summer school, and full
time undergrads are all faced with
the same fee. The arguments for
the fee—maintenance and
workers during the summer
months. Tuition is $11,000.. .1
do remember something about a
student activities fee. The point is
that things should be worked out
so that there is no fee for grads
and full time undergrads working
or taking summer classes.
There is an exception to the
fee—varsity athletes. I believe it's
only supposed to be the fall
athletes but personal experience
in the past has shown that most
athletes can get free passes from
their coaches. There are obviously good arguments for this
privilege—my intent is not to
argue this matter but rather to

Thirty two days of classes,
fifty-six days till some of us get
to shake the Man's hand. . .
With the end near at hand (see
above), plans are being made for
the summer months. Those born
with golden spoons in their
mouths will do absolutely
nothing—that's if you consider
traveling, tending to tans, and
abusing one's body in the most
pleasureful ways nothing. Some
will go home, work, and perhaps
try to join the golden spoon people for a few weeks. Others will
stay in Baltimore. These unlucky
devils will be found working in
labs, doing work they didn't do
all year or avoiding the void at
Domino's.
This last bunch will try to
entertain themselves—they will
rarely succeed. But in their attempt they will visit the Athletic
Center where much to their
chagrin they will find that they
have to pay somewhere between
$20 and $30. Unless they are of
the dedicated athletic type, they

point it out.
Okay, you've gotten into the
Athletic Center somehow. You
work up a good sweat, you're
feeling good about yoursclf—it's
Miller time—but you'll settle for
a soda or juice to quench your
throat. You ask where the
soda/juice machines are and
you're pointed to the water fountain and told to use your imagination. You're the creative type, so
you try. It's not the same.
Shaking your head, you wander
about looking for a phone while
wondering why in the world there
are no soda machines. You
recently read in an article that
those machines could bring in as
much as $1000 in a three month
period. That might offset a small
amount of the ridiculous student
fee for the summer or at least buy
some free weights or a fan for the
weight room. Wow, what a great
idea you think—but past experiences lead you to believe that
it'll take six months to
acknowledge the idea, six months

i3LLIALLJUL
to go through the red tape of getting the idea approved and
another six months before
delivery.
Glancing at your watch, which
luckily wasn't stolen from the
lockers, you realize that you were
supposed to call your friend 10
minutes ago. Where's the phone?
You ask the security officer.
After five minutes of detailed instructions and another five trying
to follow them you find the
phone. It's 7:45 p.m. The phone
rings four times. The answering
machine picks up and the
message says, "Sorry bud, we
couldn't wait any longer. Have
fun."
Not many of your friends
stayed in Balto, so you have
nothing to do. After some thought
you figure you'll stay at the gym
and shoot a few baskets, swim a
few laps and then go home and
collapse.
Heading downstairs toward the
cage, you bump into the officer
who gave you the phone instruc-

tions. He politely informs you
that the gym is closing at 8 p.m.
"The hours are clearly posted,"
he explains in an informing manner, "11:30 a.m. to 8 p.m.
weekdays, 12 to 6 p.m. Saturday
and Nada for Sunday."
"1 paid to get in here," you
think on the way out. "I usually
get off work at 6 p.m., home
about 7 p.m. What am I gonna do
tonight. . .Guess I'll go get
something to drink.

Congrats to the Newman
Knights who surprised the BIA
Division II independent basketball league by winning it all.
Sympathy is extended to Comolli,
the BIA dude, whose team the
Newman Knights beat in the
finals.
Comments, suggestions.. . you
should know what to do by now.

s blast Goucher
ki
Ladylaxer
by Rachel
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Despite recent setbacks,
women's lacrosse coach Sally
Beth Anderson has high hopes for
her 1988 team. "We have a lot
of returning players, but we have
a real problem with our
goalkeepers. We're a strong
team, we'll have to take it one
game at a time." The setbacks in
goal revolve around the knee injury of senior goalie Laura Porter
and the recent illness of freshman
keeper Dawn Nee. Both
goalkeepers will be out for the
duration of the season.
With Wednesday night's victory over cross-town rival
Goucher College, a tough loss to
Roanoke in a game plagued by
rain, hail, and delay, and wins
over Washington College and
Swarthmore, the Lady Jays have
compiled a 3-1 record. This
year's team is dominated by experience in that no starters were
lost to graduation. Returning for
another season at Homewood are
All-Americans Heather Klink
(co-leader in assists) and Alice
•

Collins (scoring leader); seniors
Jen Stahl, Liz Davis, Erika
Feller, Kacie White, Laura
Porter, and Maggie Schmidt;
junior Kathy Hart, and
sophomores Julie Siegrist, Carrie
Allalemdjian, and Patty Lagator
(co-leader in assists). Joining the
team this spring are freshmen
Kara Tipton, Kristin Cole, Cathy
Moskel, Jen Chun, Kathy Herring, Dawn Nee, and Tara Fram.
Lagator feels that,"we have a lot
of talent on this team. The
freshmen look good, and hopefully we will maintain the skill level
we had last year and continue to
better ourselves." Last season
Hopkins compiled a record of
10-3 and won the Maryland College Tournament.
In Wednesday night's wide
margin win over Goucher College 22-3, Hopkins displayed
quickness and an accurate passing game that was too much for
the slower Gophers to keep up
with, much less shut down. Top
scorers in that game were
Schmidt with 1 goal and 5 assists,
Lagator with 5 goals, and Tipton,

Scrambling for

Collins, and Moskel with four
points apiece. Strong defensive
play by Siegrist, Stahl, Davis,
Allalemdjian, and Feller, and a
good effort by Cole in the net
resulted in allowing only three
Gopher goals. Cole, a freshman
from Chichester, PA, appeared in
goal for her first time ever. Said
co-captain Davis, "Kristin is a
great player on the field, but she's
only been in goal one practice.
She's being a good sport because
the team needs her." Cole is
usually a defenseman. The offense did a good job of keeping
the ball upfield and away from
their own net with good efforts by
Hart and co-captain Klink, and
quick accurate passing from
Schmidt to Lagator, as well as
contributions from Collins, Tipton, and Moskel.
Considering the Lady Jays problems in goal coupled with a
rigorous travelling schedule, the
team looks good and according to
Davis, "we've really pulled
together," and as Klink adds,
"are bouncing back."
•

s tickets?

3-for-3 (1.000) career batting
by P. Sean Bramble
average?
3. How many World Series
All right, gang, this is it. The
First Annual Opening Day Quiz. home runs has Graig Nettles hit?
4. Name the double play comDon't be fooled by any
bination most frequently seen in
imitations!
WHAT TO DO: Simply jot the Peanuts comic strip.
5. What Hall-of-Famer insisted
down all of your answers and
send them by campus mail to me, on using only bats which other
Box 0093. Do not send them to players had discarded?
6. How many games were
the News-Letter office!
DEADLINE: Deadline for all cancelled because of the 1981
entries is Wednesday, April 6th. strike?
7. Name, in order, the teams
They must be in my box by 5:00
Newsom pitched for.
Bobo
p.m.
8. Who did David Letterman
THE PRIZE: What else would
you expect? A pair of tickets to call a "fat tub of goo"?
9. According to Letterman,
see the O's play an upcoming
what are all pond scum named?
game.
10. Who lost a shoe while runOh, yeah . . .I'm also such a
out an inside-the-park World
ning
post
to
nice guy, I'll make sure
all of the answers in next week's Series home run?
11. What team won the first
issue.
Federal League pennant?
12. In 1983, what AL infielder
THE QUESTIONS
played in a no-hitter for the
I. Who is the Mariners' career eleventh time?
13. Who is the Detroit Tigers'
home run leader?
2. Name the only major league all-time leader in pitching
player who retired with a perfect victories?

14. Who 'lids the lifetime
fielding record for most double
plays by a pitcher?
15. Name, in order, all of the
commissioners of baseball.
16. Name the one-armed outfielder who played for the St.
Louis Browns.
17. How many players did
Peter Ueberroth punish in 1986
for drug use?
18. Who is the owner of the
Minnesota Twins?
19. What was the Tigers' attendance last year?
20. How long is the left field
line at Fenway park?
21. In 1975, what umpire
threw Earl Weaver out of both
ends of a doubleheader?
22. Who was the first player to
be paid at least $1,000,000 a
year?
23. What was Wade Boggs'
batting average at home last year?
24. How many home runs did
Tom Seaver hit in his career?
25. Who is the all-time leader
in career doubles?
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Fieldmen on track
by Laura Perlinn

long jump.
Unfortunately, the sprinters
The men's track team opened didn't fare nearly as well. They
up their season last Tuesday, were shut out of every race exMarch 29, falling to Franklin & cept the 400 meter dash, where
Marshall 92-53. Even with the Sprint Captain Paul Park was just
loss, Coach Mike Garner had edged out of first place. Still, his
something to be proud of—the time of 52.0 seconds qualified
field events, in which Hopkins him for the MAC meet in May.
outscored F&M 35-19. The
In the distance events, first
throwers were particularly im- places were won by Distance
pressive, led by Glenn Sabin who Captain Scott Baker in the 1500
took first in shotput, discus, and by Tim Marean in the 5000,
and javelin and qualified in all who crushed the competition with
three events for the MAC Cham- an MAC-qualifying time of
pionship meet in May. Eric 15:44. Senior Captain Mark
Hastings took second in the same Sullivan also took third in the
three events and second in the 800.
high jump. Field-Events Captain
Needless to say, Coach Garner
Max Psolka completed the sweep was very pleased with his
of the javelin with third place, throwers and jumpers. "Not onand also placed in all the jump- ly did they do extremely well,
ing events, taking first in the tri- they're also underclassmen.
ple and third in the long and high Sabin and Hastings are freshmen
jump. Psolka also qualified for and Psolka is only a sophomore."
the MAC meet in the triple and When asked about the sprinters'

Davis, Reed

Missing in action

Arriving at the start after hours pace was explosively quick,
On Saturday, March 28th,
while most Hoppies were still cat- of confusion, the time trial team breaking up a pack of 80 riders.
ching some rays southside, the (O'Melia, Laing, Mynhier, and Only O'Melia stayed with the
JHU Cycling team rolled out of Young) braved winter-like lead group until he punctured at
bed to a 3 a.m. alarm. They pack- weather and sheets of pouring three miles into the fifteen-mile
ed their equipment and headed for rain to turn in a less-than-sterling race. "I guess the main problem
Annapolis, where they were to 38:20 for the 14.8 mile course. was the cold," said Laing. "The
compete in their first inter- "I don't know what happened out registration
process
was
collegiate race of the spring there," said O'Melia. "Maybe it disorganized and we stood in line
season. The Annapolis Stage was the rain, or the confusion that for hours in the freezing cold."
Classic, partly sponsored by the unsettled the team, but 30 seconds "I was caught behind a pile-up at
Naval Academy, consisted of a into the race, I knew we were out the start and had to sprint past 60
team time trial and criterion on of it." Mynhier cited a lack of riders just to get near the front,"
Saturday and a road race on Sun- practice time together, saying, added Lee.
day. Although Seniors Tim Reed "In an event like this, coordinaOn Sunday, a propitious blue
and Aaron Davis had prior com- tion between riders is critical." sky appeared, and Hopkins' Blue
mitments, and sophomore Udai After the TTT, the team had made a similar appearance at the
Kammulla was beset by dropped to a disappointing 20th front of the pack in the 25 mile
mechanical difficulties, Hopkins in the collegiate standings. As road race. The pace was fast, and
nevertheless fielded a very strong UMass and Tufts took the two top the pack nervous. Tufts and
team which consisted of grad spots, it became clear that these UPenn tried to control the lead,
but Team Hopkins stayed at the
students John "Honeypie" were the teams to beat.
O'Melia and Lance Laing,junior
The second event of the day, front, pushing the pace. "We
Kyu Lee, and freshmen Chad the criterion, did not provide the moved up partly to control the
Mynhier and Chuck Young. team with an opportunity to im- race, but mainly to get in front of
Team mechanic Kendt Eckland prove their standings. Despite a lot of squirrely riders in the
lent his invaluable experience to wet and slippery conditions, the back" said Young. Lee outlined
the effort.

the plan of the day: "We were all
mostly riding for John, since he
has the best sprint out of the five
of us. I was just trying to get him
to the 'combat zone'(the front of
the pack where the riding was the
most aggressive) and stay with
him as long as possible." The
race was marred by several
crashes. Mynhier went down, injuring his wrist. A visit to the
Health Center later showed that
it was broken, putting Mynhier
out of action for at least a few
weeks. In spite of that mishap, the
day proved successful, as
O'Melia's sprint took home first
place, and Lee followed with a
hard-fought third.
This weekend a skeleton crew
will travel to Boston to ride
against Tufts and Harvard. Races
later in the season include visits
to Rutgers, Drew, UPenn, and
Cornell. Anyone interested in
riding or providing support,
please contact Kyu at 235-9085.

Jays poop on Jersey teams
LAX, from 23
Jays' games so far. Once given
the ball, this first-year attackman
out of Elmont, Long Island has
shown moves and a nose for the
goal that cannot be taught. He
looks to be the Blue Jays leading
offensive threat for the next four
years.
Hopkins has also received
much offensive help from its midfield. Junior Brendan Kelly's
speeds and elusiveness have provided 6 goals and 4 assists, while
fellow third-year man John
Wilkens' blistering long-range
shots have helped him net 5 goals
and an assist. Add this to the fact
that freshmen Seth Tierney and
Michael Morrisey (an attackman)
got into the scoring act last Saturday, and the Jays just may possess
the capability to scrape up enough
goals to down their top rivals.
If this is the case, it will be
because of the Jays' superior
defense. Sophomore goalie Quint
Kessenich and junior defensemen
Dave Pietramala, John DeTommaso, and Greg Lilly were all
starters on last season's cham-

pionship team. On Saturday
against Princeton, they helped
combine for a shutout, a rarity in
college lacrosse. Hopkins has
held each of its last three opponents to single digits, and
Kessenich has stopped over
seventy percent of all shots coming at him.
The games of the last three
weeks looked as follows:
HOPKINS 12, WASHINGTON
COLLEGE 8
Sat., March 12
Hopkins rebounded from the
horror against Syracuse to top the
Shoremen at Chestertown, 12-8.
The score was only 5-3 at the half
when the Jays erupted for 7 goals
in the third period. But the offense reverted to its Syracuse
form in the fourth quarter, scoring not once.
Nonetheless, the Blue Jays
displayed the type of lacrosse
they are capable of playing, particularly in the third quarter when
Hopkins built a 12-6 lead. Quint
Kessenich, coming off the

suspension, made 14 saves, while
Scott Marr, Brendan Kelly, and
Mike Morrill each had two goals
and two assists. Defenseman
Dave Howland, also coming off
the one-game suspension, scored
his first goal of the year, as did
midfielders Jack Crawford and
Jay Clarke. The latter goal came
with an extra man on the field for
Hopkins, with Clarke settling into this new role following the
departure of John Dressel.
HOPKINS 13, RUTGERS 9
Sat., March 19
Hopkins won its first game at
home with a 13-9 victory over the
Scarlet Knights. The Jays were
leading 12-5 when goalie Quint
Kessenich and several other
starters were removed from play
in the third quarter.
2,000 fans showed up at
Homewood Field during this
spring break weekend. Hopkins
led only 5-4 at the half before
responding with six consecutive
goals to put the Knights away. A
new offensive formation,

prepared by Coach Zimmerman
especially for use against
Rutgers, allowed Hopkins' biggest guns, Brendan Kelly, John
Wilkens, and Matt Panetta, to
score two goals apiece. Mike
Morrill scored three times. In addition, sophomore midfielder
Greg Kelly scored his first two
goals of the season for the Jays.
Rutgers took a 2-0 edge in the
first quarter when an errant pass
from several yards out by chance
got by a screened Kessenich. But
the Jays soon made the score 3-2
and never trailed again.
HOPKINS 9, PRINCETON 0
Sat., March 26
Scott Marr scored three goals
and the Tigers were limited to 13
shots as the Blue Jays achieved a
rarity in lacrosse, a shutout.
Quint Kessenich made eight
saves. Goalie John Wright played
well for Princeton, making 20
saves, and prevented the game
from becoming an utter rout.

performance, Garner admitted he
was disappointed, but added that
the sprinters had been working
very hard. He was pleased,
however, that the teams qualified
four people in seven events to the
MAC meet.
The team next competes at the
Western Maryland Relays this
Saturday, April 2, in events ranging from the 4 X 100 to the 4 X
1600. Hopkins should again do
well in the field events relays,
where the distances of the three
competitors are added up for a
total distance. For the running
events, the men have their best
chance to score with their
distance medley (800, 400, 1200,
1600) of Mark Sullivan, Paul
Park, Scott Baker, and Tim
Marean.

STUDENT
APARTMENTS
From $300
Move in NOW—
NO security
deposit
Reserve NOW
for September

STUDENTS
WELCOME!!
366-6668
Bring Friends,
Earn CASH
Close to Classes

CLASSIFIEDS
QUIKTYPE—Professional typing/word processing. 7 days/
week. Ask about our student rates.
Bring this ad for 10% discount off
1st paper. 542-2755.
HOPKINS, PEABODY AND
GOUCHER STUDENTS— BED
AND BREAKFAST ACCOMODA1
TIONS near each campus for
parents, visitors, or a getaway for
yourself. Call Amanda's Bed and
Breakfast reservation service —
301-225-0001.
RESEARCH
ASSISTANT
WANTED: The Johns Hopkins
Lung Health Study, a NIH clinical
trial, needs a hard-working compulsively organized, and goodhumored student to work part-time
on the project. Job responsibilities
include phoning study participants,
data entry, file organization, and
odd jobs. Computer skills useful
The Lung Health Study is located at
Francis Scott Key Medical Center.
Hours are flexible and the pay is
$7 00 an hour. Call Mrs. Bloom at
550-0800.
OCCASIONAL BABYSITTER
WANTED: Experienced, responsible student to sit for two little girls(7
years and 15 months) in my home
(five minutes from Homewood).
Own transportation desirable, but
not required. $3.00 an hour Call Dr.
Rand 235-5416 (evenings).
REPS WANTED: To sell/market
condoms. Great margins and demand for product. Write American
Health Guardian, P 0 Box 3123.
York, PA., 17042
RUTH'S TYPING SERVICE, Quality at affordable prices, $3/page,
521-3732
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Tennis team back from Florida
and freshmen Jonathan Missner,
Loren Engquist, Pedro Arboleda,
The Johns Hopkins Mens Ten- and Sean Graham.
Hopkins won their first two
nis Team, coached by Bill Nelson
and assistant-coached by Mike meets against Loyola University
Tolley, began the year on a win- and Drew University. The Jays
ning note. Last year the team was won their meet against Loyola 6-3
13-5 and came in second in the and beat Drew 7-2.
The squad took a spring trip
Middle Atlantic Conference. The
team that won our conference was down to Florida to practice and
ranked third in the country for play other schools. This year's
Division III schools. This year's assistant coach is Mike Tolley
team consists of seniors Jeff Shif- and he has been a great asset to
ter, Bob Fiocco, Larry Shanet, the team's performance. "We
Dave Hannan, and Jason have a lot of talent and a lot of
Shaplen; juniors Ryu Iwai, Paul hard workers. I'm proud of their
Thesiger, and Jonathan Holzman; dedication and hard work,
by Jonathan Missner

especially down in Florida. I still
don't understand the music those
guys listen to."
This year's captains are Jeff
Shiffer, Jason Shaplen, and Dave
Hannan. Commenting on the
season Mr. Shiffef said, "The
season is great and I love the guys
on the team. Florida helped a
great deal as I not only aced
Towson State's Josh Poodle, but

I also won the shuffle board
championship with partner Jon
Missner. On a more serious note,
though, the tennis program is excellent and Mike Tolley is very
dedicated and we all appreciate it.
By the way, who's in the box?"
Senior Larry Shanet said,
"After being in Florida and battling many tough teams and then
having to play Pedro State South

Latimore honored
Courtesy of the Athletic Center
The Southern Division Eastern
Section of the Middle Atlantic
States Athletic Conference
(MAC)recently announced postseason awards for the 1987-1988
basketball season. Two members
of Coach Bill Nelson's Johns
Hopkins squad were recognized
for their accomplishments during
the past season.
Junior Mike Latimore (St.
Paul, MN) was named to the all
conference team. Latimore, a
6'5" forward, led the Blue Jay
team in rebounding (9.3 rpg) and
blocked shots (24). Latimore
averaged 11.2 points per game
and finished second in assists.
Usually assigned to cover an opponent's strong offensive threat,
Mike was the strong man at both
ends of the court. Latimore had

been featured in the Sports Illustrated pre-season basketball
edition.
Freshman Andy Enfield, a
sharp-shooting guard from Shippensburg, PA, was named rookie
of the year in the Southeastern
Division. Enfield led all Blue Jay
scorers with a 15.2 points per
game average while also leading
in assists. Enfield's strongest
asset was his ability to shoot from
the free throw line, leading
Hopkins with an impressive 89.4
free throw percent (85-95). He
finished the season ranked third
nationally in Division III free
throw percentage.
Johns Hopkins finished the
season with a record of twelve
wins and twelve losses. Hopkins
returns the entire squad for the
1988-1989 campaign.

:
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of the Border, I feel that the team
could become a Cinderella story
out of no where. As a senior, I
believe that I should set an example for the younger guys and not
tell opponents to bark like a dog
when they beam me at net, as
Akron University did. Some
might think that we will all go
down together, but I feel we will
once again have a winning
record."
Junior Jon Holzman also feels
strongly about the season. "One
reason that we're such a successful team is because we have
fun as we blow away our opponents. We work hard during
practice and we get along with
our teammates. I don't appreciate
being nailed in the nose by a golf
ball in Florida though. As well as
having 2-4 hour strenuous practices in Florida, we got other
work-outs from aerobics with Gil
at noon and running away from
Eastern Illinois' women's team
helped improve our stamina."
Senior captain Dave Hannan
said, "I am confident that all of
our practice will culminate and
will cause our season to erupt into a fury of victories."
Senior captain Jason Shaplen
was not available for comment
due to the fact that he was on the
phone with his girlfriend.
The squad plays Haverford at
home on Saturday, April 9th and
plays Western Maryland at home
on Tuesday, April 12th. They invite all to come out and join them
in victory.
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Hunt
Saturday, April 2 at 11
a.m. on the Lower Quad—
Benefitting the Children of
Faculty, Administrators
and Neighbors of the
Hopkins Community

Come See
the Easter Bunny
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and Find
The Golden Egg!!!
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YOUR FIRST STEP TOWARD SUCCESS IS THE ONE
YOU COULD TAKE THIS SUMMER.
At Army ROTC Camp Challenge, you'll learn
what it takes to succeed—in college and in life.
You'll build self-confidence and develop your
leadership potential. Plus you can also qualify
to earn an Army Officer's commission when
you graduate from college.
Army ROTC Camp Challenge. It may be
just what you need to reach the top.
OM%
S
retworl

ARMY ROTC
THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.
Find out more.
Call Captain Rick Kearney 338-7474
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Kielkopf, Kristol lead Gunmen
by Jim Kielkopf
On Saturday, February 6, the
Johns Hopkins rifle team wrapped up its season with a strong
finish in the MAC sectionals in
Philadelphia. Hopkins placed
fifth out of seventeen teams in a
grueling, five-hour, full course
competition with a score of 3965
out of a possible 4800.
This was Hopkins' best score
of the season, and Coach Hardy
was pleased with the results.
"When you go into a match, all
you can ask for is to shoot your
best. Each shooter is in competition with himself, and if you
shoot your best score, the match
is a success."

The match was the only full
course (120 record shots, 40 in
each position of prone, kneeling,
and standing, as opposed to the
usual 60 shot half course) that
Hopkins fired this season. Taking
several hours to complete, the full
course is a test of endurance as
well as consistency and deadly accuracy over time. The most difficult part of the full course is the
eighty minute standing position.
To be competitive here the
shooter must prove strong and
steady enough to hold his unsupported, thirteen pound rifle for
over an hour while consistently
delivering forty .22 caliber projectiles fifty feet away to an area
the size of an aspirin.

Sophomore sharpshooter Jim
"I just can't miss" Kielkopf led
the Hopkins riflemen in scoring
with his personal record of 1059
out of 1200. He finished sixth
overall in a field of 47 shooters.
Sophomore starter Matthew
Mayr also fired his personal best
with a score of 975. Senior Adam
Kristol wrapped up a successful
college career with a healthy 994,
but team captain Neil Seidman
choked in the standing position
and finished below his expected
ability. Also firing in the sec-

tionals in the individual competitions were sophomore Larry
Young and freshman Matt
Fischer.
1987-88 has been one of the
most successful seasons in recent
years for Hopkins. The Blue Jays
improved their match average
scores by 131 points over last
season, making Hopkins the most
improved team in the league. This
furnished the team with victories
over Yale, Princeton, Rider, and
Penn State Delco but was not
enough to defeat the nowerful

scholarship teams of St. John's,
Penn State Main, Army, and
Navy.
In addition to Adam Kristol,
the two other seniors that will be
lost to graduation are Brian Kurtz
and John Cieslowski. Despite
these losses,junior Neil Seidman
is optimistic that the team will be
even stronger next year. "We
have a lot of talent to improve on
that will still be around for one
or two years; our best shots have
two years left. We certainly
haven't peaked yet."

Bouncing back in '88
Courtesy of the Athletic Center
Mix seven raw but talented
freshmen with the solid leadership and game experience of three
seniors, season with the
motivating coaching of Nancy
Clelan-Blank, allow to simmer
over a 20 game period, and you
have a recipe for a strong 1989
basketball team. With the seniors
and freshmen pushing and abetting each other, Coach Blank
doubled the 4 victories of the
previous season and finished the
year with an 8-12 record.
Senior point guard Jeanne
Clark (Mountain Lakes, NJ),
who led the team in assists, was
the catalyst for the Hopkins offense. Coach Blank believes

Clark's leadership and court
awareness was a key to the team's
improved performance. Senior
Cindy Harper (Philadelphia, PA)
became only the second player in
Hopkins history to score 1000
points in a career.
The Hopkins offensive punch
was supplied by the freshman
class. Kristi Kantowski (Ellicott
City, MD) led the Blue Jays in
scoring, averaging fourteen
points per game. Jennifer Luzietti
(Shelton, CT)finished the season
with a 10.6 ppg average, and
Julianne Rolapp (Darnestwon,
MD) was the 3rd highest scorer
with a 9.6 per game average.
Rolapp led the team in three point
shots, scoring on 41 percent of
her shots from beyond the 19 foot

9 inch arc.
In the rebounding department,
Jennifer Luzietti led Hopkins with
6.8 rebounds per game. Kristi
Kantowski finished close behind
Luzietti with a rebounding
average of 6.1 boards per game.
Luzietti also led the team with ten
blocked shots.
The 1987-88 season was
highlighted by victories over
Western Maryland College 50-48
and Dickinson College 64-63.
Coach Blank hopes to get a solid
recruiting class to back up her
stellar freshman, and if she succeeds, she believes that Johns
Hopkins will be able to make a
strong run at winning the MAC
championship.
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INFORMATION SESSION: I
I TUESDAY, APRIL 5th AT
8 P.M. IN THE AMRI
MULTIPURPOSE ROOM I
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Students from all divisions of the
University are welcome.
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Quiz!
er
The
of
Summ
Boys
Gala
®
Sponsored by:
Eddie's Supermarket
3117 St. Paul St.
889-1558

Win Certificates for a Case of Mystery Brew
and $10 Worth of Peanuts and Crackerjacks

and

&Vie's Liquors

3109 St. Paul St. 0
0
243-0221

1. Gene Mauch's career managerial record.Instructions:Take me out of Johns Hopkins, Take me *
*
out of this school, Buy me some coolers, And sunglasses,
2. He hit the "shot heard around the world."
*
I don't care if! fail my classes, Cause it's root, root for good
3. The first National and American League pitchers to
*
when
it
And
weather,
rains it's real lame, For its one, two,
*
win three games in a World Series,
three more days left till the old ball game. Sweeeet. That's
*
'zlings
baseball
is
In
right,
just
season
honor
away.
three
days
4. The last two pitchers to do this.
®
Pastime,
of
National
that
ole
has
some
prepared
Quizzy
5. The Hall of Famer [non-pitcher] with the lowest
*
teasers to test your memory. Simply run your entries down
career batting average, and his average,
*
to the N-L Dugout by next Wednesday at 5 p.m.
6. Catchers who invented the face mask and the neck
0
Results: The winner is Go Jump off a Cliff, Heaton. Well *
guard.
*
done.
Since the quiz was run so long ago, the statute of limita7. The Mets' mascot in 1979.
answers
has
the
run,
tions
cannot
and
be
*
here.
Inshown
*
drafte.8
Mets
the
The
first
player
phone
likes
He
calls.
call
,
Cliff.
*
ad
te
*s
* 9. Identify "Shoeless" Joe Jackson.
0
P.S.: Well here it is, the Official N-L 1988 Baseball Season *
® 10. The only teams never to play in a pennant series.
Predictions, brought to you, courtesy of yours truly. For those
*
® 11. Pitcher with the best single-season strikeouts/
*
interested, and even those not, the QM batted over .500 for
*
innings ratio [162 innings minimum),
last years predictions. So trust this column.
*
®
* 12. The five regular starting pitchers on the 1975
®
American League
®
®
Cincinnati Reds.
West
East
®
* 13. Distance from home plate to the centerfield fence
A's
Yankees
®
*
Grounds.
Polo
the
at
Royals
Blue Jays
®
*
Rangers
Brewers
* 14. Maximum number of night games to be played at
*
Twins
Red Sox
Wrigley Field this year.
®
Mariners
*
ers
Tig
Angels
Orioles
*
* 15. Hitter holding record for most strikeouts in a
White Sox
Indians
*
*
season.
®
National League
16. Youngest player in major league history.
:
*
West
st
®
*
0
*
®
O
*
*
®
*
®
*

Ea
Mets
Phillies
Pirates

*

Reds

*

Giants
®
* Bonus 1: The amount the Orioles should pay Eddie
Astros
*
*
Murray, and why.
Dodgers
Expos*
*
Cardinals
Padres
the
* Bonus 2: Why P. Sean Bramble is wrong for saying
Braves
Cubs
*
Orioles will finish fourth this year.
®
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The Special Events Committee of Spring Fair
will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. in the SAC Office Everyone in the world is invited to
attend.
The BoDeans, rated the number 1 upcoming group by Rolling Stone magazine will be
playing Spring Fair Saturday night. Tickets
are $9.50 for reserved seating and are now
available at the Union Desk.
Coffee House!!! Thursday night, 9 p.m. to
1 a m Great live entertainment, food, and.
of course, coffee Take a break and relax at
the Coffeehouse.
Help on the Spring Fair 8K Runt! Race will
be held on Sunday, April 17. Call Lucian,
Gene or Sayeed at 338-7692 and get
involvedi
8K Run Race forms are here! Pick yours up
at the Spring Fair Office in Levering Hall. Early entrants will receive a commemorative
shirt. Questions? Call Lucian. Gene or
Sayeed at 338-7692.
La Organizacion Latina Estudiantil (OLE)
will have an organizational meeting Tuesday,
April 5 at 9:30 p.m . in the Grad Club. Trip
to Philly, Spring Fair events will be planned,
and elections will be held. Call Erick at
467-4127 for more info.
Seniors. Check your campus mailboxes this
week for important Homecoming
. information

The event you've been waiting for all year
is finally here-Musical Showcase '88! Be
sure to be at Shover Hall on Thursday, April
7 at 7 p.m for a talent-filled show featuring
your peers, classmates, friends. Admission
is absolutely free. So, whether you like rock,
classical, pop, jazz, folk, contemporary or
anything in between, you won't want to miss
this show

Yo folks! The Course Guide is doing lay-out
this Saturday, April 3 from 10 a.m. to
whenever we get done Stop by the Production Room to help

The Chinese Students Association will be
holding elections for next year's officers in
the Little Theater on Sunday at 7 p m Other
topics include T-shirts, Georgetown trip, and
Spring Fair. All are welcome; only members
may participate in the elections.

Interested in the sun, sea and good times?
Join Sailing Club(even if you can't sail). Next
meeting Tuesday, April 5 in Conf. Rm B at
6:30 p.m. Bring a friend.

Lemniscete magazine will be distributed on
April 11 Check this column next week for
more details. Inquiries should be directed to
Mike at 366-0320. (Really.)
Yes, it's election time at HopSFA. Come to
the meeting, Thurs, April 7 at 8 p m. Little
Theater, and vote for the new officers. Also,
HopSFAnatic 17 should be back from the
printers (cross your fingers, antennae.
whatever). Don't forget to give condolences
to the new executive board.
Classes driving you nuts? For saner
reading, come to the Comic Book Auction,
April 9th, at the Glass Pavilion. Doors open
at 3:30.
Last minute Auction planning for the Comic
Book Club! Meet Tues, 630 p m. in
Cont.Rm.A to iron out, hammer, and otherwise bludgen the details. Or call 889-7334.

The American Chemical Society will hold its
second annual Undergraduate Research
Symposium on Saturday. April 2. All students The Bridge Club will meet on Tuesday night
and faculty are invited to attend. Dr. Robert at 8 p.m in the Snack Bar. All are welcome
Coffey, of the Hopkins Medical School, will to attend Beginner and intermediate lessons
be the keynote speaker. The symposium willgiven.
be held in Remsen 221, and will begin at
noon. Refreshments will be served.
The local ACBL unit will be hosting a novice
(0-20 MP) bridge game on Wednesday, April
Hear ye! Hear ye! The House of Commons 6 at 7.30 p.m. For more information, contact
will hold a meeting on Tuesday. April 5 at 8
Joe at 243-8654
p.m to discuss legalized prostitution. We will
now for the Mayor's Fellowship ProApply
members
always
also hold elections. New
gram (Fall 1988 semester). a 6-credit
welcome
undergraduate course in urban policy featur.
Undergraduate Women Come talk about ing a seminar and internships in urban planning, administration, law, social services,
life at Hopkins! An open discussion concerning women at Hopkins will be held on Wed, community organization, economic development, and related fields. For information and
April 6 at 7:30 p.m in the Multipurpose
applications, contact Robert Seidel, Institute
Room, AMR I.
for Policy Studies, Shover Hall. 338-7169
Fair is coming! Fair is coming' Spring Fair
Homewood TV Presentation, APL Collois around the bend. Please don't forget to
quium on the topic Science Reporting. The
register your Fair Games Team before the
will be Howard Simons of the
speaker
deadline of April 11. It's stiff competition so
Niernann Foundation, Harvard University.
start planning your strategies for the Apache
Friday April 1, 1988, 2 p.m. in the ITV
Relay See you there! Applications available
Classroom, Maryland 214.
at the Spring Fair Office.

The Pre-Health Society will be holding a
meeting this Sunday, April 4 in Conf. Rm. A
at 12 noon We'll talk about scheduling layout and the cookie sale.

The JSA and HJL are sponsoring a symposium entitled Science in Israel on
Wednesday, April 6. A series of lectures will
be given from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Arellano
Theater The keynote address will be given
by Professor Yuval Ne'eman, Member of
Israeli Parliament and former Israeli Minister
of Science and Development. Professor
Ne'eman will speak at 7 p.m. in Shover Hall.
For more info contact Brenda at 889-7872.
There will be an organizational meeting of the
International Club on Friday, April 1 at 4:00
p.m. in the Little Theater. Call Mark at
889-5855 or Steve at 467-1914.
CPR classes- there must be somebody out
there who needs to get re-certified . . . or
perhaps you don't know CPR at all. For a few
hours of your time, you can learn how to save
a life. Call Eva at 243-6038 for info.
Get Obnoxious, Tonight! See Obnoxious
Aliens Only You, tonight at 8 p.m. in
Maryland 110 (Japanese with English subtitles). See the most lecherous High-school
boy ever! Discover the awful truth behind the
"Holy Love Ceremony"! A very funny, very
by the NSA.
se
silly comedy presented
The Coalition For A Free South Africa meets
every Friday at 5 00 p.m in Conference
Room B. Levering Hall. All are welcome, and
we'll be happy to answer questions about
the Statement of Purpose.
The Johns Hopkins University Forum on
Korean Affairs presents the final lecture in
the series-Korea: A Nation in Transition
featuring the Minister in charge of political affairs at the Korean Embassy, Chang Sun
Sup. The lecture begins Thursday April 7 at
8:00 PM in the Garrett Room. It is free and
open to the public.
The Johns Hopkins Jewish League presents
PUPPETS-a film showing how prejudice
can easily manipulate societies through
scapegoating- Wednesday, March 16 at
7.00 p m in the Jewish Students Center in
AMR I. bottom floor

The Catholic Faith Inventory (CFI) offers a
unique chance to reflect upon one's faith. Fr.
Bob Michele of Newman House offers the
CFI and follow-up meetings if desired. Interested? Call Fr Bob at 889-4528 or drop
by Newman House, 2941 N Charles St. to
pick one up.
The Coffee Shop outside Gilman will be
open Sunday and Monday from 8:30 p.m.
to 12.30 a.m Be sure to support this effort
Groups interested in selling other week
nights please contact Danny at 243-6630 or
leave a note in the Catholic Community SAC
carrell
Every Thursday Nite is Newman Nite.
You've heard about it, now be sure to drop
by. Dinner starts at 6 p.m. Discussion at 7
p m The address is 2941 N. Charles.
Second Tuesday Policy Seminar presents
a talk by Dr. Ronald Hahn, Senior International Fellow, Institute for Policy Studies, Professor of Regional Geography, University of
Stuggart The topic will be "High Tech
Development in the Baltimore-Washington
Corridor." It will be from 12:00 noon to 1 .30
p.m. in the Conference Room on the ground
floor, Shover Hall
The Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine presents the Eleventh Annual
Young Investigators' Day 1988, on Thursday, April 7, 1988 in the Preclinical
Teaching Building. Members of the scientific community are cordially invited to
attend.
The Caribbean Interest Group will hold its
next General Meeting at 5 p.m. Monday April
4th in Conference Room A. New Members
are encouraged to attend
Peer Counselors-There will be a general
business meeting this Sunday night at 8:30
in the Garret Room Please try to attend. Any
questions or problems, call Vicki.
Hey Kids! The Black & Blue Jay will be
holding a staff meeting on Monday April 4th,
8 p.m., Glass Pavilion. We'll be discussing
our next issue, ratifying our constitution, and
some other important stuff. Be sure to attend.
or call Chris at 889-2827 or Jose at
243-5023.(He's got an answering machine).
The Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine presents The William F Rienhotf,
Jr Lectureship 1988, Esophageal Cancer:
When is Surgery Justified? The speaker will
be John Wong, MB, BS, Ph D, FRACS,
FRCS, Professor and Chairman Department
of Surgery, University of Hong Kong. The
lecture will be Friday, April 15 at 4:00 p.m.
in Hurd Hall at the Johns Hopkins Hospital.
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